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( i ) 
ABSTRACT 
Some e l e c t r i c a l properties of hot-pressed Si^U^, 5 W/o MgO/Si^l^ 
and two si a l o n s , s i ( 6 - Z ) " A 1Z'°Z , N(8-Z) h a v i n g z ~ 3 , 2 a n d z s 4 , 0 
have been measured, using a v a r i e t y of techniques, between 18°C and 10OO°C. 
The e l e c t r i c a l behaviour of a l l the materials showed s i m i l a r general features. 
The d.c. conductivities were i n the range of 10 1 5-10 1 6 fl~1cm"1 at 
18° C and rose to 10 6 - l 0 5 SI ^cm 1 at 1000° C. The current d e n s i t y - f i e l d 
3 
( J g - E ) c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s were ohmic i n applied f i e l d s of l e s s than 3 x 10 
v o l t cm 1 ; conductivity increased with e l e c t r i c f i e l d above that range, 
o 
Above about 280 C, a^c was independent of E, i t s temperature dependence 
following log a aT 1 . Below about 230° C conductivity f i t t e d a 
-B/ 1/4 
o a exp ( T ) law i n both low and high f i e l d s . The a c t i v a t i o n energies 
were i n the range of 1.45-1.80 eV and 0.05-0.15 eV at above 3oo° C and near 
room temperatures r e s p e c t i v e l y . Time dependent charging ( I c ) and d i s -
charging ( I ) currents were observed which followed a I(t)ot t ~ n law with 
n = 0.7-0.8 a t room temperature. The exponent n for I decreased with 
increasing temperature. 
Ha l l e f f e c t and thermoelectric power measurements enabled the Hall 
mobility to be estimated as l e s s than 10 * cm^v ^"sec ^ at above 400° C 
and showed that the materials were a l l p-type between 400 and 900° C and 
o 
n-type above 900 C. The d r i f t mobility obtained from observations of —8 —9 2 —1 —1 t r a n s i t time e f f e c t s was 1 x 10 - 5 x 10 cm v sec . Various hopping 
models to explain the data are considered. 
At room temperature the v a r i a t i o n of conductivity (a' (ui) ) with 
frequency over the range 200 Hz to 9.3 GHz followed the o' (u>) a w" law with 
n = 0.9. The d i e l e c t r i c constant (e') and l o s s (tanfi ) both f e l l s l i g h t l y 
5 
over t h i s frequency range, the average values a t 10 Hz being about 9.5 and 
( i i ) 
5 x 10 re s p e c t i v e l y . At temperatures up to 500° C the data f i t s w e l l 
with the 'Universal d i e l e c t r i c law 1 e"(w) a u>n 1 and approximately f i t s 
the Kramers-Kronig r e l a t i o n e"(tu)/ ... = cot l n V / n ) with 0.5 < n <1. 
e icuj - l 
The exponent n decreases with increasing temperature. The e f f e c t s may be 
caused by e i t h e r non-Debye dipolar or hopping charge phenomena. 
Simil a r studies of e l e c t r i c a l properties for 30 m/o L i - s i a l o n and 
14.3 m/o Y-sialon were also made i n an attempt to r e l a t e the e l e c t r i c a l 
properties and compositions of pure and doped s i a l o n s . 
( i i i ) 
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1.1 THE NATURE OF NITROGEN CERAMICS; 
S i l i c o n n i t r i d e ( S i ^ N ^ has been established for some years as a 
leading refractory ceramic. I t has been more a t t r a c t i v e than other 
ceramics for i t s exceptional properties as high strength, thermal shock 
resistance, wear r e s i s t a n c e , high decomposition temperature, oxidation 
resi s t a n c e , low c o - e f f i c i e n t of f r i c t i o n and r e s i s t a n c e to corrosive 
environments. Therefore, i t i s at present a leading contender for a 
wide range of high temperature engineering applications, e s p e c i a l l y for 
gas turbines, flame cans, high temperature gas bearings, welding j i g s 
and containers for molten metal. I t i s often d i f f i c u l t to make a 
p a r t i c u l a r design of component with these refractory properties. S i l i c o n 
n i t r i d e i s a covalently bonded s o l i d and has a high e l a s t i c modulus, low 
density, small co-ordination number and high melting temperature. The 
s e l f - d i f f u s i v i t y of the material i s extremely small with the r e s u l t that 
i t cannot be sintered to maximum density by f i r i n g alone. Two processes 
of preparing s o l i d s i l i c o n n i t r i d e are now used ; these are c a l l e d "reaction 
bonding" and "hot-pressing". 
In reaction bonding, a s i l i c o n powder compact i s f i r s t made i n the 
required shape and i s then n i t r i d e d . This process i s c a r r i e d out i n 
molecular nitrogen at about 1400°C and gives a product consisting of a 
mixture of a and 0 s i l i c o n n i t r i d e . Very l i t t l e change i s observed i n the 
o r i g i n a l dimensions of the s i l i c o n compact during n i t r i d i n g , and so i n t r i c a t e 
shapes can be made by the reaction bonding method. However the desired 
density cannot be achieved by t h i s method due to the presence of porosity. 
2 
Reaction sintered s i l i c o n n i t r i d e i s always porous on a micro-scale 
(about 20%). This material can be fabricated e a s i l y and i s r e l a t i v e l y 
cheap to make, though unfortunately the presence of porosity causes low 
density. Also, the oxidation resistance and the r e s i s t a n c e to corrosive 
environments decreases because the porosity leads to a higher e f f e c t i v e 
surface area. The low density material i s not strong enough for many 
engineering applications. 
The second method of making s i l i c o n n i t r i d e i s hot-pressing. 
The s t a r t i n g material for pressing i s s i l i c o n powder which i s n i t r i d e d 
to give d i r e c t l y a - s i l i c o n n i t r i d e powder. This i s then hot-pressed i n 
a i r a t between one to two tons p s i i n a graphite die at about 1700°C for 
one hour. This gives a maximum density, 0 - s i l i c o n n i t r i d e product with 
higher strength and greater chemical resistance than that of reaction-
bonded materials. This y i e l d s a pore-free material. However, the 
machining processes such as m i l l i n g , cutting ,and grinding,are more 
d i f f i c u l t than with reaction bonded material j further t h i s method of 
preparation i s more expensive than the reaction bonding method. 
Several broad studies to e s t a b l i s h the engineering properties 
for i t s major applications have been made. S i l i c o n n i t r i d e i n the hot-
pressed 0-form a t t a i n s a density approaching the t h e o r e t i c a l value of 
3 - 3 3 - 2 3.2 x 10 kgm , an e l a s t i c modulus of 310 x 10 MN m and a modulus of 
3 -2 
rupture of 1.03 x 10 MN m (1-2). The corresponding figures for the 
3 - 3 3 - 2 reaction sintered, l e s s dense, a-type are 2.5 x 10 kgm , 170 x 10 MN m 
-2 
and 170 MN m . Zn addition both types possess a low c o e f f i c i e n t of 
expansion (3r3.5 x 10 * ) . Many of the p h y s i c a l properties of hot-
pressed s i l i c o n n i t r i d e , such as high temperature creep and t e n s i l e strength 
(3-4), thermal shock and high temperature oxidation r e s i s t a n c e (5), have been 
f a i r l y extensively studied. I t i s r e a l i s e d that even hot-pressed material 
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contains impurities which r e s u l t from the hot-pressing additive usually 
magnesium oxide. This additive material reacts with the s i l i c a which i s 
always present as a surface layer on the s i l i c o n n i t r i d e powder and gives 
a glass or a second c r y s t a l l i n e phase. As a r e s u l t t h e i r presence impairs 
the high temperature properties. Improvements are continuously being made 
i n both hot-pressed and reaction-bonded s i l i c o n n i t r i d e s by reducing t h e i r 
impurity content. Recently advances i n s i l i c o n n i t r i d e technology have 
demonstrated the improvements to the high temperature mechanical properties 
and the oxidation r e s i s t a n c e of the both types of materials which can be 
made by removing impurities ( 6 ) . 
Alternative materials can be made by s i m i l a r methods. The c r y s t a l 
l a t t i c e of s i l i c o n n i t r i d e can accommodate other atoms, both m e t a l l i c and 
non-metallic, i n large amounts. The recent work at Newcastle (5) and also 
i n Japan has shown that aluminium and oxygen can enter the (3-silicon n i t r i d e 
l a t t i c e to give a s o l i d solution of ^l^O^ i n the n i t r i d e ; a l s o , i t has been 
established that the metal atoms of low valency, such as lithium, magnesium 
and yttrium can enter as w e l l , i n a charge compensating r o l e . The l a t t e r 
products are known as " s i a l o n s " depending on the phases of the combining 
elements silicon-aluminium-oxygen-nitrogen and other re l a t e d systems. 
S i l i c o n n i t r i d e i s the f i r s t of a wide range of nitrogen ceramics, i n which 
i t i s possible to design the material and these are being made by using both 
reaction bonding and hot-pressing techniques. These new nitrogen ceramics 
are reported by Jack(5) to be superior to s i l i c o n n i t r i d e i n mechanical 
properties. 
1.2 THE PREPARATION OF HOT-PRESSED NITROGEN CERAMICS 
The method of hot-pressing has been used by the research workers 
at the Department of Metallurgy, University of Newcastle,to manufacture the 
nitrogen ceramics investigated i n the present work ( 7 ) . The s t a r t i n g materials 
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shown i n Table Id. were i n the form of a- S i . ^ , MgO and A1 20 3. These 
materials were thoroughly mixed with the required additive using wet 
m i l l i n g i n butanol, isopropanol or acetone i n polythene j a r s or by 
dry mixing i n bot t l e s on a pascal b a l l m i l l . The grinding medium used 
i n wet m i l l i n g operations was e i t h e r Cyl-peb a l o r i t e or tungsten carbide 
b a l l s . The use of tungsten was always observed to give an added impurity 
i n the products. After a few hours the i n i t i a l milled s l u r r y was evaporated 
for dryness at 56°C-120°C. The dry powder was then vibro-mixed for a short 
time and f i n a l l y the product was vacuum dried a t 100°C over phosphorous 
pentaoxide to absorb water vapour. The dry and thoroughly mixed powders 
were cold-compressed i n a s t e e l die at pressures of about 180 to 300 bars. 
In order to hot-press these mixtures, 1 to 2 W% MgO was us u a l l y added to the 
s t a r t i n g materials to produce d e n s l f i c a t i o n . The cold-pressed p e l l e t was 
buried i n boron n i t r i d e and placed i n a graphite boat. The boron n i t r i d e 
minimized the reducing e f f e c t s of graphite on the sample. A pressure of 
about 1 ton/^2 (154 bars) was applied to the graphite die which was then 
heated to a temperature of 1700°C. This temperature was maintained for one 
hour a f t e r which the system was allowed to cool n a t u r a l l y . 
1.3 THE STRUCTURE OF NITROGEN CERAMICS 
I t i s e s s e n t i a l to know the structure of s i l i c a t e s as a b a s i s for 
understanding the complex n i t r i d e systems. The complex structures of many 
s i l i c a t e s are derived from s i l i c a Si02, i n the same way a range of nitrogen 
ceramics can be developed from s i l i c o n n i t r i d e , Si^N^. The basic building 
unit of a l l s i l i c a t e s and i n the various forms of s i l i c a i t s e l f i s the SiO. 
4 
group, carrying four negative charges (Fig. 1.1). In t h i s the c e n t r a l s i l i c o n 
atom i s bonded to oxygen atoms a t each of the four corners. The SiO^ tetrahedra 
can be joined i n various ways by sharing oxygen corners and give many d i f f e r e n t 
structures of s i l i c a t e s . Some of the arrangements i n which tetrahedra can be 
o to 
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FIG. 1-1 The tetrahedral unit in the si l icates 
( S i O J and nitrogen ceramics (after r e f e r e n c e s ) 
5 
linked are shown i n Figure 1.2. On the other hand, a random array of 
tetrahedra gives r i s e to an amorphous structure as i n the glas s e s . 
In a s i m i l a r way, nitrogen can bu i l d up a tetrahedra structure 
with four nitrogen corners surrounding a c e n t r a l s i l i c o n atom (Fig.1.1). 
For example, s i l i c o n n i t r i d e e x i s t s i n two modifications, alpha and beta, 
of which 3 - s i l i c o n n i t r i d e i s s t r u c t u r a l l y i n the form of SiN^ tetrahedra 
joined i n a three dimensional network by corners ; each nitrogen corner i s 
common to three tetrahedra (Fig. 1.3). The a-Si^N^ can be transformed to 
U-Si 3N 4 above 1450°C by l o s s of s i l i c o n monoxide. The o-Si^N^ prepared 
by n i t r i d i n g s i l i c o n with molecular nitrogen has about one i n every t h i r t y 
nitrogen atoms replaced by an oxygen atom i n i t s structure. I t i s now 
believed that a - s i l i c o n n i t r i d e i s a defect structure i n which a few nitrogen 
atoms are replaced by oxygen / t h i s suggests t h a t more nitrogen atoms can be 
replaced by reactions with suitable compounds, without changing the st r u c t u r e . 
Aluminium also plays a very s p e c i a l r o l e i n the s i l i c a t e s t r u c t u r e s , 
due to the Alo^ tetrahedron i n the same way, as does s i l i c o n . This time 
A10 4 has an o v e r a l l negative charge of f i v e u n i t s as compared with the -4 
units of S10 4 but they are of the same s i z e . Therefore, i t i s possible to 
replace Sio^ by Alo^ i n the rings, chains and networks i f valency or charge 
compensations can be made elsewhere i n the structure. Thus, the work a t 
4+ 
Newcastle (5,7) and also i n Japan (8) has established that S i i n s i l i c o n 
3+ 2-nitrd.de can be replaced by an Al i n M-2°3 o f D i s substituted for a 
3- + + 2+ 3+ N . Other metal ions, e.g. L i , Na , Mg , Y can be introduced i n 
3+ 
addition to Al i n a charge compensation r o l e . A wide range of materials, 
both glassy and c r y s t a l l i n e , are now being made by using ct-Si^N^ and s i l i c o n -
aluminium-oxygen-nitrogen with the addition of other metals as mentioned above 
i n a way corresponding to that found i n the range of s i l i c a t e s b u i l t from 
4' 
orthosilicates S I0 4 
8^0 
eg wollastonite 
single chain silicates (SiO,) n 
eg beryl eg pyroxene 
double chain silicates (SLO,,) 
9 
eg amphibole 
FIG.1 .2 The Silicate s t ruc tures . 
pyrosilicates S L O ring silicates Si» 0 
eg olivine eg melilite 
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FIG. 1-3 (a) The crystal structure of p-Si l icon 
nitride, (b) The tetrahedral representation of 
the S i - A I - O - N system (after reference 5 ) 
s i l i c a and silicon-aluminium-oxygen tetrahedra. I n a broad sense these 
are known as "nitrogen ceramics" and the name s i a l o n i s given to a l l 
materials based upon the s t r u c t u r a l u n i t ( S i , Al) (0,N)^ or more generally 
(Si,M) (0,N) 4, where M i s one or more of the above mentioned charge 
compensation metals. 
1.4 MICRO-STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF HOT-PRESSED NITROGEN CERAMICS 
Extensive studies of the microstructure of nitrogen ceramics 
have been made i n the l a s t f i v e years. From x-ray powder photographs, 
Jack (5) and Wilson (7) have shown that hot-pressed Si.jN 4 contains mostly 
3-Si^N^, a hexagonal c r y s t a l l i n e phase, with glass impurity. The addition 
of 5W/6 MgO with a-Si.N. converts most to fJ-Si-N, and MgO reacts with some 
3 4 3 4 
Si^N^ to form a non-crystalline s i l i c a t e phase i . e . MgO-Si-oxynitride glass 
impurity. Evan (9) has mentioned that about 80% of c r y s t a l l i n e material 
i s B-Si^N^ with the remainder consisting roughly of a-Si^N^, s i l i c o n carbide 
and another unidentified phase, probably s i l i c a t e . From electron microscope 
analysis i t has been shown that the microstructure of hot-pressed s i l i c o n -
n i t r i d e c o n s i s t s mostly of small angular grains of 0-Si^N^ with some larger 
i r r e g u l a r grains of the same 0-phase. Some non-crystalline regions are 
observed between c e r t a i n of the small angular grains. Small angular grains 
vary i n length from 0.1 to 2 ym and some larger i r r e g u l a r grains may be up to 
8 um i n length. Some grains also show d i s l o c a t i o n s and the d i s l o c a t i o n s 
generally occur along the C-axis of the B-phase (9-10). 
E a r l y experiments to produce s i a l o n s were made by adding together 
s i l i c o n n i t r i d e and alumina and hot-pressing at 2000°C (11). From x-ray 
an a l y s i s i t was found that the structure of the r e s u l t i n g s i a l o n remained 
almost i d e n t i c a l to that of hexag6nal 8-Si^N^, but the 0' u n i t - c e l l 
dimensions of the homogeneous s i a l o n were increased r e l a t i v e to the 8-phase 
- 7 _ 
due to the increase of the metal : non-metal atom bond-lengths. T h i s , 
also contains a defect structure with metal atom vacancies which r e s u l t s 
i n other phases as well as 8". Previously Jack and Wilson (11) proposed 
a general formula for c r y s t a l l i n e B'-sialon s o l i d solutions as : 
S i 6 . 3 X.A1 2 . 0 x . V x (1.1) 
4 3 
where x i s the number of oxygen atoms replacing nitrogen i n the s i l i c o n 
n i t r i d e u n i t - c e l l . Thus when one oxygen atom replaces a nitrogen atom, 
three-quarters of one s i l i c o n atom must be replaced by two-thirds of an 
aluminium atom. On the basis of t h i s composition, Drew (12) also i d e n t i f i e d 
from microscopy studies that the microstructure of hot-pressed s i a l o n 
materials contained single phase 8" with a few i s o l a t e d grains of x-phase, 
and grain boundary glassy phase, where x i s a monoclinic phase. The 
t y p i c a l grain s i z e of 8' was 0.2 to 1 urn; the grain s i z e became smaller with 
addition of decreased amount of Al 2°3 t o t h e m i x t u r e based on the above 
composition. Subsequent work has proved that the composition based on the 
above equation does not form a single phase (11,13). Consequently, a l t e r n a t i v e 
compositions for 8" were considered. The formula, corresponding to x has been 
modified (13) and the correct general formula of the s i a l o n i s known as 
S i , .Al .0 ,N_ (1.2) 6-z z z 8-z 
where z has the same meaning as x above and can vary from 0 to about 4.2. 
A homogeneity range of s o l i d solutions i n the above equation are obtained 
only by reacting metal : non-metal elements i n the r a t i o of 3M: 4X. Compounds 
may also be used,for example, A1 20 3N with a - S i 3 N 4 . The derivation <bf the 
true s i a l o n formula has been explained by Jack (5) on the basis of phase 
diagrams (Fig. 1.4). I n moving from the left-hand to the right-hand side 
4+ 3+ of t h i s diagram, 3Si i s gradually replaced by 4A1 and from the bottom to 
S u O 
2 Si 2 N20 
6 / } 3 ( 3A l 2 0 3 . 2S i0 2 ) A l 4 0 6 
.V 7(3AI 20 3.AIN) 
[•V3(AIN.AI203) 
S i 3 N 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A I A N 4 
FIG. 1-4 The S i 3 N „ - A I N - A I 2 0 3 - S i 0 2 system 
based on research at Newcast le (after re fe rences ) 
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the top, 4N i s replaced by 60 . The c e n t r a l region of the square i s 
a material of composition S i . . Al 0 N for homogeneous single phase 
X • 3 Z J A 
8**-sialon. The v a r i a t i o n of the hexagonal u n i t - c e l l dimensions with z 
value i s shown by Figure 1.5. The 8'-phase and the s i l i c a r i c h x-phase 
are usually produced by the reaction of s i l i c o n n i t r i d e and alumina but 
the l a t t e r gradually decreases as the hot-pressing temperature i s increased 
above 1800°C. The presence of x-phase i s produced from the excess surface 
SiO^ which has not been balanced by addition of A1N to the Si^N^-Al^O^ 
mixture. The presence of x-phase can be minimized by keeping the composition 
near to the M:X = 3:4 r a t i o ; an- almost single phase 8" c r y s t a l s i a l o n can be 
obtained. This i s i d e n t i f i e d with the general formula given above. High 
temperature creep properties of s i a l o n s have demonstrated the marked increase 
i n creep r e s i s t a n c e as the balanced composition i s approached (13). These 
r e s u l t s were used as i n d i r e c t evidence for a progressive decrease i n the 
amount of grain boundary glassy phase on going from x to z compositions. 
In Figure 1.6 the transmission electron micrograph c l e a r l y shows that many 
of the grains have hexagonal prism shapes with occasional disturbance of 
neighbouring grains i n a hot-pressed s i a l o n material (14) . Figure 1.7 
demonstrates the t y p i c a l faceted grain morphology and associated i n t e r -
c r y s t a l l i n e glassy phase (corresponding to an x formula composition). The 
presence of i r r e g u l a r grain boundaries and absence of inter-granular g l a s s 
(corresponding to a z formula balanced composition)are shown i n Figure 1 . 8 . 
The structure and phases present i n the s i a l o n s , having z = 3.2 and 4.0 
(which are used i n the present work) have been provided by Jack (5) and 
Wilson ( 7 ) . These sial o n s contain 8"-phase which remains e s s e n t i a l l y the 
same as that of hexagonal 8 - s i l i c o n n i t r i d e but with increased l a t t i c e 
parameters. In addition to that z = 3.2 s i a l o n has contained trace amount 
of x-phase with glass and z • 4.0 s i a l o n has contained glass impurity only. 
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FIG* 1 .6 Transmission electron micrograph and superimposed diffraction 
pattern from a single faceted grain i n a hot-pressed sialon specimen showing 
the hexagonal prismatic cross-section i n the ^' crystal (after ref• 14 ) 
FIG-. 1 «7 Transmission electron micrograph showing typical faceted grain morphology 
and associated inter-crystlline glass$ phase (g) i n a sialon specimen (corresponding 
to an x formula composition ) (after ref• 14 7 
FIG-. 1.8 Transmission electron micrograph showing irregular (non-faceted ) 
grain boundaries and absence of inter-granular glass i n a sialon specimen 
(corresponding to a z formula "balanced" composition ) (after ref. 14 ) 
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The u n i t - c e l l dimensions and the presence of phases of the materials 
are l i s t e d i n Table 1.1. Some X-ray powder photographs of the materials 
used i n the present work were taken i n our laboratory by using a standard 
method as shown i n Figure 1.9. I t i s noticed i n t h i s diagram that the 
diameters of the successive rings for 5 w/o MgO/Si^N^ and two s i a l o n s i n 
low 6 region are s l i g h t l y greater than that of s i 3 N 4 f t h i s i n d i c a t e s that 
the structures of 0 '-sialons are s i m i l a r to that of hexagonal c r y s t a l of 
B-SijN^ but with increased l a t t i c e parameters. There are also numerous 
weak l i n e s adjacent to strong l i n e s which may be due to the presence of 
other phases. Precise X-ray data and a knowledge of the phases present i n 
these specimens are provided by Jack (5) and Wilson (7)% these are l i s t e d 
i n Table 1 .1* 
We have come to know that the materials used i n the present work 
have contained a t l e a s t two phases i n addition to glass impurity. The 
presence of a non-crystalline phase and impurities cannot be eliminated 
f u l l y by using the method of preparation and composition mentioned above. 
Their presence has the added disadvantage that when s i l i c o n n i t r i d e i s used 
as a s t a r t i n g material for making nitrogen ceramics, the s i l i c a l ayer prevents 
the production of a homogeneous single phase. Every p a r t i c l e of s t a r t i n g 
Si^N^ powder i s always coated with a layer of s i l i c a . After washing i n 
ca u s t i c soda, the presence of s i l i c a can be reduced but a c e r t a i n amount i s 
l e f t behind. The Newcastle research workers estimated 4 W/o of s i l i c a i n 
the s t a r t i n g material due to t h i s e f f e c t . The addition of increased amount 
of A1N to Si^N 4~AlN-Si0 2 mixtures reduced the amount of second phase. 
1.5 PROPERTIES OF B'-SIALON 
I t i s not c e r t a i n whether the i n t r i n s i c advantageous properties of 
6' s i a l o n can be achieved i n p r a c t i c e because of the impurity content. 
However, even with these impurities the mechanical and ph y s i c a l properties 
- 10-
of s i a l o n s are s i m i l a r to those of 0 - s i l i c o n n i t r i d e while i t s chemical 
behaviour i s c l o s e r to that of aluminium oxide. I t s thermal expansion 
c o e f f i c i e n t (2.7 x 10 ) i s l e s s than that of 0 - S i ^ (3.5 x 10 ) . The 
oxidation r e s i s t a n c e i s greater than s i l i c o n - n i t r i d e . Moreover, s i a l o n 
i s undoubtedly better than s i l i c o n n i t r i d e i n f a b r i c a t i o n ; the required 
shapes can be made and can be f i r e d , i n an i n e r t atmosphere at about 1600°C 
to t h e o r e t i c a l density. 
The mechanical, physical and chemical properties of nitrogen 
ceramics are f a i r l y w ell known. On the other hand t h e i r e l e c t r i c a l properties 
are almost unknown. The materials potential for e l e c t r i c a l and technological 
applications, such as high temperature i n s u l a t o r s , high frequency d i e l e c t r i c s 
etc. i s uncertain without a fundamental understanding of t h e i r e l e c t r i c a l 
properties. I n f a c t , many of the basio advances i n the c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n and 
fabrica t i o n of ceramic materials have been primar i l y motivated by the 
compositional and microstructural requirements imposed on them by e l e c t r i c a l 
property applications. 
The aim of the present work was to investigate the e l e c t r i c a l 
properties of some hot-pressed nitrogen ceramics e s p e c i a l l y i n d.c. and a.c. 
o o 
applied e l e c t r i c f i e l d s a t temperatures between 18 C and 1000 C, to a s c e r t a i n 
the conduction mechanism applicable a t low and high temperatures and to r e l a t e 
these properties to composition and structure of the materials. 
- 11 -
CHAPTER 2 
SUMMARY OF THEORY 
2.1 ENERGY BAND AND STRUCTURE 
I t i s believed that the c r y s t a l l i n e band structure model remains 
s u b s t a n t i a l l y unchanged as long as the environment and co-ordination remains 
almost unchanged. The distance between atoms i n a c r y s t a l l i n e l a t t i c e i s 
such that no overlap between electron energy bands appears and there i s a 
gap between them ; the conduction and valence bands represent continuous 
bands of allowed energy l e v e l s i n which electrons and holes move f r e e l y i n 
the l a t t i c e (except for s c a t t e r i n g ) . The disappearance of c r y s t a l l i n e long 
range order i n disordered s o l i d s has important consequences for transport and 
the band gap model cannot be applied. Many theoreticians (15-19) have made 
a number of approaches on the energy l e v e l structures of amorphous semiconductors 
and i n s u l a t o r s . According to t h e i r opinions the conduction and valence bands of 
allowed l e v e l s i n which electrons may move i n c r y s t a l l i n e i n s u l a t o r s are b a s i c a l l y 
preserved, but the forbidden energy gap i s replaced by a "pseudo gap" ; i t means 
that the conduction and valence band edges ( E ^ E ^ ) become blurred by the presence 
of a d i s t r i b u t i o n of l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s extending into the band gap as band t a i l s 
(Figure 2.1). S t r u c t u r a l disorder i s the b a s i c cause of the formation of 
l o c a l i z e d l e v e l s . Several mechanisms of charge c a r r i e r l o c a l i z a t i o n are known 
(16,20). In general the l o c a l i z a t i o n occurs for the following reasons : 
(a) a random potential a t each atom, (b) fluctuation i n the density or mean 
interatomic distance, (c) absence of long range order. Three types of disorder 
are found i n disordered materials. The f i r s t i s a continuously connected long-
range disorder, i . e . no bonds are broken and no foreign impurities are present. 
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FIG. 2 1 Tails of localized states in the band gap (shaded area 
for disordered solids, (a) CFO model (ref. 17.) (b) Mott and Davis 
model (ref. 18.) ( c ) M o t t model (ref. 16.) (d ) Jonscher and Hill 
model (ref. 19.) 
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neighbour bonding. The second type of disorder a r i s e s i n r e l a t i v e l y 
r i g i d l y bonded materials which contain a large density of broken bonds 
forming "grain boundaries" ; these separate well-ordered small c r y s t a l l i t e s 
giving a discontinuous structure with a rather lower density than a s i n g l e 
c r y s t a l . The t h i r d type of disorder i s due to s t r u c t u r a l defects, for example 
dangling bonds, foreign impurities, etc., incorporated i n t e r s t i t i a l l y or 
s u b s t i t u t i o n a l ^ i n the disordered l a t t i c e . These impurities may have 
originated i n the i n i t i a l process of manufacture of the material (19) . Most 
recently, Anderson (21) developed the idea of the e l e c t r o n - l a t t i c e i n t e r a c t i o n 
and suggested that i t produces a strong a t t r a c t i v e i n t e r a c t i o n between electrons 
i n non-metallic glasses that outweighs the coulombic repulsion of two electrons 
i n a l o c a l i z e d s t a t e . As a consequence, most l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s i n the gap would 
be doubly occupied. Except for the s t a t e s very close to the edges, the s t a t e s 
i n the gap are due to impurities or defects. The simplest defect i s broken bond. 
Two electrons (++) are shared i n a chemical bond between two atoms. I n some 
s t r u c t u r a l configurations the atoms are not able to share the electrons and the 
bond i s broken, which i s known as a dangling bond. Dangling bonds occur i n 
glasses as well as i n c r y s t a l s ; for example, on i n t e r n a l surfaces of microvoids 
and i n vacancies and i n multivacancies. Opinions about the concentration and 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s i n the gap of disordered s o l i d s d i f f e r g reatly. 
A density of s t a t e s d i s t r i b u t i o n as shown i n Figure 2.1a was suggested 
i n c e r t a i n glasses by Cohen and F r i t z c h e (17) . The conduction and valence 
band have t a i l s of l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s s u f f i c i e n t l y extensive to overlap near the 
centre of the mobility gap. Electrons from st a t e s at the top of the valence 
band are transferred into s t a t e s at the bottom of the conduction band, ensuring 
that the Fermi l e v e l l i e s on the region of overlap. An a l t e r n a t i v e model 
suggested by Davis and Mott (18) i s shown i n Figure 2.1b. I n t h i s model a 
narrow band of l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s near the centre of the gap and the l o c a l i z e d 
s t a t e s a t the band edges have been considered. These l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s may have 
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a r i s e n i n the t h i r d type of disordered materials as discussed above. In 
Figure 2.1c a dangling bond can provide a donor below the middle of the gap 
and an acceptor above i t , as suggested by Mott (16). The disorder, and 
p a r t i c u l a r l y random f i e l d s due to charge c a v i t i e s , gives a range of energies 
for both so that the two bands overlap and some dangling bonds acquire a 
p o s i t i v e and some a negative charge. The density of s t a t e s , N(E ) i s f i n i t e 
F 
and the Fermi energy i s pinned. Jonscher and H i l l (19) have suggested a 
band model for the f i r s t type of disordered material which i s expected to lead 
to a wide d i s t r i b u t i o n of l o c a l i z e d l e v e l s i n the forbidden gap ( F i g . 2 . I d ) . 
This form of disorder i s expected to lead to a decrease i n the density of s t a t e s 
with distance from the band edges and may lead to overlap between the s t a t e s . 
I f , the material contains impurities, on the other hand, a good f r a c t i o n 
of these impurities w i l l s a t i s f y the valence bonds by choosing t h e i r favourite 
co-ordination environment ; however a s u f f i c i e n t number might f a i l to do so, 
giving r i s e to i n t e r n a l f i e l d s and s p a t i a l potential f l u c t u a t i o n s . Even without 
invoking impurities and dangling bonds, charge and p o t e n t i a l f l u c t u a t i o n v a r i a t i o n s 
are expected from v a r i a t i o n s i n electronegativity. These are a consequence of 
s p a t i a l fluctuations i n structure, density and composition. So t h i s e f f e c t 
d i r e c t l y or i n d i r e c t l y gives r i s e to l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s . 
Transport v i a the l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s leads to the concept of hopping as 
an a l t e r n a t i v e conduction mechanism. The concept of hopping i s r e l a t e d to the 
idea of l o c a l i z e d l e v e l s i n the forbidden gap of disordered s o l i d s . Depending 
upon the r a t i o of l o c a l i z e d radius to the i n t e r s i t e spacing, i t has been 
suggested i n (19) that i t i s possible to d i s t i n g u i s h the following four types of 
transport ; (1) hopping conduction i n the region of strong l o c a l i z a t i o n , 
(2) percolation paths of easy t r a n s i t i o n s between selected s i t e s as the r a t i o 
approaches unity, (3) impurity band formation where the r a t i o i s larger than 
unity and, (4) the l i m i t of free band conduction where the l o c a l i z a t i o n does not 
occur a t a l l . 
The f i e l d dependence, frequency dependence and temperature dependence 
transport experiments give d i r e c t evidence to d i s t i n g u i s h between free band 
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and hopping conduction. I n addition to that i t can give further information 
of the energetic position of the l o c a l i s e d l e v e l s i n which the hopping 
conduction takes place. 
2.2 LOW-FIELD CONDUCTION PHENOMENA 
When a constant e l e c t r i c f i e l d i s applied to a material, the current 
rapidly or slowly reaches an equilibrium d i r e c t current value. This current 
can be represented i n terms of the number of charged p a r t i c l e s present and 
t h e i r d r i f t v e l o c i t y i n the presence of an e l e c t r i c f i e l d . The e l e c t r i c 
current density, J i s defined as the charge transported through a u n i t area i n 
a u n i t time. I f the number of charge c a r r i e r s of species i per u n i t volume 
i s with a d r i f t v e l o c i t y and a charge per p a r t i c l e i s Z^e, where Z i s 
the valence and e the e l e c t r o n i c charge, then the e l e c t r i c a l current density 
i s given by 
J i ° N i Z i e V i < 2 , 1 ) 
The e l e c t r i c a l conductivity a i s defined by the general r e l a t i o n s h i p 
0 = J / E (2.2) 
Consequently, i s defined from the r e l a t i o n s (2.1) and (2.2) 
( N i Z i e ) % (2.3) °i = * - E 
The d r i f t v e l o c i t y i s d i r e c t l y proportional to the l o c a l l y acting e l e c t r i c 
f i e l d strength and t h i s r a t i o i s defined as the d r i f t mobility 
l i ± = V i / E (2.4) 
The conductivity i s then the product of the concentration and mobility of 
charge c a r r i e r s , 
a ± = ( N i Z i e ) l l i (2.5) 
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In the case of c r y s t a l l i n e materials In which the transport I s c l e a r l y 
a t t r i b u t a b l e to free c a r r i e r s , the expression of conductivity o may be 
written i n the simple form (19). 
o = E o a I <r-u N (2.6) r r r * r r r 
where the summation extends over a l l species r of a v a i l a b l e c a r r i e r s and 
processes. Equation (2.6) implies a c l e a r d i s t i n c t i o n between the a v a i l a b l e 
c a r r i e r d e n s i t i e s and t h e i r m o b i l i t i e s . This d i s t i n c t i o n a r i s e s n a t u r a l l y 
i n the case of conduction by free c a r r i e r s . In the case of l o c a l i z e d conduction 
the s i t u a t i o n i s d i f f e r e n t . The hopping conduction occurs by t r a n s i t i o n s from 
occupied to empty l e v e l s and t h i s very f a c t precludes a c l e a r d i s t i n c t i o n between 
the number of a v a i l a b l e c a r r i e r s and t h e i r m o b i l i t i e s . The t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i -
t i e s of a l l the l o c a l i z e d electrons (at a l l energies) which correspond to mobility 
are p a r t i a l l y dependent on the a v a i l a b i l i t y of neighbouring empty s i t e s . The 
expression for conductivity i n t h i s s i t u a t i o n i s given 
o = eN y (2.7) e 
where N , the e f f e c t i v e density of l o c a l i z e d c a r r i e r s , p the hopping mobility i n 
terms of d r i f t v e l o c i t y i n the applied f i e l d E. This equation corresponds 
to conduction i n l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s a t the Fermi l e v e l and i t represents one of 
the cases covered by equation (2.6). Other processes which may be involved 
are conduction i n excited or extended s t a t e s . 
The e f f e c t of variables such as composition, structure and temperature, 
i s to change the concentration of charge c a r r i e r s and t h e i r mobility for 
conduction. However, the temperature dependence of the d i r e c t current (d.c.) 
conductivity 0. (T) under a small external applied f i e l d gives information on ac 
a c t i v a t i o n energies which distinguishes between free c a r r i e r and hopping 
conduction (18, 22, 23). 
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Mott and Davis (18) have suggested that, In general,In the case of 
amorphous semiconductors and insuators the conductivity expression over the 
whole temperature range i s expected to contain three terms. The temperature 
dependence of conductivity can be expressed by the following r e l a t i o n 
C exp|" E/Kr| + C ] e x p j " E l / K T j + C 2exp|" E2/KT| (2.8) 
The following d e t a i l s may be noted :-
(a) The f i r s t term i s due to i n t r i n s i c behaviour and the conduction 
i s assumed to take place at the extremities of the conduction band. 
3 4 - 1 -1 
The value of C *v» 10 -10 fl cm i s expected. I f t h i s condition for 
the magnitude of the f i r s t term i s s a t i s f i e d then one can usually 
consider E F T = AE £ h E q where E q i s the o p t i c a l gap. (24). In the 
case of i n t r i n s i c behaviour the number of electrons, n i s equal to 
the number of holes, p. This condition determines the position of 
Fermi l e v e l i n terms of the conduction and valence band parameters so that 
o ( i n t r i n s i c ) = const, exp |^  v — — ' J (2.9) 
I n disordered materials ri? p because of the much larger number of 
electrons and holes i n l o c a l i z e d t a i l s t a t e s and gap s t a t e s . So the 
equation (2.9) cannot be v a l i d a t low temperature. The energy separation 
E C ~ between the mobility edges for electrons and holes has no immediate 
r e l a t i o n with the o p t i c a l gap E q . The slope of the Arrhenius plot of 
the conductivity y i e l d s a quantity A E q from which one may obtain the 
distance of the Fermi energy from the mobility edge of the predominant 
conduction. The o p t i c a l gap E q may be larger or smaller than the A E Q . 
(b) The second term of equation (2.8) i s due to transport by c a r r i e r s 
excited into the l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s a t the edges of the conduction or 
valence band and for t h i s C ^ I f i *cm 1 . 
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(c) The l a s t term of equation (2.8) I s due to hopping conduction 
by electrons with energies near E^,. In t h i s s i t u a t i o n C 2 < < C i a n d 
E 2 « E 1 . At low temperatures expCE2/KT) i s replaced by exp * const.) ^  
T 
As the temperature i s lowered, the a c t i v a t i o n energy, AE w i l l f a l l , i . e . 
the predominant hopping path i n the l o c a l i z e d state d i s t r i b u t i o n moves 
progressively c l o s e r towards the Fermi energy and the conductivity 
v a r i a t i o n i s expressed i n the form (16,18). 
o a expT^TS (2.10) 
where B i s constant, depending on the density and the degree of 
l o c a l i z a t i o n of stat e s through which hopping transport of c a r r i e r s 
take place. This law i s based on variab l e range hopping between s t a t e s 
with energy near Fermi l e v e l . The t h e o r e t i c a l b a s i s of the T law has 
been extensively discussed i n the l i t e r a t u r e (20,25 and 26). Many 
theoreticians (18,20,25) have given the value of B as 
B = 2.1/ AN(EJ> (2.11) ! . l | ° ^ ( E p ) | 
—aR 
where a i s the decay constant of the l o c a l i z e d wave function e , 
and N(E_) i s the density of st a t e s a t the Fermi energy. The temperature 
v a t i a t i c n of the average hopping distance, R, can be ca l c u l a t e d from the 
r e l a t i o n 
R «| 9/8ltoN(E F)KT^" (2.12) 
and the average hopping energy, W i s expressed i n the form 
W - 3/4lTN(E F)R 3 (2.13) 
I n semiconductors i n which there i s a range of l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s leading 
to a mobility edge E i n the conduction (or valence band) as shown i n Figure (2.1c) 
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the conductivity i s expected to be of the form (27). 
o a C e x p j ( E p - E f t + W)/KT j+ D exp j -(E^,- EC>/KT j (.2.14) 
Here E f t i s the energy which corresponds to the predominant hopping path 
through the material, W i s the associated hopping energy, D <\> 200 fl ^ cm * 
C -3 
i s the minimum m e t a l l i c conductivity and / D "V 10 . The log.o- V T p l o t should 
show a kink. 
Figure 2.2A shows the v a r i a t i o n of N ( E l , u(£.), and f(.6.) with E for 
energies above E^, and the manner i n which may vary with temperature. 
The temperature v a r i a t i o n s of the above mentioned three conductivity mechanisms 
are also shown on a p l o t of lno against 1 / T i n Figure 2.2B. I f the density of 
defect s t a t e s i s high then process (b) w i l l not dominate i n any temperature range 
and a d i r e c t t r a n s i t i o n from (a) to (c) w i l l occur. 
In (20,28-29) a s i m i l a r dependence of a(T) i n disordered system has been 
investigated on the b a s i s of an application of the percolation theory to the 
current flow i n the random r e s i s t o r network for the hopping pr o b a b i l i t y between 
s i t e s . The schematic representation of the actual current paths i n a d i s -
ordered system taken from (30) i s shown i n Figure (2. 3 ) . 
In the case of conduction i n l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s d i s t r i b u t e d widely i n space 
and i n energy (Fig. 2.Id), the Arrhenius plots are not n e c e s s a r i l y l i n e a r (19), 
and the a c t i v a t i o n energy i s a function of temperature. The condition that the 
conductivity occurs away from the Fermi energy can be expressed as AE^>>KT. 
The conduction near the Fermi l e v e l occurs a t low temperature and E f t should be 
a small multiple of KT, i . e . E. < 10KT. 
A 
2.3 HIGH-FIELD D.C. BEHAVIOUR 
The mechanism of low - f i e l d conduction described i n Section 2.2 applies 
to quasi-equilibrium conditions where the d i s t r i b u t i o n i n energy of the l o c a l i z e d 
c a r r i e r s does not depart s i g n i f i c a n t l y from the ^ thermal equilibrium d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
C h 
FIG. 2 2 ( A ) Illustration of the effect of temperature on the mode 
of conduction. <r(E) = e N ( E ) u (E ) f (E ) -t > T 2 > t s ( B ) The temperature 
dependence of conductivity expected on the model of FIG.2-2 (A) 
(after reference 18) 
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When the applied f i e l d s exceed some 10 - 10 V/ c m several types of 
phenomena may a r i s e which are not present a t low f i e l d s . A l l amorphous 
semiconductors and i n s u l a t o r s exhibit a non-linear region of steady current-
f i e l d dependence at f i e l d s i n excess of 5 x 10 3 - 10 5V/ Several bulk 
cm. 
ef f e c t s of t h i s non-linear behaviour have been described i n the l i t e r a t u r e . 
In (31-32) the f i e l d dependence of conductivity a t low temperatures under 
moderate applied f i e l d s (10 3<E<10 5v/ ) i s obtained as 
cm j e a FAr j 
o o exp I / KT ^  (2.15) 
where F i s a l i n e a r function of e l e c t r i c f i e l d and "a" i s the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
hopping length. This behaviour i s interpreted on the b a s i s of percolation 
theory as well as va r i a b l e range hopping conduction near the Fermi energy. 
The temperature dependence of conductivity i n equation (2.15) follows the 
T law. The e f f e c t of f i e l d i s greater as the average hopping distance 
R increases t i . e . for lower temperatures and for lower d e n s i t i e s of s t a t e s . 
At high temperatures o becomes independent of f i e l d and t h i s e f f e c t i s not 
considered. A deviation from T ** behaviour i s suggested with increasing 
f i e l d , u n t i l a t s u f f i c i e n t l y high f i e l d s and low temperatures the conductivity 
becomes temperature independent. The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c hopping length "a" i s 
less than the average hopping distance R of equation (2.12) and decreases with 
increasing temperature. I n (33-34) the f i e l d dependence of the current i s 
investigated for very low temperatures and for not too strong f i e l d s . I t i s 
found that 
BE 
J (E) * e (2.16) 
where B i s constant. I n the presence of a high f i e l d , an electron i n a sta t e 
with ionization energy E^ near the Fermi energy can jump to a state with energy 
lowered by the f i e l d to a value below E^ with the emission of a phonon as shown 
i n Figure 2.4a. 
In (19) the f i e l d dependence of hopping conduction has been described as 
due to enhancement of hopping p r o b a b i l i t i e s by a high f i e l d . The mechanism i s 
Fermi energy 
\ Empty Full level 
FIG. 24 (a ) High field emission hopping conduction in a state with 




FIG. 24(b) The poole - Frenkel effect. The ionization energy E ( is 
decreased by the applied field F , in the direction of the field 
by B F * * . Electron emission can take place over the top of the 
reduced barrier as in ( I ) , or by tunnelling a s in (2). (ref. 19.) 
W e a E 
L - 2a - J 
F IG .24 (c ) The poole effect. Barrier lowering by a high field in a 
closely spaced coulombic centers, (ref. 19.) 
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a lowering of the hopping b a r r i e r s for electrons on donor-like centres 
(Fig. 2.4b). With centres spaced s u f f i c i e n t l y f a r apart for t h e i r Coulomb 
potentials not to overlap s i g n i f i c a n t l y . This mechanism gives a f i e l d 
dependence of current due to the Poole-Frenkel e f f e c t . 
{'6 %] J P F ° 6 X P < /vnv> <2.17) 
This expression i s also written i n the form 
J P F = °o E e X p < " K T ~ " ' t V - ( 2 . 1 8 ) 
e h 
where 0 = ( ) i s the Poole-Frenkel constant ; e' i s the high frequency 
d i e l e c t r i c constant of the material, i s the a c t i v a t i o n energy into the 
extended states of the electron and a i s a constant. This shows that a 
o 
graph of logJ versus E ought to give a s t r a i g h t l i n e with a slope e0/ . 
This mechanism has been observed i n a range of amorphous materials and i n s u a l a t o r s . 
I n some cases the experimental 3 i s rather l e s s than the expected 0 _ by a factor 
Pf 
of between *j and 1. This discrepancy i s a general feature of much of the 
experimental material and i t i s suggested that i t i s due to Schottky emission 
from the electrode which should give an i d e n t i c a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c but with the 
c o e f f i c i e n t ( 1 9 ) . 
\ 4 * e , £ o ) 2 6. T = i 0 p f ( 2 . 1 9 ) s 
A d i f f e r e n t s i t u a t i o n a r i s e s i f the Coulombic centres are s i t u a t e d so 
close together that t h e i r f i e l d s overlap ( 1 9 ) . I n t h i s case the lowering of 
the b a r r i e r i s given by eEa, where 2a i s the distance between centres as shown 
i n Figure 2.4c. This model i s characterised by a c u r r e n t - f i e l d dependence of 
the type 
log J • constant + eaE/ (2.20) 
KT 
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and i s known as the Poole e f f e c t . This c h a r a c t e r i s t i c i s well known i n 
io n i c conduction but t h i s has been also observed i n amorphous materials. 
The non-linear behaviour i n I-V c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s may also a r i s e from 
contact induced e f f e c t s , e.g. presence of non-equilibrium c a r r i e r s r e s u l t i n g 
from i n j e c t i o n of space-charge limited currents into i n s u l a t o r s ( 3 5 - 3 6 ) . 
2.4 MOBILITY 
The mobility of c a r r i e r s i n c r y s t a l l i n e semiconductors i s much higher 
than that of disordered s o l i d s . I n the case of disordered materials the mean 
free path i s much lower than the interatomic spacing which suggests a breakdown 
of free c a r r i e r theory. The c l a s s i c a l transport theory, which i s based oh the 
assumption of a band mechanism of transport i s inapplicable to solve the problem 
-1 2 
of the materials with low m o b i l i t i e s ( l e s s than 10 cm /V s e c ) . 
Many theoreticians.(16,19,37) have suggested a lower l i m i t for the free 
2 
band mobility u>0.1cm /V sec ; for hopping conduction, on the other hand the 
2 -1 -1 
mobility i s l e s s than 0.1 cm v sec . The d i r e c t mobility measurements at 
one temperature can d i s t i n g u i s h band from hopping conduction. The experimental 
determination of mobility i n hopping systems i s based on two d i f f e r e n t methods. 
These are known as d r i f t mobility and H a l l mobility ]iR techniques. 
The d r i f t mobility provides a measure of the response of a c a r r i e r to 
th e % a p p l i c a t i o n of a small e l e c t r i c f i e l d E 
MD = X (2.21) 
where and are re s p e c t i v e l y the d r i f t mobility and d r i f t v e l o c i t y associated 
with a charge c a r r i e r . 
The H a l l mobility on the other hand, provides a measure of the response 
of a charge c a r r i e r to an applied magnetic f i e l d . I f one creates a net current 
flow v i a the application of an e l e c t r i c f i e l d and i n addition applies a small 
magnetic f i e l d perpendicular to the current d i r e c t i o n , the c a r r i e r s w i l l 
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experience a net d e f l e c t i o n which i s perpendicular to both the magnetic 
f i e l d and the current d i r e c t i o n . 
The H a l l mobility u i s then defined as 
H 
c U 
u D , a Mxy (2.22) 
yH c H V 
*~ XX 
where i s the component of c a r r i e r v e l o c i t y which i s perpendicular to 
the e l e c t r i c f i e l d d i r e c t i o n and (V H . ) i s due to the e f f e c t i v e e l e c t r i c 
D /C 
f i e l d . 
I n general one should not expect the c a r r i e r s response to an e l e c t r i c 
f i e l d to be the same as that of a magnetic f i e l d hence usually u ^ u . I n 
H D 
the hopping regime the H a l l and d r i f t m o b i l i t i e s ( i n a small polaron model) 
have turned out to d i f f e r appreciably from one another, i n contrast to the 
regime of free band conduction ( 1 8 ) . The Hall mobility i n the t r a n s i t i o n 
regime between hopping and band regimes has been investigated i n (38). I t i s 
known that the v a l i d i t y of equation (2.22) i n hopping systems i s not at a l l 
obvious both as regards the magnitude and the sign of the e f f e c t (39-40), 
since the concept of the c l a s s i c a l Lorentz force does not apply. I n disordered 
systems the experimentally determined sign of the H a l l e f f e c t i s i n general 
negative. This applies also i n those cases where the conductivity i s r e a l i s e d 
by holes (a phenomenon termed"the p-n anomaly " ) . The sign of the H a l l e f f e c t 
i s then of an elemental (three s i t e ) jump process. In (41) i t has been shown 
that the r e l a t i v e sign of the H a l l e f f e c t for holes as compared to the sign 
for the electrons i s given by the factor - ( - l ) n where n i s the minimum number 
of s i t e s i n a closed path. Taking triangular closed paths (n=3) i t follows 
that the sign of the Hall e f f e c t for holes should be the same as that for 
electrons, namely negative. Thus, i f the conduction i s predominantly hole-
l i k e , the sign of the H a l l e f f e c t i s a l s o negative. Therefore, the H a l l e f f e c t 
i s no longer considered a u s e f u l tool for e i t h e r determining the sign of the 
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c a r r i e r s or c a l c u l a t i n g the c a r r i e r density. Moreover, the m o b i l i t i e s 
i n hopping materials are generally f a r too low to be detected from 
conventional H a l l e f f e c t measurements. 
The mobility i n hopping systems i s determined by other methods such 
as d r i f t measurements. The d r i f t mobility method c o n s i s t s of measuring the 
t r a n s i t time t f c required by a sheet of i n j e c t e d charge to traverse the known 
thickness d of a sample i n a given e l e c t r i c f i e l d E. Then 
P D = d / t B (2.23) 
Several techniques have been used to measure the very low values of mobility 
(42-43). 
I n hopping systems i t i s generally expected that the H a l l mobility 
should be l e s s than the d r i f t mobility and e s s e n t i a l l y temperature independent 
(40). On the small polaron hopping model, on the other hand, the H a l l mobility 
i s found to be t y p i c a l l y much larger than the d r i f t mobility (41). 
I n view of high density of l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s i n the model of amorphous 
semiconductors, the d r i f t mobility i s thermally activated, i . e . i t obeys the 
r e l a t i o n 
U D - A exp I - B / K T j (2.24) 
I f the l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s are at the edges of the conduction and valence bands 
the d r i f t mobility i s expected to be temperature independent (18). 
2.5 THERMOELECTRIC POWER 
When a conductive material i s placed between electrodes a t d i f f e r e n t 
temperatures, a po t e n t i a l difference AV i s produced. This p o t e n t i a l difference 
per degree temperature difference i s termed the thermoelectric power or the 
Seebeck c o e f f i c i e n t , which i s given by the following expression 
S = d V'dT (2.25) 
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When measured under experimental condition such that no current follows 
through the specimen, the equation can be taken as 
S = T - T° * ( 2 ' 2 6 ) h c 
where V -V and T -T are the emf and temperature-differences between the h c h c 
hot and cold ends of the specimen. The maximum value of |AT| should not 
exceed approximately 10° C. The sign of S may be determined from the p o l a r i t y 
of the cold end of the sample. 
I n the case of c r y s t a l l i n e semiconductors with a si n g l e type of charge 
c a r r i e r , the geebeck c o e f f i c i e n t can be written (18, 44-45) S E E ) 
where i s the energy of the conduction band edge and A i s the energy 
transport term which depends on the nature of the sc a t t e r i n g process and i s 
normally a small constant between 2 and 4. I f current i s c a r r i e d by holes, 
the sign of S i s reversed and (E^-E^,) i s replaced by E ^ - E ^ . In the case of 
amorphous semiconductors and in s u l a t o r s , no major change of equation (2.27) 
i s required. For current c a r r i e d i n extended s t a t e s , A i s expected to be 
equal to unity and E q or E Y r e f e r s to the appropriate mobility shoulder. 
For current c a r r i e d i n l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s at the band edges, A w i l l again be 
small and E ^ and E ^ are replaced by E F T and E Q r e s p e c t i v e l y . Measurements 
of S as a function of temperature provide the most d i r e c t way of determining 
the temperature c o e f f i c i e n t y of the a c t i v a t i o n energy for conduction. The 
act i v a t i o n energy for conduction i s written for n-type c a r r i e r s as (18) 
E " E c " E F ° E ( o ) " Y T 
and s a _ 1L H £ l - l + i e 1 ^  K 
(2.28) 
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A plot of S against 1/^ has a slope that y i e l d s E(o) (as does a p l o t of 
lno against 1/^) and the intercept on the S a x i s a t T • o y i e l d s y. 
I n the case of high temperatures where KT>>E, i . e . KT exceeds the 
band width, one obtains (18,20) 
S = — I n e */ (N-n) (2.29) 
where n denotes the concentration of the charge c a r r i e r s , and N the 
According to equation (2.29) 
the sign of the thermoelectric power determines the type of conduction. I f 
concentration of the s i t e s (n=N -N ,N = N ) . 
D A D 
n<N/2,thenS<o and the conduction i s caused by electrons, whereas for n>N/^, 
S>o i t i s caused by holes. Therefore, for n • N/^ the sign of the thermo-
e l e c t r i c power changes (whereas the Ha l l e f f e c t i n the hopping region may 
preserve i t s s i g n ) . The sign of S i s a much more r e l i a b l e i n d i c a t i o n than 
the H a l l e f f e c t of whether . the material i s n-type or p-type. The change 
of sign S at high temperature i s suggested due to the minority c a r r i e r s which 
play an increasingly important part i n the conduction (18,20). 
The low temperature region, where the conductivity i s r e a l i z e d by hops 
-1/4 
near the Fermi l e v e l and the T law holds, i s investigated i n (18,44,46-47) 
In t h i s case the appropriate formula i s 
S 
2 2 IT K T d lnq' (E) 
&E 
(2.30) 
E = E_ 
A change of sign of the thermopower a t low temperature i s a common phenomenon 
and i s interpreted as a change i n the mechanism from charge transport by 
excited c a r r i e r s (whether i n extended or l o c a l i z e d states) to conduction due 
to electrons i n some kind of defect band. 
2.6 ALTERNATING CURRENT BEHAVIOUR 
The band and hopping conduction mechanisms have a b a s i c a l l y d i f f e r e n t 
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non-steady s t a t e behaviour. For band conduction, current i s associated 
with e l e c t r o n i c s t a t e s and electrons (or holes) do not change t h e i r s t a t e s 
i n order to carry current. I n hopping conduction, on the other hand, 
current i s produced only by hopping c a r r i e r s . The conductivity of a 
hopping process i s an increasing function of frequency j t h i s i s i n contrast 
to band conduction which exhibits a slow decrease due to free movement of 
charge c a r r i e r s through a periodic l a t t i c e (48). The frequency dependence 
of conductivity i n a hopping system was f i r s t reported by Pollak and Geballe 
(49) for compensated c r y s t a l l i n e s i l i c o n i n the impurity conduction range. 
The frequency dependence of the r e a l part of conductivity i s represented i n 
the form 
o (to) = o +o' (w) (2.31) o 
where 0 q i s the dc conductivity and the true ac conductivity a' (to) has been 
represented by an empirical r e l a t i o n of the form 
c'(u) a to" (2.32) 
where n = 0.8. 
The theory of t h i s phenomenon i s treated by Pollak i n several papers (4) ; 
t h i s dependence i s based on a .pair approximation i n which the c a r r i e r s are 
assumed to hop between p a i r s of l o c a l i z e d s i t e s , with an average being taken 
over a l l p a i r s of s i t e s . These are d i s t r i b u t e d randomly i n space and i n 
energy i n a disordered s o l i d . The probability for hopping between two centres 
i s proportional to 
2 ... » , . to T (2.33) 0'.(u) » 0((l>) - O O r = o I t 
1+ (0 T 
where T i s the mean of the times taken to jump back and forth. The p o l a r i z a -
tion, r e s u l t i n g from hopping c a r r i e r s depends not only on the hopping distance 
( i . e . on T) but also on the energy separation A between the two member s t a t e s 
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of a p a i r i n which hopping occurs. The time T i s an exponentially increasing 
function of the jumping distance ; the need to average over a l l possible p a i r s 
leads to domination by p a i r s for which <DT=1 and hence the conductivity i s 
proportional to u. On the idea of two-centre hopping many other t h e o r e t i c i a n s 
(18,51-52) have predicted a s i m i l a r frequency dependence of conductivity for 
amorphous semiconductors and disordered s o l i d s . At u / o a charge c a r r i e r 
contributing to the current has not to move across the specimen from electrode 
to electrode. The main contribution to the current comes from e l e c t r o n i c 
t r a n s i t i o n s within well conducting c l u s t e r s of atoms. At s u f f i c i e n t l y high 
frequencies these c l u s t e r s are p a i r s of atoms with a small spacing. However, 
with decreasing frequency the s i z e s of the c l u s t e r s increase (53) and a p a i r 
approximation becomes inadequate. The frequency down to which a p a i r 
approximation holds, lowers with decreasing concentration of atomic s i t e s (54). 
There are two methods for understanding the idea of a p a i r approximation. The 
f i r s t approach c o n s i s t s of c a l c u l a t i n g the current due to a p a i r of atoms on 
which one electron i s placed. Then the r e s u l t i s multiplied by the pro b a b i l i t y 
of finding one electron on the selected p a i r and i t i s averaged over a l l the 
contributions from a l l the p a i r s (49-52, 54-57). The second approach c o n s i s t s 
of neglecting a l l the s i t e s except the s i t e s of the selected p a i r s (58-60). 
The ac conductivity i n the pai r model c o n s i s t s of the phcncn contribution 
a^\u), and the phononless one a* 2' (u). At low temperatures for ^ ph/.»l 
(!) 
with yph = 1 0 1 2 Hz, R e o l l ) (u>) i s expressed i n the form (20) 
4 
Reo ( 1 )(u) - e 2 N ( E j wKT(2a)~ 5ln 4 ( W ) (2.34) 12 F U 
where a i s the e f f e c t i v e radius of the l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s wave function and 
N(E ) i s the density of s t a t e s with energy near the Fermi l e v e l . An expression 
of such a type i s found i n (50,52,59), but the r e s u l t s are d i f f e r e n t from each 
other. In. t h i s s i t u a t i o n the main contribution to the conductivity comes 
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from p a i r s with a spacing between the atoms of order i ( t h i s a r i s e s by 
2 a 
taking the average over the hopping distance R). According to the 
r e l a t i o n (2.34) the frequency dependence Reo ( u). * win (^ph/^) holds, 
which over a large frequency range may be expressed by the empirical 
r e l a t i o n (2.32). I n (18) i t i s suggested that two kinds of hopping 
mechanisms may be responsible for Reo^' (to) a o) 0"^ behaviour i n the low 
frequency range near room temperature. These are : 
(a) transport by hopping c a r r i e r excited into the l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s 
at the edges of the valence or conduction band, 
(b) hopping by c a r r i e r s with energies near the Fermi l e v e l with 
f i n i t e N ( E p ) . 
The two processes can be distinguished by observing the temperature 
0 8 
dependence of o (u>) and the frequency a t which u> ' behaviour begins, i . e . 
the onset from the d.c. l e v e l of the R e o ^ (w)a a>°*^ law. In case (a) , 
where multiple hopping i s occurring, the temperature dependence of the a.c. 
component of Reo' (oi) should be the same as that of o and the onset of 
o 
0 8 
Reo (to) a u * occurs a t higher frequencies. I n case (b) the a.c. component 
0 8 
of Reo (ID) i s weakly dependent on temperature and the Reo (ID) a u law i s 
followed from the lowest frequencies upwards. Pollak and Pike (61) have 
rai s e d a point that the conductivity of many glasses i s due to i o n i c hopping 
and the s i g n i f i c a n t information i s considered i n the departures of the 
exponent n from unity. In (62) the exponent n i s shown to be temperature 
dependent under c e r t a i n conditions ; n i s close to unity i f the wave functions 
are highly l o c a l i z e d or i f the temperature i s low, while n becomes progress-
i v e l y smaller as the wave functions become more spread out and the temperature 
increases. Scher and Lax (63) have developed a theory of time dependent 
di f f u s i o n i n hopping systems which gives n = 1 as the l i m i t of temperature-
independent behaviour, i n agreement with experimental observations. They 
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show that the conduction process can be regarded as a -continuous-time 
random-walk of a c l a s s i c a l p a r t i c l e on a l a t t i c e t t h i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
i s not included i n the p a i r approximation. 
At higher frequencies mechanisms of various kinds such as the 
phonon contribution due to correlated hops, phononless contributions and 
other mechanisms may lead to a dependence (18,49) 
o (u) a u 2 (2.35) 
and at s t i l l higher frequencies o(u>) becomes frequency independent. 
A saturation region often occurs when the applied frequency exceeds the 
1/ 2 
hopping frequency of the p a i r i . e . u > 'T . Into behaviour one could 
assume that the centres are well separated p a i r s so that u x = 1 cannot 
2 
apply and the equation (2.33) follows the u behaviour, which i s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
of i s o l a t e d two centre case. The phononless contribution o r i g i n a t e s from 
resonance t r a n s i t i o n s between s i t e s with energy difference which i s approx-
imately equal to "Kan This contribution y i e l d s generally the well-known 
(2) 2 4 
dependence (64-65), a ( u ) ^ u In u which follows the r e l a t i o n (2.35). Such 
a quadratic dependence i s al s o considered for phonon contributions due to 
c o r r e l a t i o n e f f e c t s , i . e . the dependence of the occupation p r o b a b i l i t y of a 
s i t e on the occupation of the neighboured s i t e s (50). The c o r r e l a t i o n e f f e c t 
increases as the p a i r separation decreases ; such a dependence i s obtained also 
in (66-67) by investigating hops within c l u s t e r s . Both l i n e a r and square law 
dependencies correspond to transport near the Fermi l e v e l . According to the 
predictions of the p a i r model the phonon contribution to the conductivity 
8 n 
dominates i n the low frequency range (<10 Hz) and o' (<u)a u with n < 1 holds. 
The upper part of t h i s v a r i a t i o n shows a continuous curvature convex upwards 
(18,20). The frequency dependence of o(u) on p a i r model approximation i s 
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Interpretation of the frequency dependence of o(u) on the p a i r 
model has been investigated i n most d e t a i l i n chalcogenide glasses (68,69). 
In such materials a dependence u>n with 0.7 <n<l has been observed a t 
6 8 2 frequencies up to 10 to 10 Hz. At higher frequencies an u) dependence 
9 
followed by a saturation region at u = 10 Hz has been reported. I n 
amorphous Ge the frequency dependence of a(u)has also been extensively 
studied (70-73). A dependence u)" with n = 0.8 - 0.95 i s observed i n the 
4 5 
frequency i n t e r v a l 10 to 2 x 10 Hz. A s i m i l a r dependence i s observed i n 
2 
phosphate glasses (74) and i n some other amorphous materials (50). A u 
dependence followed by a saturation region at higher frequencies i s observed 
i n the s o l i d polymer (75) and i n semiconducting NiO doped with L i (76). 
2 
Recently i t has been pointed out that the experimentally observed w law 
may be affected by contact e f f e c t s on the electrodes and other spurious 
e f f e c t s (24,77). 
Jonscher (77) has pointed out that t h i s frequency dependence of 
o(u>) i s found not only i n disordered, glassy and amorphous s o l i d s but also 
i n ordered molecular s o l i d s . The c a r r i e r s involved are not n e c e s s a r i l y 
electrons, but may be polarons,protons or ions. The p r i n c i p a l drawback 
of a l l the previous theories of frequency dependence of a'(u) i s that they 
are based on the p a i r approximation of hopping conduction. Moreover, i t i s 
d i f f i c u l t to obtain an adequate physical i n s i g h t into the mechanisms involved, 
e s p e c i a l l y i n view of the extremely wide range of physical systems which other 
people are considering. He has suggested the Universal law of d i e l e c t r i c 
l o s s (77). ,,, . a' (w) n-1 e"(u>) = — — a u e ID 
° (2.36) 
or a' (u)) a u>n 
with n<l. A wide range of materials follow t h i s law over a wide range of 
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frequencies (between sub-audio and microwave). I t i s pointed out 
that the exponent n i s not a constant for a l l systems but i s a function 
of temperature, approaching unity at low temperatures and decreasing to 
0.5 or l e s s at higher temperatures. In general, there seems to be no 
corre l a t i o n between the values of aQ and a' (a>) for various materials. This 
type of frequency dependence i s found i n both hopping and dipolar systems. 
In many materials i t i s not c e r t a i n whether the observed behaviour should 
be interpreted by dipolar or by charge hopping mechanisms(78). Jonscher (35) 
n 2 
has interpreted the frequency dependences a a u> and a a u by a branched 
network of hopping s i t e s and a separate set of d i p o l e - l i k e p a i r s with a much 
shorter relaxation time res p e c t i v e l y , i n contrast to the p a i r approximation, 
model discussed above. According to t h i s the frequency dependence of 
o (u) i s as shown i n Figure (2.5b). I t i s pointed out that the ID" behaviour 
i s temperature dependent though the e f f e c t i s weaker than for dc conductivity 
2 
at low f i e l d s . At high frequencies the occurrence of u> followed by saturation 
at very high frequencies i s r e l a t i v e l y temperature independent. The low 
frequency mechanism i s the extended hopping over many l o c a l i z e d centres but 
avoiding the "bottlenecks" which a r i s e for dc conduction due to d i f f i c u l t 
long hops. 
With electron hopping there i s a r e l a t i v e l y small contribution to 
d i e l e c t r i c constant e'. The value of e' increases with temperature but 
the change i s smaller a t higher frequency (78-79). 
In the Debye dipolar mechanism the frequency dependence of the 
complex p e r m i t t i v i t y (e',e") i s expressed i n the form (80) 
e" (u) a "7(1 + <i»2 T 2 ) 
(2.37) 
1 / 2 2 and e ' ( u ) - e a / ( 1 + u T ) 
• 00 ' 
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and t h e i r r a t i o i s 
— - WT ( 2 . 3 8 ) 
e ' (to) - e 00 
where i s the d i e l e c t r i c constant a t high frequency. The a.c. e l e c t r i c a l 
conductivity corresponding to the dipolar process can be represented by 
a ' ( w > a % + a , 2 T 2 ) ( 2 . 3 9 ) 
2 
and shows a r i s e proportioned to to at frequencies below 1 / ^ and a saturation 
region above. The term T i s the relaxa t i o n time, which i s equal to the 
re c i p r o c a l jumping frequency. This s i t u a t i o n i s exactly analogous to the 
case of two-centre hopping. Therefore, hopping of a charge c a r r i e r between 
two centres i s both p h y s i c a l l y and mathematically indistinguishable from a 
dipole jumping between two or i e n t a t i o n s . 
Recently Jonscher ( 8 1 ) has suggested that according to the Kramerff-
Kronig r e l a t i o n , the empirically observed law of equation ( 2 . 3 6 ) for e"(u) 
implies the same frequency dependence for the r e a l part e* (to) which thus 
takes the form 
e ' (to) - e a u n 1 ( 2 . 4 0 ) 
00 
The r a t i o e"/ , i s independent of frequency. This i s i n stark contrast 
£ — Coo 
with the Debye dipolar behaviour of equation ( 2 . 3 8 ) where t h i s r a t i o i s 
equal to WT. The consequence of t h i s i s that, 
E " (to) 
= Cot{ ^ \ ( 2 . 4 1 ) 
e ' ( u ) - e 
with n < 1 . This Universal law of d i e l e c t r i c response i s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of 
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e i t h e r non-Debye dipolar systems or hopping charge c a r r i e r s , e l e c t r o n i c or 
i o n i c (82). The d e t a i l e d physical mechanisms which lead d i r e c t l y 
to the c r i t e r i o n (2.41) are suggested i n (81-82). I t i s d i f f i c u l t to 
obtain conclusive evidence of the dipolar or hopping charge c a r r i e r from 
the expression (2.41). There i s a general lack of good c o r r e l a t i o n between 
d.c. conductivity and o 1 ( u ) . I t has been suggested that the c o r r e l a t i o n 
between the magnitudes of O q and a'(u) and e s p e c i a l l y a s i m i l a r i t y between 
the respective a c t i v a t i o n energies would provide strong evidence for the 
hopping charge o r i g i n of the p o l a r i z a t i o n . On the other hand i f the 
p o l a r i z a t i o n i s dipolar, the d.c. and a.c. response w i l l not be correlated 
at a l l . 
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CHAPTER 3 
PRELIMINARY CONDUCTIVITY STUDIES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The d.c. e l e c t r i c a l properties of amorphous t h i n f i l m s i l i c o n 
n i t r i d e have been reported by many authors (83-86). S i l i c o n n i t r i d e has 
been used for semiconductor devices both as a d i f f u s i o n mask and for 
passivation of e l e c t r i c a l junctions. Three conduction processes i n s i l i c o n 
n i t r i d e are suggested ; these are Poole-Frenkel emission, f i e l d i o n i z a t i o n 
and trap hopping. A l l of the processes are bulk limited. The steady state 
o 
d.c. conduction properties of s i l i c o n n i t r i d e films i n the range of 50-100 A 
are reported i n (86). The current through t h i s material was time dependent, 
and sta r t e d decreasing from the moment of application of a voltage. A 
period of 10-15 minutes was necessary for the current to reach i t s f i n a l 
value a f t e r each increment i n voltage. These n i t r i d e films were made by 
vapour deposition on degenerate s i l i c o n substrates using the silane-amraonia 
reaction. The temperature, thickness and f i e l d dependences of current 
indicated that a t r a n s i t i o n i n current mechanisms occurred a t a f i l m thickness 
o 
of approximately 80 A. Below t h i s thickness, the current was characterized 
by a small temperature dependence and a marked thickness dependence. At 
f i l m thicknesses above t h i s value, high f i e l d conduction showed non-ohmic 
4 -1 
behaviour. The conductivity increased with applied f i e l d s (above lO v cm ) 
and the current-voltage c h a r a c t e r i s t i c was represented i n the form 
a * exp £ ^ - 0 p E^J which i s evidence of Poole-Frenkel e f f e c t . Recently 
S u l l i v a n and Card (87) have reported that amorphous t h i n films of s i l i c o n 
n i t r i d e with d i s s i m i l a r (aluminium and s i l i c o n ) electrodes exhibited conduction 
properties with a consistent dependence on the p o l a r i t y of the applied e l e c t r i c 
f i e l d and fi l m thickness ; the conduction i n these films was by a bulk 
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controlled process. The temperature dependence of current at high f i e l d 
did not give a l i n e a r log J versus T 1 plot. The a c t i v a t i o n energy varied 
from 1.5 eV at high temperature (above 250 K) to 0.09 eV at intermediate 
temperature (between 250 K and 170 K). i t has been suggested that Poole-
Frenkel emission i s into the band t a i l s at E a and E b at high temperatures 
and at high f i e l d s . Conduction i n these t a i l s i s by hopping with very small 
a c t i v a t i o n energy. At intermediate temperature, hopping conduction (thermally 
a s s i s t e d tunnelling) between l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s i n the defect band near mid-gap 
i s suggested. The low temperature r e s u l t s are associated with f i e l d i o n i z a -
tion of l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s i n the defect band. I t has been further suggested 
that l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s i n the Si^N^ (presumably i n the defect band near mid 
gap) were changed by i n j e c t i o n at distances & 100 X from the electrodes. 
Thin fi l m s i l i c o n n i t r i d e i s a good i n s u l a t o r } the e l e c t r i c a l conductivity 
of t h i s material being 10 1 5 ohm1cm 1 at room temperature. 
The a.c. e l e c t r i c a l properties of t h i n f i l m s i l i c o n n i t r i d e have 
been reported by Jonscher i n (88). A frequency dependence of conductivity 
2 
was observed which followed the o (to) a u> law over a frequency range extend-
ing over s i x decades. He also pointed out that the a c t i v a t i o n energy was 
-2 
10 eV and that there was very l i t t l e change of p e r m i t t i v i t y with frequency. 
The strongly pronounced square law dependence i n Si^N^ coincided with a very 
low d.c. conductivity suggesting the absence of spurious e f f e c t s . I t has 
been suggested that the conduction processes are due to electron hopping i n 
view of the very low a c t i v a t i o n energies and the absence of any departures 
2 
from u law even at frequencies as high as 1 MHz and above. 
Only i n (89) are some e l e c t r i c a l conductivity data of reaction bonded 
Si^N^ found. The d.c. conductivity value of t h i s material was given as 
10 ^ ohm^ " cm * a t room temperature and rose to about 5 x 10 ^ ohm ^ cm ^ at 
o 
100O C. I t has been found, however, that the r e s i s t i v i t y of high density 
specimens i s poor ( i . e . a low r e s i s t i v i t y ) , owing to the presence of unreacted 
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free s i l i c o n . 
Equally, only one paper has appeared on the e l e c t r i c a l properties 
of reaction bonded materials of the MgO-Si^t^ system by Andreava et a l (90). 
With increase i n the content of magnesium oxide i n the i n i t i a l mixture, the 
d.c. e l e c t r i c a l r e s i s t i v i t y of the sintered specimens increased i n the range 
o 
20-900 C by two orders of magnitude as a r e s u l t of the f a c t that the 
r e s i s t i v i t y of MgO i n t h i s temperature range was higher than that of s i l i c o n 
o 
n i t r i d e . I n the range 1000-1400 C the e l e c t r i c a l r e s i s t i v i t y for specimens 
of three of the compositions (20,40 and 80 m/o MgO) was p r a c t i c a l l y the same, 
while that of the specimen containing 60 m/o MgO was an order of magnitude 
higher j t h i s might be due to the presence of the Ortho s i l i c a t e MgjSiO^ with 
a distorted l a t t i c e formed during s i n t e r i n g as suggested by them. I n specimens 
of the remaining compositions the following compounds occurred : Si^ON, 
MggSiO^ and MgSiO^, which led to a reduction i n the e l e c t r i c a l r e s i s t i v i t y 
at high temperatures. Conductivity of these materials were i n the range 
3 x 10 ^ - 10 ^ ohm ^ cm ^ a t room temperature and rose to 4 x lO ^ -
-5 -1 -1 o 10 ohm cm at 1400 C. I t has been suggested that materials of the 
o 
system MgO-Si^N^ may be used as i n s u l a t o r s a t temperatures up to 1400 C. 
To the author's knowledge there have been no previous reports of the 
e l e c t r i c a l properties of hot-pressed nitrogen ceramics, and the work described 
i n t h i s Chapter was undertaken primarily to investigate the s a l i e n t features 
of e l e c t r i c a l conductivity i n hot-pressed s i l i c o n n i t r i d e , 5 w/o MgO/Si^N^ 
and two compositions of s i a l o n ceramics. 
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
Most of the materials were supplied as d i s c s and specimens were cut 
with a diamond wheel into rectangular blocks with plane surfaces ; t y p i c a l 
specimen dimensions were 1.5 cm x 0.5 cm x 0.2 cm which gave a conveniently 
defined shape for conductivity and thermoelectric power measurements. Similar 
shapes of specimen were used for H a l l e f f e c t studies. I t was known from 
- 37 -
previous studies of techniques that the current electrodes of the specimen 
tend to short out the Hall f i e l d i f a suitable shape of the specimen i s not 
used. Consequently the length-to-width r a t i o of the specimen was always 
made greater than 4 i n order to minimize t h i s shorting e f f e c t . 
3.2.1 D.C. AND A.C. CONDUCTIVITIES 
For both d.c. and a.c. conductivity measurements, a two probe method 
was employed using platinum/platinum paste electrodes as contacts. The 
apparatus and c i r c u i t arrangements are shown i n Figure 3.1. The platinum 
paste was f i r s t painted on the small end faces of the specimen and pt. wire 
was then attached to the electrode material for making connecting leads. 
The contacts were held to the specimen by mechanical pressure (for f i r i n g ) . 
o 
The assembly was f i r e d a t 300 C to achieve good mechanical bonding between 
electrodes and specimen. The pt. wire s t r i p s led through separate bores i n 
a s i l i c a rod to an external c i r c u i t i a second set of twin bores i n another 
rod c a r r i e d the pt/pt. 13% Rh thermocouple wires which monitored the temperature 
of the specimen. A compact furnace surrounding the specimen was used. A l l 
the measurements were made i n a i r as i t was known that there was no r i s k of 
« 
oxidation up to 1000° C. For d.c. measurements a constant voltage (60 V) 
was applied across the specimen from a s t a b i l i s e d power supply and the r e s u l t i n g 
current- ( I ) was measured on a galvanometer ( s e n s i t i v i t y 0.00& pA per mm 
de f l e c t i o n ) . A decay of current was observed a f t e r sudden application of 
a voltage. Measurements were made when the current had attained a steady 
value. 
For a.c. measurements a voltage was applied across the specimen from 
an A.F. Generator at d i f f e r e n t frequencies. The current was then measured 
from the voltage developed across a standard r e s i s t a n c e (connected i n s e r i e s 
V 
with specimen) by the r e l a t i o n I = s/ No decay of current was observed 
s 
i n a.c. measurements. 
With a constant low applied f i e l d ( l e s s than 40 v cm"1) the 
c D 
Furnace 










FIG. 3.1 Apparatus for measuring dc.and a.c. 
electrical conductivities at high temperatures. 
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conductivity was derived from 
d I 
A - V » • » 
where d and A, the length and cro s s - s e c t i o n a l area r e s p e c t i v e l y , were 
obtained accurately from the measured dimensions of the rectangular 
specimen. The impedance of a l l the specimens was very high at room 
-12 -1 -1 
temperature (a< 10 ft cm ) ; consequently, measurements were made over 
o 
the temperature range 400 to 1000 C, the lower l i m i t being determined by 
the onset of measurable conductivity and the upper by the furnace. A.C. 
measurements were made over the frequency range 15 Hz to 5 KHz. 
3.2.2 D.C. HALL EFFECT 
The d.c. Hall e f f e c t was investigated, using a conventional f i v e 
probe method, over the same temperature range as mentioned above. The 
experimental assembly i s i l l u s t r a t e d i n Fig.3.2. Platinum/platinum paste 
contacts were again used. The furnace was mounted between the poles of a 
Newport Type D electromagnet with which magnetic f i e l d s of up to IT could be 
obtained. A constant voltage (50 v) was applied across the electrodes 1 and 
2 from a s t a b i l i z e d power supply and the r e s u l t i n g current ( I )was monitored 
x 
i n a s e n s i t i v e scalamp galvanometer. A potential divider (10 Mft) was used 
across H a l l probes A and B of the specimen to eliminate the r e s i d u a l H a l l 
voltage (Fig. 3.2). By adjusting the position of the moving contact C on 
the potentiometer the voltage between C and D was reduced to zero a t the value 
of magnetic f i e l d H = O. By using a Keithley Type 149 nanovolt n u l l detector 
for increasing the s e n s i t i v i t y of a pye precision decade potentiometer, into 
12 
which the output of a high input impedance (10 ft) d.c. ampl i f i e r was fed, 
f a i r l y high s e n s i t i v i t y was obtained and Hall voltages of as l i t t l e as 0.01 yV 
could be detected. 
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FIG,3.2 Apparatus for measuring d.c. 
Hall-effect at high temperatures. 
the mobility of charge carrying species, the Lorentz force F on a charge 
e i s given by 
F = e (E + V x H) (3.2) 
where e i s the charge and V i s the v e l o c i t y of the p a r t i c l e which i s 
subjected to an e l e c t r i c f i e l d E and a magnetic f i e l d H. I f an n-type 
specimen i s subjected to an e l e c t r i c f i e l d E and magnetic f i e l d H (Fig.3.2), 
a transverse e l e c t r i c ; f i e l d i s given by 
eE = H eV (3.3) 
,y z x ' 
where i s the v e l o c i t y with which the c a r r i e r s d r i f t i n the X-direction 
under the applied f i e l d E^. The current-density can be represented by 
wft = n e V x < 3 ' 4 ) 
where w i s the width of the specimen i n the y - d i r e c t i o n and t i s the thickness 
of the specimen i n the H d i r e c t i o n . From equations (3.3) and (3.4) E y i s 
eliminated and w.Ey = V y c a l l e d the H a l l voltage, obtained from 
H I 
V = W.E = - ~ (3.5) y y ent * ' 
The Hall c o e f f i c i e n t i s defined as the transverse H a l l f i e l d per u n i t 
current density, i . e . 
V w " RH "z wTt 
V , 8 
.y.t.io ,„ 
O R ** 8 8 H T I ( 3 - 6 ) 
z x 




where R^ = — g (using the conventional one c a r r i e r r elationship) and a i s 
the e l e c t r i c a l conductivity of the material. 
3.2.3 THERMOELECTRIC POWER 
The thermoelectric e f f e c t s were also investigated over the same . 
temperature range. The apparatus and sample holder for measuring thermal 
emf at high temperatures are shown i n F i g . 3.3. The two longitudinal end 
faces of the specimen were situated between two s t e e l blocks under compression. 
The lower block was supported by a s t e e l rod (thread marked) which insured 
that specimen and blocks were aligned for uniform contact pressure at a l l 
times. Two thermocouples of pt/pt-13% Rh were attached i n two separate 
points on a broad face of the specimen using platinum p l a s t e . The assembly 
was f i r e d at 200° C for two hours to achieve good mechanical bonding between 
electrodes and specimen. A l l the wires were c a r r i e d through separate bores 
i n two alumina tubes to an external c i r c u i t . A s t e e l tube i n the inner wall 
of the furnace and two s t e e l jacket tubes to cover the alumina tubes (contain-
ing thermocouple wires) were used to avoid pick up thermal noise s i g n a l . A 
small subsidiary heater was used at the top end of the specimen for c o n t r o l l i n g 
the temperature gradient AT ( l e s s than 10°C) between two points of the 
specimen. Thermocouple leads were connected to a p r e c i s i o n potentiometer 
through a two-way key for measuring temperature between two junctions of the 
specimen and the common platinum wires were connected to d i g i t a l ©illivoltmeter 
12 
through a high input impedance (10 ft) d.c. amplifier for measurement of the 
thermoelectric voltages as a function of AT. The thermoelectric power or 
Seebfick c o e f f i c i e n t was calculated from the r e l a t i o n (Chapter 2, Sect.2.5) 
0 ^ LgQdg For Thermoelectric 
1 Power Measurement 
A umi ina Tube 
Heater Leads 
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FIG.3.3 Apparatus for measuring thermoelectric 
power at high temperatures. 
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The sign of the c a r r i e r s was determined by observing the p o l a r i t y of 
the lower temperature end of the specimen. 
3.3 RESULTS 
3.3.1 D.C. AND A.C. CONDUCTIVITIES 
Application of a d.c. voltage to a l l of the specimens resulted 
i n current flow which was i n i t i a l l y large and then decayed, over a period 
of some minutes, to a steady value. A t y p i c a l decay of current for z = 4.0 
o 
s i a l o n a t 841 C under a constant applied 10 v i s shown i n F i g . 3.4. To 
avoid these p o l a r i z a t i o n e f f e c t s a l l the d.c. conductivity measurements were 
made only a f t e r equilibrium conditions had been attained. No p o l a r i z a t i o n 
e f f e c t s were observed when using a.c. voltages. Some conductivity data are 
given i n F i g s . 3.5 to 3.7 i n which the logarithms of the conductivities are 
plotted as functions of inverse temperature. 
As regards the d.c. conductivity ( ^ c ) curves readings were taken 
both on heating and cooling. The curves show that the behaviour was 
r e v e r s i b l e , i n d i c a t i n g that there were no s i g n i f i c a n t changes i n e i t h e r the 
specimens or the contacts during temperature c y c l i n g . There i s a s t r i k i n g 
s i m i l a r i t y between the form of the r e s u l t s for the four d i f f e r e n t materials 
(Table 3.1). The r e l a t i o n s h i p between log 0, and 1/T i s l i n e a r between 
ac 
o 
iOOO and about 700 c and becomes non-linear a t lower temperatures ; 
consequently the a c t i v a t i o n energy i n the higher temperature region o o ( i . e . 1000 to 700 C) i s constant, but below 700 C i t decreases slowly 
with decreasing temperature. Values for a c t i v a t i o n energy (E f t) were 
calculated from the d.c. conductivity r e s u l t s using the r e l a t i o n 
|" EA/KT| a exp dc (3.9) 
i n the l i n e a r high temperature region and from the slopes of the curves at 
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(0 Q)was also calculated from the l i n e a r high temperature region (Table 3.1)• 
The a.c. behaviour shows several features which are common In the 
r e s u l t s from each of the specimens. I n the lower temperature region, 
(below about 600° C ) , the complex conductivity, a (u) I s strongly dependent 
ac 
on frequency but I s almost Independent of temperature. At higher tempera-
tures a (ID) for a given specimen was found to be the same at a l l frequencies 
but I t became temperature dependent giving a log o - T v a r i a t i o n very 
clC 
s i m i l a r to that found for o, at high temperatures. The a c t i v a t i o n energies 
dc 
derived from these high temperatures a.c. r e s u l t s agreed c l o s e l y with the 
estimates based on the d.c. data. At low temperatures the a c t i v a t i o n energy 
decreases with increasing applied frequencies and decreasing temperatures. 
I t i s noticeable that i n the high temperature region the a.c. conductivity 
can also be f i t t e d to a r e l a t i o n of the form of Equation (3.9) and the 
act i v a t i o n energies so derived are also given i n Table 3.1. 
3.3.2 HALL EFFECT AND THERMOELECTRIC POWER 
No H a l l voltage was observed i n any of the specimens between 400 
o o 
and 1000 C and below 400 C the high impedance of the specimens preclude 
measurement by the apparatus a v a i l a b l e . As the equipment would have detected 
a H a l l voltage of greater than 0.01 yv, t h i s observation implied that the Ha l l 
mobility i n the specimens was very low. The mobility was estimated from the 
following data by using the r e l a t i o n s (3.6) and (3.7). 
ac 
,-1 
I 4 x 10 -10 -5 O -2 x 10 amps between 400 and 1000 C ; x 
H 10 gauss ; t = 0.2 cm i V *v .01 uv ; 
dc 
-10 -6 -1 -1 o 10 - 5 x 1 0 II cm between 400 and 1000 C > 
therefore 
8 H. t . 10 
H H. I 
x o dc 
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_ 10~ 8 x.2 x 10 8 x 1 0 ~ 1 0 _ -6 2-1 -1 , A o . 
°* M j Tn " 5 x 10 cm v sec (at 400 C) 
10 x 4 x 10 u 
From t h i s estimation I t can be assumed that the mobility of the materials 
-5 2 -1 -1 
was probably l e s s than 10 cm v sec over the temperature range explored. 
Some d i f f i c u l t i e s were encountered In attempts to measure thermo-
e l e c t r i c powers. I n the f i r s t place the voltage, AV, developed across the 
specimen was measured as a function of the temperature gradient, AT, at 
various fixed temperatures between 400 and 1000 ° C; I n evaluating the data, 
AV was taken to be p o s i t i v e I f the hotter electrode was p o s i t i v e . Preliminary 
measurements showed that even a t AT = 0 a f i n i t e voltage difference (AV ) 
o 
was observed. As the presence of t h i s prevented actual thermoelectric 
power determinations an attempt to remove AV q was made by annealing I n a i r 
at 1000° C for 48 hr. Treatments of t h i s kind have proved successful I n 
overcoming s i m i l a r e f f e c t s I n potassium chloride (91) and some other materials 
(92). With the nitrogen ceramics, however, annealing reduced the value of 
AV q considerably, but did not remove I t completely, and thus I t was possible 
only to deduce the sign of the c a r r i e r s from the sign of AV. Some r e s u l t s 
for S i ^ ^ are given i n F i g . 3.8 ; below 900° C the material i s p-type and 
above 900° C i t i s n-type= Sim i l a r behaviour was observed i n a l l the other 
ceramics examined. The change i n the sign of the c a r r i e r s i s revealed also 
by the temperature dependence of EV , the voltage developed with zero 
o 
temperature gradient. This v a r i a t i o n i s shown for Si^N^ i n F i g . 3.9 which 
shows that A V q changes sign near 900° C. Again s i m i l a r e f f e c t s were found 
i n the other materials. 
3.4 DISCUSSION 
The measurements of a.c. conductivity as a function of frequency 
a t low temperatures suggest immediately that hopping processes may be involved. 
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was independent of temperature,and t h i s was used to plot log o (u>) versus 
c t C 
(i). As F i g . 3.10 shows, l i n e a r v a r i a t i o n s were obtained for a l l the 
materials. I n the low temperature range the a.c.conductivity increases 
with angular frequency n> following a r e l a t i o n of the form (Chapter 2 , 
Sect. 2.6) 
n 0 (w) = A.u (3.10) ac 
The values of n and A derived from F i g . 3.10 are l i s t e d i n Table 3.1 and 
i t i s found that n - 0.9. This type of frequency dependence was f i r s t 
observed by Pollak and Geballe (49) for impurity conduction i n s i l i c o n ; 
for t h i s material t h e i r a n a l y s i s , based on the assumption that hopping 
0.8 
occurred e x c l u s i v e l y between p a i r s of majority impurities, yielded an u 
dependence over several decades of frequency. Similar behaviour has also 
been observed i n many glasses containing t r a n s i t i o n metal ions (52) and 
many disordered materials as mentioned i n Section 2.6. Austin and Mott 
suggest that i n these glasses the conductivity i s due to the presence of 
ions of more than one valency ; an electron can then pass from one ion to 
another and the mechanism gives a frequency dependence s i m i l a r to that for 
impurity conduction. I t may be noted also that i n both chalcogenide glasses 
(93) and other amorphous semiconductors (52,94) values of n i n the range 
0.7 < n< l.o have been reported. D e t a i l s of the physical source of t h i s 
behaviour have been discussed i n Section 2.6. 
As regards the d.c. conductivity data we f i n d that, for a l l the 
o 
specimens, the log a versus 1/T plots are not l i n e a r below about 700 C. 
-1/4 
The data were plotted i n the form of graphs of log versus T , (Fig.3.. 11) 
these were s t r a i g h t l i n e s indicating that the v a r i a t i o n i n 0, followed the 
d.c. 
r e l a t i o n (Chapter 2, Section 2.2) 
K p j - B / T l / 4 j °d c A e x p * ' (3.11) 
I 
CP 
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This type of v a r i a t i o n has been shown to hold i n several substances 
i n which hopping mechanisms occur, e.g. i n n i c k e l oxide (52) and i n 
A S 2 S e 3 a n d s u P P ° r t s t n e view that hopping dominates i n the nitrogen 
ceramics i n the lower temperature range. This behaviour I s further discussed 
i n Chapter 5 i n more d e t a i l . I n the higher temperature region a, and 
U o C i 
o both follow a T 1 v a r i a t i o n which shows that hopping i s no longer the a • c • 
dominent mechanism. This behaviour i s s i m i l a r to that of i n t r i n s i c materials 
and the mechanism for both a.c. and d.c. conductivity appears to be the same. 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to note also that here the c a r r i e r s are n-type as d i s t i n c t 
from p-type at lower temperatures. I t i s known that i n semiconducting 
glasses (95-96) and other amorphous materials the sign of the thermoelectric 
power i s p o s i t i v e i n the hopping region. I t has also been stated e a r l i e r 
(Chapter 2, Section 2.5) that the change of sign of the c a r r i e r s a t high 
temperature suggests a t r a n s i t i o n of the conduction mechanisms which are 
l i k e l y to be associated with l o c a l i z e d states and impurity conduction. 
According to the theory presented i n (Chapter 2, Section 2.4) i t i s known 
that hopping i s one of the usual transport mechanisms:1 i n low mobility materials, 
The very low value of mobility determined from H a l l - e f f e c t measurements 
indicates that the conduction mechanism i s presumably hopping i n the tempera-
ture range explored. 
The e f f e c t of changes i n the composition of the materials examined 
are indicated by F i g . 3.12 which includes for comparison the a v a i l a b l e data 
on reaction-bonded ceramics of s i m i l a r composition. I n Si^N^, the hot-pressed 
material has, at a l l temperatures, a greater conductivity than that of reaction-
bonded material (89). The addition of magnesia to s i l i c o n n i t r i d e 
(5w/oMgO/Si^N^) produced a small decrease i n conductivity r e l a t i v e to S i ^ 1 ^ 
hot-pressed without MgO additive but pre-washed with a l k a l i ; i t seems probable 
that traces of a l k a l i are not completely removed. With the hot-pressed 
5w/o MgO/Si.N. the conductivity was an order of magnitude higher than that 
TEMPERATURE °C 
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reported (90)for 6.7w/o MgO/Si3N4 made by reaction bonding. As regards 
the sia l o n s both gave lower conductivities than e i t h e r the hot-pressed 
S i 3 N 4 or 5W% MgO/Si3N4 and the Z ss 4.0 s i a l o n had a lower conductivity than 
the z = 3.2 s i a l o n . I n the preparation of nitrogen ceramics by hot-pressing 
techniques there i s a l i k e l i h o o d of the formation of a glassy phase ; the 
presence of such phases has been d i r e c t l y demonstrated by X-ray and electron 
microscope studies (5,9-12) which have also shown that the materials are not 
homogeneous and contained both defects i n structure and impu r i t i e s . The 
occurrence of a thermoelectric electromotive force a t zero temperature 
gradient, (which has also been reported elsewhere (91), supports the view 
that the materials contain uneven d i s t r i b u t i o n s of impurities. I t i s l i k e l y 
that the reaction-bonded ceramics would contain a smaller amount of glassy 
phase than the hot-pressed materials. I f the glassy phase had a r e l a t i v e l y 
high conductivity, as might be expected, t h i s could account for the higher 
observed conductivities of the hot-pressed materials. A l t e r n a t i v e l y , t h i s 
higher value of a. could have been due to the presence of surface contribu-d.c. 
tion which could not be reduced i n t h i s technique of measurements ( F i g . 3.1). 
Conductivity measurements, using more refined techniques, are described i n 
Chapter 5. A l l the e l e c t r i c a l properties presented here appear to be 
consistent with the presence of a glassy phase and impurities, and i t seems 





The s e r i e s of measurements described i n Chapter 3 were not 
completely unambiguous i n so f a r as the measurements made were of complex 
conductivity, o (to) . I t i s known from theory that when an a.c. voltage 
i s applied across a specimen a t any p a r t i c u l a r frequency, the r e s u l t a n t 
current through the specimen i s a function of admittance, y (to) . The 
complex conductivity a (u) i s defined as follows, Y (<*>) = G (w) + iuC (u))=Ao(<o) 
P P 
where G (u) and C (w) are the equivalent p a r a l l e l c i r c u i t conductance and P P 
capacitance, r e s p e c t i v e l y , while A i s a geometrical factor equal to the 
electrode area divided by length i n the case of a rectangular specimen. The 
complex conductivity o (u>) can be expressed as o(u))=o ~+ io)e(u))=c, +a'(u>)+icoe'(w) 
dc dc where a, i s d.c. conductivity and o'(u)) i s the "pure" a l t e r n a t i n g current (ac) dc 
conductivity, r e l a t e d to the d i e l e c t r i c l o s s through a'(w) = c ue"(u). 
o 
Therefore, the previous measured conductivity contained a l l types of current 
component. Moreover, the surface contribution to bulk conduction could not 
have been reduced i n that type of electrodes arrangement. The conductivity 
was also measured only over a limited range of frequency (15 Hz to 5 Hz) at 
temperatures between 400° C and 1000° C. 
D i e l e c t r i c measurements on the other hand permit the separate 
determination of the r e a l and imaginary parts of the conductivity and so 
allow a more r e l i a b l e comparison with theory to be made. Several theories 
of hopping conduction (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.6), for example those of Pollak 
(49-50), and Mott and Davis (18), indicate that a frequency dependence of 
the r e a l part of the conductivity following a Reo (u) a u n law should be 
observed where n < 1. Caution should be used before i n t e r p r e t i n g a l l cases 
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of r i s i n g conductivity with frequency as evidence of hopping conduction. 
Si m i l a r r e l a t i o n s may be observed for various d i e l e c t r i c l o s s mechanisms 
(24, 97-98). I t i s necessary to measure the Reo(u) over a wide frequency 
range (between sub-audio and microwave frequencies) to take into account 
t h i s behaviour. More recently Jonscher (80-82) has suggested that sev e r a l 
hopping models may lead to the u n law and has shown further that a wide range 
of materials follow the univ e r s a l d i e l e c t r i c laws' according to which 
e" (u) » 0 ^ a a>n * and (e'(u>) -e^ )a u>n * where again n< 1. The value 
o 
of n i s also a function of temperature and decreases with increasing 
temperature. This behaviour i s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of e i t h e r non-Debye dipolar 
or hopping charge c a r r i e r ( i o n i c or electronic) systems. 
Some data on d i e l e c t r i c constant, e' and tan6 of reaction bonded 
s i l i c o n n i t r i d e are found i n (89, 99). The values of e' = 5.8, 7.2 and 
-2 
9.4 and tan6 = 2 x 10 are mentioned i n (99). Walton (100) found the value 
of e* 5.6 and tanti 'v 2 x lO ^ for reaction sintered s i j N ^ over the frequency 
range 8-10 GHz at temperatures up to 800° C. He suggested that t h i s material 
could be produced with s a t i s f a c t o r y d i e l e c t r i c properties for high temperature 
radome applications. Andreeva e t a l (90) reported the measurements on c' and 
tan6 of the system MgO-Si^N^ (reaction bonded material) over the frequency 
range 50 KHz to 30 MHz at- room temperature. The values of z1 and tan* i n 
for example 20 m/o MgO - 80 m/o s i 3 N ^ were i n the range of 8.4-6.8 and 4.7 
-3 -3 
x 10 - 1 x 10 res p e c t i v e l y ; and decreased with increasing frequency. 
They pointed out that the frequency dependence of tan6 was complicated 
character due to inhomogeneous specimens containing several phases. 
The work described i n t h i s Chapter was to e s t a b l i s h the frequency 
var i a t i o n s of d i e l e c t r i c constant and l o s s over a wide frequency range. 
Although the majority of the measurements were made a t room temperature a 
preliminary study was al s o made of the temperature dependencies of the 
frequency v a r i a t i o n s . 
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
The specimens examined i n t h i s i n v estigation were of the same 
compositions as studied previously (Chapter 3 ) . Most of the specimens 
were supplied as d i s c s from which t h i n plates were cut with a diamond 
wheel cutting machine ; the large area faces of the specimens were polished 
to a 0.25 micron f i n i s h using a p r e c i s i o n polishing machine. Specimens 
were t y p i c a l l y 15 mm x 15 mm x 0.3 mm and c i r c u l a r gold electrodes of 1 cm 
diameter were evaporated on to the opposite polished faces to ensure good 
e l e c t r i c a l contact. I n t h i s electrode arrangement, the bulk path length 
(thickness) for current flow was made much shorter than the surface path 
length ( F i g . 4.1 (a) ) . 
4.2.1 BRIDGE METHOD 
The d i e l e c t r i c properties of the specimens were measured over the 
frequency range 200 Hz to 50 KHz using a Wayne-Kerr bridge (Type B.224) at-, 
room temperature and at high temperatures up to 500° C. At room temperature, 
a d i e l e c t r i c t e s t i n g j i g , made with perspex i n s u l a t o r s , was used to hold the 
specimen during measurements ( F i g . 4.1 (b) ) . I n t h i s method, the bridge 
was f i r s t balanced to reduce the capacitance and conductance present i n the 
c i r c u i t (without mounting specimen i n the d i e l e c t r i c j i g ) * The specimen was 
then inserted between the electrodes ( F i g . 4.1 (b) ) and the measurements 
were made. The conductance , G and capacitance, C, were determined d i r e c t l y 
as functions of applied frequency and the data was used to derive the r e a l 
part of the conductivity (Reo), the l o s s tangent (tan6) and the d i e l e c t r i c 
constant (e') from the r e l a t i o n s (101) 
Rea (u) = t . G (4.1) A 
t a n 6 = 2c = £ ( 4- 2 ) 
and e'(u) d (4.3) e A o 
(a ) 
t « D < L 
Evaporated Gold Electrode 
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( b ) 
Micrometer 






FIG. U, 1.(a) Electrode arrangement to minimize contributions 
from sur face conduction. 
( b ) Dielectric jig for measuring dielectric properties a t 
room temperature. 
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where u i s the angular frequency, d the specimen thickness i n centimetres 
and A the area of the electrode i n square centimetres. The £ q i s c a l l e d 
-14 the p e r m i t t i v i t y of free space having a value of 8.85 x 1 0 F/ In cm. 
a l l the specimens both G and C decreased s l i g h t l y with time (by about 1%) 
from t h e i r i n i t i a l values a t frequencies below 5 KHz but attained equilibrium 
values within ten minutes. I n the present experiments, the specimens were 
cut i n the form of square pl a t e s which projected beyond the c i r c u l a r j i g 
electrodes. Due to t h i s , an edge correction for d i e l e c t r i c constant was 
applied using an edge correction formula ( 1 0 2 ) . I n t h i s method, equation 
( 4 . 3 ) was modified by 
C + C o e 
(4.4) 
1.113D r . 8ttD , "1 . . where C = I n —r— - 3 I ( 4 . 5 ) 
6 8* L D J 
and C = e . 
o o d 
in which D i s the diameter of each electrode i n centimetres. The o v e r a l l 
accuracy of the measurements was +_ 6%. 
The high temperature measurements were made i n a i r with a s p e c i a l l y 
designed j i g and furnace arrangement i n which the in s u l a t o r supporting the 
electrodes, located external to the furnace, could be kept cool ( F i g . 4 . 2 ) . 
P a r t i c u l a r care was necessary both i n furnace design and i n shi e l d i n g i n 
order to minimize pickup s i g n a l s due to thermal noise and the atmosphere 
around the specimens. The measurements were made over the frequency range 
500 Hz to 5 0 KHz and the parameters G and C were found, a t any p a r t i c u l a r 
frequency, f i r s t a t room temperature and then as the specimen was heated. 
o 
For temperatures below 1 5 0 C i t was found that on returning to room 
temperature G and C had both increased by about 5% ; these e f f e c t s , a t t r i b u t e d 
7-
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FIG.4.2. Apparatus for measuring dielectric 
propert ies at high, temperatures. 
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to space charge (Chapter 3, Sect. 3.3.2 ) , were overcome by heat 
t r e a t i n g the specimens i n a i r for 1 2 hours a t 6 5 ° C between successive 
measurements a t d i f f e r e n t frequencies. 
4.2.2 Q-METER METHOD 
The high frequency measurements were made i n a i r a t room temperature 
over the frequency range 1 0 0 KHz to 75 MHz, using a standard Q-meter 
(Marconi TF 1 2 4 5 ) and two o s c i l l a t o r s (Marconi TF 124 6 and 1 2 4 7 ) . The same 
d i e l e c t r i c t e s t i n g j i g and the specimens of s i m i l a r type to those described 
above, were used also i n t h i s technique. The capacitance and Q-value were 
measured f i r s t l y with the specimen mounted i n the j i g and secondly (at the 
same electrode spacing) without the specimen under resonance conditions a t a 
constant applied frequency. The difference i n capacity was a function of 
d i e l e c t r i c constant, and the change i n Q-value was a function of the l o s s 
factor of the specimen. The process of measurement was then used a t d i f f e r e n t 
applied frequencies. The data was used to derive the d i e l e c t r i c parameters 
from the corresponding s e t of r e l a t i o n s ( 1 0 3 - 1 0 4 ) 
e'(u) 
C l - C 2 
e . — 
o d 
+ 1 




Q l - ° 2 





Q, - Q, 







( 4 . 8 ) 
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i n which and and and are the capacitances i n micro-micro 
farads and Q-values observed by the Q-meter at resonance r e s p e c t i v e l y 
without and with the specimen. At higher frequencies a correc t i o n 
was applied for c i r c u i t inductance (L ) using the r e l a t i o n ( 1 0 3 ) 
C e f f e c t i v e 
* 
C (4.9) 2 
1 + U L C R * 
* where C r e f e r s to and i n turn and L R = 2.8 myH ; t h i s correction 
amounted a t most to about 8%. Q-meter measurements were not possible above 
75 MHz because of the d i f f i c u l t y i n obtaining s u f f i c i e n t l y t h i n , large 
diameter specimens. An edge correction for d i e l e c t r i c constant was also 
applied i n t h i s technique using a s i m i l a r edge correction formula ( 1 0 2 ) . 
Equation ( 4 . 7 ) was modified by 
where the parameters C q and were already defined i n Section 4 . 2 . 1 . 
This correction term was amounted to +^  5%. 
4.2.3 MICROWAVE METHOD 
Some measurements were also made at 9.3 GHz by the perturbation 
method using a resonant type cavity ( 1 0 5 - 1 0 8 ) . 
In general, perturbation methods are u t i l i z e d i n studying the 
ef f e c t s of a small change, i . e . when a resonant c a v i t y i s perturbed by the 
introduction of a small d i e l e c t r i c specimen i t s resonant frequency i s lowered. 
The change i n frequency i s a function of the d i e l e c t r i c constant, e' and the 
change i n ca v i t y Q i s a function of the l o s s factor, e" of the material. 
The quantities which must be measured are the resonance frequency and the 
loaded Q of the cavity without and with the d i e l e c t r i c sample r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
The r e s u l t s of the perturbation theory are expressed i n the form ( 1 0 5 - 1 0 6 ) 
+ 1 ( 4 . 1 0 ) 
C + C o e 
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f 2 i Q f 
E E-dV o s 
E 2 dV o 
(4.11) 
where Af = f - f = difference I n c a v i t y frequency without and with sample, o s 
f Q = resonant frequency of empty c a v i t y 
V g B volume of sample 
V ™ volume of c a v i t y o 
E q = microwave f i e l d strength In empty c a v i t y 
Eg = microwave e l e c t r i c f i e l d strength inside sample 
Q = loaded Q of c a v i t y 
e =(e' - j e " ) = r e l a t i v e (complex) d i e l e c t r i c constant of the sample 
For a rectangular or cubical cavity operating In the T E ] ^ mode equation 
(4.11) can be reduced i n the form (106-107) 
Af 
f 
or E» - 1 
2 ( E ' - 1) . ^ 
o 
1 Af _o 




„ Reo or e" = we 
4E" 
V s \ 2s Q o ) 
(4.13) 
and tan6 (4.14) 
where e', e" and Rea are the d i e l e c t r i c constant, the d i e l e c t r i c l o s s 
and the r e a l part of conductivity (ohm 1 cm 1 ) of the same r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
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In t h i s method the following conditions should be s a t i s f i e d 
( i ) the Q of the cav i t y must be greater than 2,000 
( i i ) Af/ fo must be smaller than 0.005 
( i i i ) the r a t i o of the volume of the specimen to ca v i t y 
should be l e s s than 1/20. 
A cubical cavity, whose i n t e r n a l dimension was 2.23 cm, was made 
of copper ( F i g . 4.3). The Q of the ca v i t y was about 2640. The specimen 
whose dimensions were t y p i c a l l y 5 mm x 5mm x 1mm, was mounted a t the centre 
of the cav i t y with the help of a quartz rod i n order to locate i t at a 
position of maximum e l e c t r i c f i e l d . The choice of cav i t y was p a r t l y determined 
by the ava i l a b l e shape and s i z e of the specimen to be used and also to s a t i s f y 
the conditions of the perturbation method described above. The block diagram 
of the microwave apparatus i s shown i n Figure 4.4. The modulated microwave 
power from a klystron source was allowed to pass to the ca v i t y through a 
coupling hole. The incident and r e f l e c t e d power traces were displayed on 
dual beam oscilloscope with respect to the klystron mode from the output of 
the c r y s t a l detectors X^ and res p e c t i v e l y ( F i g . 4.4). The resonance curve 
of the cav i t y was monitored by adjusting the frequency tuner and r e f l e c t o r 
voltage of the klystron. The incident power trace was used to measure the 
frequencies of the resonance curve using a ca l i b r a t e d wavemeter. The resonant 
frequency of the cavity was found by marking the wavemeter absorption marker 
to the maximum amplitude peak point of the displayed resonance curve and the 
frequency i n t e r v a l f j . - ^ * > e t w e e n ***e ^ ®° P°i- n t s respectively of the curve 
were also noted i n a s i m i l a r way. These r e s u l t s were used to c a l c u l a t e the 
Q-value of the cav i t y from the r e l a t i o n Q = ^o/ . The quartz rod was 
f i r s t inserted up to the centre position of the cav i t y through a hole (Fig.4.3) 
and i t s ac t u a l length inside the ca v i t y was marked c a r e f u l l y . The resonant 
frequency f Q and Qq of the cavity with the rod i n position was measured. 
The specimen with rod (exactly of the same length as marked before) was then 
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placed at the centre of the cav i t y . The s h i f t s of the corresponding 
resonant frequency f and Q were noted. The measurements were then 
s s 
repeated several times. The values of f , Af = f - f , Q and Q were 
o o s o s 
noted c a r e f u l l y and the data was used to derive the d i e l e c t r i c parameters 
from the equations (4.12, 4.13 and 4.14). The estimated accuracy of the 
microwave r e s u l t s , a l l of which were made i n a i r a t room temperature, was 
+ 10%. 
4.3 RESULTS 
4.3.1 ROOM TEMPERATURE DATA 
I t was found that the frequency v a r i a t i o n s of conductivity, Reo(b>), 
d i e l e c t r i c constant, e' and l o s s , tan6 were very s i m i l a r i n both form and 
magnitude for a l l three materials. The conductivity v a r i a t i o n , derived 
d i r e c t l y from the experimental data assuming, as proved below, that the d.c. 
contribution was ne g l i g i b l e , i s shown by the f u l l l i n e s of Figure 4.5. Over 
the frequency range 200 Hz to 5MHz, t h i s f i t s w ell with the r e l a t i o n 
Rea (u) a u>n (4.15) 
where n has the value 0.9. Several authors (e.g. 77,82) have noted that 
high frequency bridge and Q-meter measurements may be misleading because of 
the e f f e c t s of small s e r i e s r e s i s t a n c e s or inductances originating i n the 
contacts and leads to the specimen. Here i t i s noticeable that the data 
obtained by the microwave ca v i t y technique, (which i s free from t h i s short-
coming) l i e s c lose to the extrapolation of the low frequency v a r i a t i o n . 
2 
Thus the apparent u> v a r i a t i o n above 5 MHz appears to be spurious and the 
0 9 
experimental data i s interpreted as in d i c a t i n g that a hi ' v a r i a t i o n holds 
over the whole frequency range from 200 Hz to 9.3 GHz. 
The observed v a r i a t i o n s of e' and tan6 with frequency are shown by 
the f u l l l i n e s of Figures 4.6 (a) and (b). The values of both e' and tanfi 
FREQUENCY (Hz) 
FiG.^.SThe frequency dependence of the real part of the conductivity, Re6* for S i 3 N 4 ( « ) ) 
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decrease s l i g h t l y with increasing frequencies up to about 5MHz. The 
experimental Q-meter data shows increases i n both above 5 MHz, and these 
apparent r i s e s are again thought to be spurious because the microwave data 
f i t s reasonably well on the extrapolation of the low frequency e' v a r i a t i o n s . 
There i s good agreement between the present data and that reported (Table 4.1) 
on reaction bonded materials of s i m i l a r composition. The v a r i a t i o n of e"(u) 
with frequency was derived from Figure 4.5 by the r e l a t i o n e" (u>) = R e g ^ M L f 
o 
assuming l i n e a r v a r i a t i o n i n each case ; t h i s i s given i n Figure 4.6 ( c ) . 
4.3.2 HIGH TEMPERATURE DATA 
Because of the occurrence of errors i n the high frequency measure-
ments noted above, measurements were r e s t r i c t e d to frequencies below lO^ Hz. 
Figure 4.7 i l l u s t r a t e s the type of temperature dependence found for both 
a and Rea(u) ; i t r e f e r s s p e c i a l l y to the Z = 3.2 s i a l o n , but the other ac 
two ceramics (Si^N^, 5 W/o MgO/Si^N^) gave s i m i l a r r e s u l t s though with l e s s 
good l i n e a r i t y i n Arrhenius plots a t high temperatures. The general pattern 
confirms the observations made i n the e a r l i e r conductivity studies (Chapter 3) 
and shows that whereas a s i n g l e a c t i v a t i o n energy may be used at high 
temperatures t h i s does not apply at lower temperatures ; here the a c t i v a t i o n 
energy i s f i n i t e though small and decreases with increasing frequency. In 
general two d i s t i n c t temperature variations of Reo(u), above and below about 
T = 550 K, are observed and the values of E derived from logReo(u)) versus t A, 
T , were 1.3 eV and 0.08-0.02 eV above 550 K and near room temperatures 
re s p e c t i v e l y . The s a l i e n t feature i s that the d.c. contribution to the 
Reef (to) i s negligible even at high temperatures (Fig. 4.7). 
The temperature v a r i a t i o n s of tan6 for 5 W/o MgO/Si^N^and Z = 3.2 
s i a l o n a t d i f f e r e n t applied frequencies are plotted as log tan6 against T * 
i n Figure 4.8. The high temperature data f i t s almost l i n e a r l y on the log 
tan5 versus T * p l o t . At lower temperatures, i . e . below 475 K, there are 
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FIG.4.7 Temperature and frequency variation of the real 
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departures from l i n e a r i t y . The l o s s tanfi decreases slowly with increasing 
frequency ; t h i s applies at a l l temperatures. The temperature v a r i a t i o n 
of e' for the same specimens i s shown i n Figure 4.9 i n which e* i s plotted 
against T. The d i e l e c t r i c constant e' and l o s s tangent both r i s e slowly 
with temperature below 500 K and r i s e rapidly with temperature above about 
500 K. At higher temperatures the r i s e i s more rapid at lower frequencies. 
A more pronounced r i s e of c* with temperature i s observed i n MgO/Si^N^ than 
i n e i ther s i a l o n or s i l i c o n n i t r i d e . The d i e l e c t r i c constant data suggested 
that e'((d) followed log e'((i>)a T rather better than log e" (u)a T * (Fig.4.10) 
I t i s noticed that there i s no s i g n i f i c a n t difference i n the values of the 
d i e l e c t r i c parameters for the three materials at temperatures below about 
500 K. Above t h i s t r a n s i t i o n temperature (T f c) the values of o(w), tan6 and 
e'(u) for s i a l o n are much lower than for both s i 3 N 4 a n d 5 W/o MgO/Si 3N 4» the 
values for s i 3 N 4 are generally higher than those for 5 W/o MgO/Si^N^. 
4.4 DISCUSSION 
In a wide range of low conductivity materials i t i s generally found 
that the frequency dependence of the conductivity involves two components 
such that the measured r e a l part of conductivity Reo(u) i s r e l a t e d to the 
true conductivity a' (to) by the r e l a t i o n (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.6) 
Reo(w) = a'(o>) + o\, (4.16) 
dc 
and the frequency v a r i a t i o n of a * ((•>) follows 
a'(u) a u n (4.17) 
where usually 0.7 < n<l at low temperature. There i s general agreement 
that the a.c. conductivity i n hopping systems w i l l follow equation (4.17) 
but there are s e v e r a l approaches, e.g. those of Mott and Davis (18), 
Pollak (49-50) and Jonscher (80-82) to the detailed p h y s i c a l sources of 
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evidence indicates that a i s negl i g i b l e at low temperature (Fig.4.7) and 
that o' (u)) i s proportional to with n = 0.9 at room temperature over eight 
frequency decades up to 9.3 GHz. The precise d e t a i l s of the hopping 
mechanism involved are not yet c l e a r although i t appears that Mott's law (18) 
cannot apply since the Mott formulae predict a continuous curvature convex 
upwards which i s not observed. 
The room temperature d i e l e c t r i c • l o s s data f i t w e l l with the "universal 
law" suggested by Jonscher (81-82) according to which 
e"(u>) a a)"" 1 (4.18) 
where n< 1 
«•(») ^LSSL (4.19) 
e w o 
In many disordered materials, amorphous semiconductors and i n s u l a t o r s , t h i s 
law i s obeyed and a s t r i k i n g feature i s that i n a l l these materials the l o s s 
f a l l s i n a narrow band only two decades wide on the l o s s a x i s . The room 
temperature v a r i a t i o n for the nitrogen ceramics covers only one decade i n l o s s 
(F i g . 4.6 (c) ) . The law i s also obeyed a t temperatures up to at l e a s t 770 K, 
although the value of n f a l l s progressively, as shown i n Figure 4.11 ( a ) , as 
the temperature Increases i n agreement with theory (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.6). 
I t was noted that the contribution of o. to Rea(b>) was not completely 
dc 
negl i g i b l e at high temperatures and therefore, the values of e" (oi) above 
550 K were calculated using the r e l a t i o n s (4.16) and (4.19). The exponent 
n for Z = 3.2 s i a l o n changes from n = 0.94 a t 291 K to n = 0.44 at 770 K and 
for 5 W/o MgO/Si3N4 from n = 0.90 at 291 to n = 0.57 at 770 K ( F i g . 4.6 (c) 
and 4.11 (a) ) . 
The e f f e c t s of temperature on the frequency v a r i a t i o n s of e'(w) are 
again shown i n Figure 4.11 (b) i n which log e' i s plotted against logf at 
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increases with increasing temperature. A tentative analysis of the 
d i e l e c t r i c constant data has been attempted i n the following way. An 
estimate of the l i m i t i n g value (high frequency d i e l e c t r i c constant) was 
made by extrapolation of the v a r i a t i o n a t each ind i v i d u a l temperature 
(Fig. 4.11 (b) ) to 9.3 GHz. The values of (e*(w) - c ) so obtained 
are plotted i n Figure 4.12 as log (e'(u) - e^jversus logf a t d i f f e r e n t 
temperatures. I t i s found that these follow the (e'(u>)- e M) a o>n ^ law 
(Chapter 2, Sect. 2.6) with values of n decreasing from 0.95 at room 
temperature to 0.65 at 770 K. At any temperature the value of n i n the 
(e'(u) - E^g') v a r i a t i o n i s higher than the corresponding value i n the 
e" (u>) o u n 1 law. The r a t i o of e"(u>) to (e'(u>) - e^) approximately 
s a t i s f i e s the Kramers-Kronig r e l a t i o n (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.6) 
— — ^ cot (n.ir/ ) (4.20) 
( e M u ) - e^) 
Equation (4.20) can apply to a very general property of both non-Debye 
dipolar and hopping c a r r i e r s ( electronic or ionic)systems i n s o l i d s which 
s a t i s f y two conditions (81-82) : 
(i ) c a r r i e r s or dipoles move by discontinuous hops or jumps between 
stationary p o s i t i o n a l or or i e n t a t i o n a l s t a t e s , 
( i i ) other charges or dipoles present i n the system produce a f i n i t e 
extent of screening which cannot follow instantaneously the discontinuous 
movements of indiv i d u a l charges and dipoles. These c r i t e r i a are i n contrast 
with those for the f r e e - c a r r i e r band model of a semiconductor or for Debye 
dipolar mechanisms (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.6). This i s i l l u s t r a t e d by Table 4.2 
i n which a comparison i s made, for d i f f e r e n t temperatures, of the values of 
n obtained from the e" (u) and (e'(w) - e^) v a r i a t i o n s with those derived from 
Equation (4.20) by su b s t i t u t i o n of the experimental values of the r a t i o 
in 
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e"(w)/ e i ^ u j _ E • The e f f e c t s of both frequency and temperature 
var i a t i o n s are noticeably smaller on e' (w) than on e" (u>) ; t h i s implies 
that the c a r r i e r s make a r e l a t i v e l y small contribution to e' (u>) , a feature 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the hopping mechanism suggested recently by Jonscher (78). 
Such a behaviour of d i e l e c t r i c constant also supports the e l e c t r o n i c hopping 
model, i f the centre p a i r with one electron i s considered to be a dipole. 
As the temperature r i s e s , the number of such dipoles increases and the d i -
e l e c t r i c constant increases too, but the change i s smaller with the increase 
of frequency (79). 
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CHAPTER 5 
D.C. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The precise nature of the conduction mechanisms was not established 
from the previous high temperature d.c. conductivity measurements between 
400° C and 1000° C (Chapter 3 ) . I n those measurements the decay of current 
was observed but a d e t a i l study was not made to elucidate the o r i g i n of t h i s 
behaviour. I t was known from H a l l - e f f e c t investigations that the mobility 
of the materials was very low although the actual magnitude could not be 
obtained. However, these d.c. e l e c t r i c a l data indicated that the materials 
were of high r e s t i v i t y and low c a r r i e r mobility. For high r e s i s t i v i t y 
materials, a very low value of mobility can be obtained from t r a n s i t time 
measurement of ejected c a r r i e r s (109). The frequency v a r i a t i o n s of the d i -
e l e c t r i c parameters between 18° C and 500° C suggested that the conduction 
was due to eit h e r non-Debye dipolar or hopping processes (Chapter 4 ) . I t i s 
generally very d i f f i c u l t to obtain conclusive evidence of the dipolar or 
charge hopping o r i g i n of the mechanisms from only t h i s d i e l e c t r i c measurement 
without a knowledge of temperature and f i e l d v a r i a t i o n s of the d.c. conductivity 
data (19,82), (Chapter 2, Section 2.2). Further information can be obtained 
from the time dependence of the charging and discharging currents a t d i f f e r e n t 
temperatures which generally follow the empirical law I ( t ) a t n with 
0.5 <n <0.8, (n decreases with increasing temperature) ; t h i s i s also known 
as the "Universal law of d i e l e c t r i c response. These e f f e c t s have been 
analysed by Jonscher (78, 82) and Lewis (110). High f i e l d e f f e c t s give 
further confirmation of the mode of conduction in f e r r e d from low f i e l d 
measurements (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.3). The purpose of the work described i n 
t h i s Chapter was to investigate the d.c. e l e c t r i c a l properties e s p e c i a l l y i n 
the range from room temperature to 500° C using refined experimental 
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techniques omitted i n the previous measurements. Here'the time v a r i a t i o n s 
of the charging and discharging currents were studied, together with t h e i r 
f i e l d and temperature dependencies. 
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
In t h i s investigation, thin plate specimens with c i r c u l a r gold 
electrodes were used as before (Chapter 4 ) . This type of specimen and 
electrode arrangement made the surface path greater than the thickness so 
that the surface contribution i n the t o t a l conduction was reduced considerably 
(111) . The d.c. e l e c t r i c a l properties of the specimens i n applied f i e l d s up 
4 -1 
to about 1.1 x 10 v o l t cm were measured using two probe pressure-contact 
methods over the temperature range between 18° C and 500° C i n an ambient 
of a i r , the upper temperature l i m i t being determined by the need to avoid 
gold d i f f u s i o n into the specimen. The apparatus and the s p e c i a l j i g arrange-
ment for measurement at the above mentioned temperature range are shown i n 
Figure 5.1. Special precautions, as described by T a l l a n (111), were taken 
to minimize possible errors i n the r e s u l t s . Signals due to thermal noise 
and the atmosphere around the specimens, as well as the c i r c u i t arrangement, 
were minimized by using a brass tube as the inner wall of the furnace and 
shielded earthing connections. The perspex i n s u l a t o r used to separate the 
electrodes was outside of the furnace, where i t could be kept cold. The 
apparatus was f i r s t tested by measuring the resistance of a standard high 13 -14 value r e s i s t o r of 10 ohms. Small currents of about 5 x 10 amp were 
able to be measured with the d.c. amplifier ( E l l i o t t Process I n s t . L t d . ) . 
With the voltages applied (<350 volt) across the j i g and the s p l i t electrodes 
the t o t a l leakage current (without specimen) between them was l e s s than 
-13 
1 x 10 amp. Under a l l circumstances the experimental error did not 
exceed about +_ 10%. 
The decaying, steady and discharging currents, were measured under 
d i f f e r e n t applied f i e l d s up to about 1.1 x 10 4 V cm"1 between 18° C and 500° C. 
Tufnol insulator rod 
Perspex insulator rod 
S c r e e n e d lead 
spr ing 
Thermocouple 
A l u m i n a brick 
Water cooled shell 
A l u m i n a powder 
B r a s s tube 
Spec imen 
Coppor rod electrode 
B 
Screened lead 
B r a s s rod 
FIG.5.1 Apparatus for measuring 
properties at high temperatures. 
d.c. electrical 
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Two s e r i e s of measurements were performed on each specimen. I n the 
f i r s t , a voltage was applied and the current allowed to reach a steady 
value I . The applied voltage was then removed and the specimen was s 
s h o r t - c i r c u i t e d v i a the current measuring unit u n t i l the observed reverse 
current had decayed. The next higher voltage was then applied and the 
process repeated a t each increment. The whole s e r i e s of measurements took 
more than 6 days per specimen. I n the second method once the steady current 
was reached, the next voltage was applied without discharging. The times 
taken to reach subsequent steady current values were much shorter. The 
steady currents obtained by the two methods a t room temperature were the 
same within the l i m i t s of experimental err o r . The second method was used 
to measure the steady currents a t room temperature and the high temperature 
measurements were made using the f i r s t method. Both the decaying and d i s -
charging v a r i a t i o n s of current with time were noted c a r e f u l l y without making 
any disturbance of the environment and the atmosphere around the apparatus. 
The temperature v a r i a t i o n of the steady current was found by f i r s t allowing 
equilibrium to be reached a t room temperature and then r a i s i n g the temperature 
successively. This data was used to derive the temperature v a r i a t i o n of 
conductivity. Specimens which had previously been heated often showed space-
o 
charge e f f e c t s a t temperatures below about 130 C. This behaviour was 
o 
reduced by giving the specimen a heat treatment i n a i r (65 C for 20 hours) 
while s h o r t - c i r c u i t e d between successive sets of measurements a t d i f f e r e n t 
f i e l d s . S i m i l a r treatments were applied to measure the temperature and 
f i e l d v a r i a t i o n s of the decaying and discharging currents i n order to d i s -
charge the specimen completely between successive stages of measurement. 
5.3 RESULTS 
5.3.1 STEADY CURRENT BEHAVIOUR 
P a r t i c u l a r i n t e r e s t attaches to the va r i a t i o n s of the steady current 
with f i e l d and temperature. The e l e c t r i c a l properties were very s i m i l a r i n 
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a l l the materials examined. The v a r i a t i o n of steady current with applied 
f i e l d a t room temperature i s shown i n Figure 5.2 i n which the current density 
J was obtained from I g by d i v i s i o n by the known electrode area. In Fig.5.2(a) 
the plot of log (J) versus log (E) i s l i n e a r a t low e l e c t r i c f i e l d s 
(<3Kv cm S but i s not a t high e l e c t r i c f i e l d s . The same data are replotted 
i n F i g . 5.2 (b) which shows that log (J) versus E i s a s t r a i g h t l i n e i n the 
high e l e c t r i c f i e l d region. The conductivity i s almost independent of E i n 
the low applied f i e l d s but i n the high f i e l d region v a r i e s as log a a E 
(Fig. 5.3). The temperature v a r i a t i o n s of conductivity for the three 
specimens at a low applied f i e l d are shown i n Figure 5.4 i n which log a i s 
plotted as a function of inverse temperature. The r e l a t i o n s h i p between log a 
and T 1 i s l i n e a r between 773 K and about 550 K and becomes non-linear at 
lower temperatures ; consequently the a c t i v a t i o n energy i n the higher tempera-
ture region i s constant, but below 550 K i t decreases slowly with decreasing 
temperature. Values for a c t i v a t i o n energies (E f t) were calculated from the 
r e l a t i o n 
o - crQ exp r E A / K T ) (5.1) 
i n the l i n e a r high temperature region and from the slopes of the curves at 
lower temperatures (near room temperatures)•; these are l i s t e d i n Table 5.1. 
The pre-exponential factor was calculated from the l i n e a r high temperature 
region and gives 0 o ^ 1 ohm ^ cm 1 . In Figure 5.5 the e f f e c t of d i f f e r e n t 
applied f i e l d s on the temperature v a r i a t i o n s are shown for Z = 3.2 s i a l o n . 
The conductivity i s independent of applied f i e l d s a t temperatures above about 
550 K > below that, the conductivity increases with applied f i e l d and i s 
weakly dependent on temperatures. The slopes of the logo versus E plots 
decrease slowly with Increasing temperatures. I t i s noticeable that the 
conductivity of s i a l o n i s l e s s than that of Mg0/Si.jN4 below 525 K and the 
former i s higher above that temperature. The conductivity of Si^N^ i s more 
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the temperature range. The comparison of these r e s u l t s with a v a i l a b l e 
data on reaction bonded materials shows that the conductivity of hot-pressed 
materials i s at l e a s t two to three orders of magnitude lower than that of 
reaction bonded Si 3N 4(89) and MgO/Si^N^ (90) materials of s i m i l a r compositions 
at temperatures between 18° C and 500° C. Therefore, i n the previous d.c. 
conductivity data between 500° C and 1000° C (Chapter 3, Figure 3 .12), a 
higher value of a for the hot-pressed materials was due to the surface 
contribution i n the bulk current. The present r e s u l t confirms that hot-
pressed materials are better i n s u l a t o r s than that of reaction bonded materials. 
5 . 3 .2 TIME DEPENDENT BEHAVIOUR 
The charging and discharging currents of 5 W/o MgO/Si^N^ and Z = 3.2 
s i a l o n a t d i f f e r e n t temperatures under a constant f i e l d are shown i n Figure 
5.6 (a) and Figure 5.7 resp e c t i v e l y . The time for the current to decay to 
the steady value ( I ) varied from 2 to 15 hours, depending on the temperature ; 
s 
the shortest times were for high temperatures. I n i t i a l l y the charging 
current followed a I o t n law but during the subsequent slower decrease the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c showed a fluctuation for a l l materials, before l e v e l l i n g o f f 
to a steady value. The time of occurrence of the fluctuation region i s 
almost independent of temperature. The exponent n l i e s between 0.70 and 0.80 
at room temperature and decreases with increasing temperature to about 0.4 a t 
400° C. 
The discharging currents were always of opposite p o l a r i t y to the 
charging current, following the same t n law with n = 0 . 8 , almost independent 
of temperature. The temperature v a r i a t i o n of I c and 1^ for 5 W/o MgO/Si^N^ 
af t e r t = 0 , i . e . 90 sec and 120 sec ( F i g . 5.6 (a) ) i s replotted i n log I 
versus T 1 ( F i g . 5 .8 (a) ) . Two d i s t i n c t temperature dependences of both 
I c and 1^ are observed, the t r a n s i t i o n occurring a t 555 K. Although the 
log I d versus T ^ plots are l i n e a r i n both the high and low temperature parts 
the slopes d i f f e r ; the log I versus T * pl o t s show a s i m i l a r t r a n s i t i o n but 
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are not quite so l i n e a r . The temperature v a r i a t i o n of I c i s very s i m i l a r 
to that of I ( Fig. 5.4) and the ac t i v a t i o n energies derived from the s 
temperature v a r i a t i o n of I agreed w e l l with those derived from I . 
c s 
The charging and discharging currents for the same specimen i n 
d i f f e r e n t applied f i e l d s a t a constant temperature are given i n Figure 5.6 ( b ) . 
This shows that n i s almost independent of applied f i e l d and that the time 
taken to reach a steady value of the charging current decreases s l i g h t l y with 
increasing f i e l d . At high f i e l d s 1^ follows the t n law for a longer time. 
S i m i l a r fluctuations are observed a t high f i e l d s but the times a t which they 
occur become shorter with increasing f i e l d . This behaviour i s s i g n i f i c a n t 
and i t s e f f e c t w i l l be discussed i n Section 5.4.2. I n general I Q i s higher 
than 1^ a t high temperatures and at high f i e l d s . Some t y p i c a l values of 
2 3 3 I and I , a f t e r 90 sec, 3 x 10 sec, 10 sec and 3 x 10 sec, taken from c a 
Figure 5.6 (b), are replotted as log I versus log E i n Figure 5.8 (b). The 
log I c - log E plot i s i n i t i a l l y l i n e a r a t both low and high f i e l d s and 
gradually becomes non-linear with increasing time i n the high f i e l d region. 
The v a r i a t i o n of log 1^ i s l i n e a r throughout, which implies that 1^ obeys 
ohm's law to much higher f i e l d s than does 1^. The slopes of I q and 1^ and 
t h e i r v a r i a t i o n s with E are exactly the same as those of I (F i g . 5.2 (a) ) . 
s 
Simi l a r e f f e c t s were noted i n other specimens, though the times involved 
varied somewhat. 
5.4 DISCUSSION 
5.4.1 STEADY CURRENT BEHAVIOUR 
(a) Low F i e l d s 
The low f i e l d steady-current behaviour shows that the log J versus 
log E c h a r a c t e r i s t i c i s l i n e a r ( F i g . 5.2 (a) ) and the slope (1.01) shows 
that ohm's law i s obeyed. The temperature dependence of conductivity i n 
t h i s region shows that the a c t i v a t i o n energy, E i s constant a t temperatures 
above about 555 K ; below that temperature E^ decreases slowly with decreasing 
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temperature and reaches f i n i t e values near room temperature i n the range 
of 0.06 - 0.09 eV for d i f f e r e n t materials. One would expect a a a exp( B /TT^^ 4J 
law to be followed a t low temperatures (18-19,26), where B i s a constant 
which depends on the density of s t a t e s a t the Fermi l e v e l and on the s p a t i a l 
extent of the e l e c t r o n i c wave-functions. Within experimental error the 
-1/4 
conductivity data below about 525 K agrees well with log o a T (Fig.5.9). 
Above that temperature the conductivity data deviates from l i n e a r i t y and a 
kink i s observed a t about 530 K i n t h i s p l ot. The value of B calculated from 
-1/4 
the slope of lna versus T was i n the range of 50-80 for the four materials. 
This behaviour i s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of variable range hopping conduction by 
c a r r i e r s with energies near the Fermi l e v e l (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.2). Si m i l a r 
values of E f t and B have been observed i n many amorphous semiconductors. 
-1/4 
According to theory, the T law occurs a t low temperatures and requires 
E & < 10 KT ; therefore, t h i s condition i s met i n the present r e s u l t s where 
10 KT « 0.3 eV below 400.K and E f t was l e s s than 0.09 eV. In the previous 
-1/4 
work (Chapter 3) however, although the data f i t s to a T law an i n t e r -
pretation on the same ba s i s does not seem to be v a l i d i n the range 600 K to 
900 K because E t 1.0 eV. At high temperatures, the value of E (approx.1.5 eV) 
n A 
and the pre-exponential factor o Q **• 1 ohm * cm ^ favour in t e r p r e t a t i o n as 
hopping by c a r r i e r s excited into the l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s near the edge of the 
conduction or valence bands (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.2). According to theory, 
conduction i n extended st a t e s i s not expected even a t high temperatures up 
to 1273 K (Chapter 3, Sect. 3.4.1) as the value of o 0 did not exceed 
1 ohm 1 cm 1 and the value of E_ was almost the same between 600 K and 1273 K. 
A 
(b) High F i e l d s 
The departure from a log J a log E v a r i a t i o n i n the J - E c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
may be due to several e f f e c t s (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.3). I n the case of percola-
t i o n theory and variable range hopping conduction near the Fermi l e v e l , the 
f i e l d dependence of conductivity can be expressed as (31-32) 
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where 'a* i s the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c hopping length and F i s a l i n e a r function 
of applied f i e l d . The log a versus E plots are l i n e a r a t room temperature 
(F i g . 5.3), f i t t i n g w e l l with equation (5.2). This r e l a t i o n also applies 
a t temperatures up to 550 K but the slope log a versus E decreases with 
increasing temperature ( F i g . 5.5). The values of 'a' calculated from the 
slopes at room temperature were i n the range of 60 X - 72 X ; these are 
l i s t e d i n Table 5.1. The data from Figure 5.5 shows that 'a' decreases 
with increasing temperature. This behaviour may correspond to the extension 
-1/4 
of the low f i e l d T law beyond the ohmic region (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.3). 
The e f f e c t of the f i e l d should be greater as the average hopping distance 
increases ; i . e . for lower temperatures and for low d e n s i t i e s of s t a t e s . 
An a l t e r n a t i v e explanation would suppose that there may be a f i e l d -
a s s i s t e d contribution to the bulk dominated current due to the Poole-Frenkel 
e f f e c t (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.3) given by 
e 6 h log J _ _ « constant + — - (5.3) 
P F KT 
e h 
where $ = ( /ne'eo) i s the Poole-Frenkel constant and e' i s the high 
frequency d i e l e c t r i c constant of the material. This shows that a graph 
of log J versus E ought to give a s t r a i g h t l i n e with a slope e(J/ . A f i t 
K.\r 
i. 
to log J versus E * for nitrogen ceramics i s observed at room temperature 
(F i g . 5.2 (b) ) , but the value of e-'= 1.2 derived from the r e l a t i o n (5.3) 
i s smaller than experimentally measured microwave value e' = 4.5 (Chapter 4, 
Sect. 4.3). Although the value of e' at o p t i c a l frequencies may be somewhat 
l e s s than the microwave value quoted, the f i t to equation (5.3) does not seem 
good. Moreover, at temperatures above 550 K, a i s independent of E 
(Figure 5.5) which implies that there i s no f i e l d - a s s i s t e d contribution. 
5.4.2 DECAYING AND DISCHARGING CURRENTS BEHAVIOUR 
The time-domain of step-response decaying and discharging currents 
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follows the empirical law 
( I (t) - I ) - I , (t) a t " n (5.4) c s d 
with n<l, which i s the "Universal law of d i e l e c t r i c response" suggested 
by Jonscher (78,82). The charging current, I i s normally higher than 
c 
the discharging current. I t i s known that I (t) - I = I , (t) i s not ' c s d 
always s a t i s f i e d , the difference I (t) - I , (t) being i t s e l f a function 
c a 
of time and tending to I only i n the steady state l i m i t . The present 
s 
measurements give values of n derived from I (without I subtracted) and * c s 
I . between 0.7 and 0.8 a t room temperature ; from the I data i t was found d c 
that n decreased to 0.45 a t 673 K. The exponent n i s almost independent of 
4 -1 
applied f i e l d up to 10 v o l t cm ( F i g . 5.6 (b) ) . Further a n a l y s i s of the 
data shows that the charging current I ( a f t e r I i s subtracted) follows the 
c s 
t n law more l i n e a r l y for a longer time up to the region of f l u c t u a t i o n . 
The i d e a l i s e d r e l a t i o n I., (t) = 1 (t) - I i s not always s a t i s f i e d i n some 
d c s 
data ; the value of I (t) - I i s sometimes s l i g h t l y higher than I . 
c s a 
Figure 5.10 i l l u s t r a t e s the type of r e l a t i o n between the t o t a l charging 
current ( I + I ) , the charging current a f t e r subtraction of the steady value c s 
current I and the discharging current I , for a l l four specimens. This s d 
behaviour has been observed i n many amorphous materials and i n s u l a t o r s . 
Jonscher (78,82) and Lewis (110) have sugggested that equation (5.4) provides 
an a l t e r n a t i v e treatment equivalent to the frequency domain approach which 
r e s u l t s i n the Universal law 6f d i e l e c t r i c l o s s e"(u) a u>n * or a' (u) a w" 
with n<l (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.6). This type of l o s s behaviour was observed 
i n these materials (Chapter 4 ) . Comparison of the n values obtained by both 
methods shows very close agreement, both i n respect of the room temperature 
magnitudes and the temperature v a r i a t i o n s . Further a n a l y s i s shows that the 
temperature dependences of I and I ( F i g . 5.8 (a) ) are very s i m i l a r to that 
of I ( F i g . 5.4). Two d i s t i n c t temperature dependent regions of I and I s c Q 
*'~-lc(after I. subtracted) 
~ i s 
© 3.39 KVCM; 18°C 
7 KVCM 
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above and below about 550 K, are observed and the a c t i v a t i o n energies 
from I c are 1.4 eV and 0.06 eV re s p e c t i v e l y . I t i s relevant to mention 
that s i m i l a r temperature dependences of o' (u) and e'(u)) of the same 
materials have been observed (Chapter 4, Sect. 4.3.2) and the values of E f t 
derived from logo'(u) versus T ^ above and below T = 550 K were very 
s i m i l a r ; only a t low temperatures were the a c t i v a t i o n energies found to 
decrease slowly with increasing frequency. Comparison of Figures 5.2 and 
5.8 (b) shows that the slopes of log I c versus log E and also of log 1^ 
versus log E are very s i m i l a r to the steady current v a r i a t i o n below the 
t r a n s i t i o n temperature 550 K. At short times the r e l a t i o n of I f i i s l i n e a r 
over the whole f i e l d range but at longer times there i s a tendency for non-
l i n e a r i t y a t high f i e l d s . The behaviour discussed i n t h i s section may be 
due to the following mechanism;- Most a v a i l a b l e c a r r i e r s i n the system 
respond i n i t i a l l y to the applied f i e l d ; l a t e r they are impeded by having 
to make d i f f i c u l t hops over longer distances ; t h i s may lead to " p i l i n g up" 
of other c a r r i e r s behind those so held up, ultimately giving a steady value 
a f t e r a long time. The tendency for non-linearity a t high f i e l d s may be 
due to nearest neighbour c o r r e l a t i o n between successive hops and increased 
c r i t i c a l l i n k s i n the percolation paths (Chapter 2, F i g . 2.3, Sect. 2.3). 
This evidence indicates further that the o r i g i n of the low and high f i e l d 
conduction mechanisms i s probably the same. 
I t seems that the d.c. conduction i s l i k e l y to be determined by the 
most d i f f i c u l t hops where bottlenecks occur, while i n the increase of 
conductivity with frequency the c a r r i e r s hop back and forth over a limited 
number of "easy hops". On the b a s i s of t h i s the value of a, i s expected 
dc 
to be lower by some orders of magnitude than that of a 1 ( u ) ; t h i s difference 
i s observed i n these materials (Chapter 4, F i g . 4.7). The above a n a l y s i s 
suggests that the dominant d.c. conduction mechanisms i s hopping. Further 
the c o r r e l a t i o n between the temperature va r i a t i o n s of d.c. and a.c. parameters 
and e s p e c i a l l y the s i m i l a r i t y between the respective a c t i v a t i o n energies show 
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strong evidence for the conduction being due to hopping charge c a r r i e r s 
rather than dipoles (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.6). I f the mechanism were 
dipolar, the d.c. and a.c. responses would not be expected to co r r e l a t e 
a t a l l (82). 
Some comments may be made about space charge e f f e c t s . Jonscher 
and Careem (112) have suggested that one of the causes of strongly non-
l i n e a r behaviour i n I-V c h a r a c t e r i s t i c a t high f i e l d s i s due to i n j e c t i o n 
of space charge from electrodes. They have proved that i f these are 
present the I c and 1^ curves w i l l i n t e r s e c t (under condition of high f i e l d 
and high temperature) so that, a t s u f f i c i e n t l y short times 1^ > 1^ v i o l a t e s 
the condition I (t) = I . (t) + I . This i s observed when a f i n i t e amount c d s 
of i n j e c t i o n takes place from the electrodes, so that the discharge current 
finds i n i t i a l l y an additional space charge p o l a r i s a t i o n superimposed on the 
average f i e l d i n the system. This .contrasts with the s i t u a t i o n when the 
charging current s t a r t s from the f u l l y discharged condition; one may assume 
that no space charge has been l e f t i n the system. I n the absence of space-
charge there i s no i n t e r s e c t i o n and I c i s always greater than 1^. This o f f e r s 
a convenient non-destructive way of test i n g for the presence of space charge 
i n i n s u l a t o r s . I n almost a l l the present experimental data, 1^ > 1^ and no 
int e r s e c t i o n a t high f i e l d and high temperature was observed. This confirmed 
that the heat treatment given to the specimens (Section 5.2) was e f f e c t i v e i n 
minimizing space charge and thus i t can be assumed that the behaviour i s due 
to d i e l e c t r i c response of a bulk dominated time domain current. 
As mentioned e a r l i e r s l i g h t f luctuations i n the decays of 1^ are 
observed (Fig. 5.6, 5.7 and 5.10). The e f f e c t has been reported for other 
materials and several explanations of t h i s behaviour have been given (113). 
The most recent explanation i s a t r a n s i t time e f f e c t for i n j e c t e d c a r r i e r s 
(109). I t i s also mentioned that these currents ( i + I ). may be due to 
c s 
the d r i f t of inj e c t e d electrons. On t h i s assumption the r e s u l t s shown i n 
Fi g s . 5.6 (a) and (b), F i g . 5.7 and F i g . 5.10, have been used to c a l c u l a t e 
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d r i f t m o b i l i t i e s from the r e l a t i o n 
d (5.5) 
where d, t and E are the thickness of the specimen i n cm ; the t r a n s i t 
time i n sec. and the applied _ e l e c t r i c f i e l d i n v cm - 1 r e s p e c t i v e l y ; 
these are l i s t e d i n Table 5.1. The fluctuation time i s almost independent 
of temperature which implies that i s independent of temperature. Sim i l a r 
e f f e c t s were noted for other specimens. This very low value of mobility 
coupled with i t s temperature independence further supports the concept of 
conduction i n the l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.4) . The mobility 
determined from H a l l - e f f e c t measurement between 400° C and 1000° C was also 
-5 2 -1 -1 
l e s s than 10 cm v sec (Chapter 3, Sect. 3.4.2). This implies that 
the c a r r i e r s are strongly l o c a l i z e d i n some centres and t h e i r motion occurs 
by hopping from one l o c a l i z e d centre to another. 
The magnitude and temperature dependence of a i s l i k e l y to be 
determined mostly both by the density of l o c a l i z e d c a r r i e r s (perhaps around 
imperfections and impurities) i n d i f f e r e n t phases and by t h e i r corresponding 
a c t i v a t i o n energies. The presence of a glassy phase does not seem to be 
a dominant factor i n determining the conductivity behaviour. 
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CHAPTER 6 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF 30 m/o Ll-SIALON AND 
14.3 m/o y- SIALON GLASS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
As described In previous chapters, s i a l o n ceramics, made by hot-
pressing ct-Si^N^ and a-Al^O^, have been established as materials with many 
potential high temperature engineering applications. The preparative 
techniques have been further extended to make lithium-sialon and yttrium-
s i a l o n (5,114). The 3' s i a l o n s , produced by reacting s i l i c o n n i t r i d e and 
lithium aluminospinel (LiAl,.0 Q), are i s o s t r u c t u r a l with 0-Si^N^ and s i m i l a r 
to the 3'-phase produced i n the Si-Al-O-N system. Their compositions have 
been represented by 
L i . S i , . 3. A l 5 0 N„ x/ 0 6- ± x ± x x 8-x 8 4 8 
where x and (8-x) are resp e c t i v e l y the numbers of oxygen and nitrogen atoms 
i n the unit c e l l , i n which x has the l i m i t i n g value '^ 5- Jack (5) has explained 
the compositions and phases of lithium s i a l o n by a phase diagram ( F i g . 6.1). 
I t shows that the reaction of s i l i c o n n i t r i d e with lithium s p i n e l , LiAl^O^ 
gives a 3* - lithium s i a l o n i n the L i O - S i . ^ - Al 2°3 s v s t e m ' Other major 
phases have structures based on 3-eucryptite (Eu')» sp i n e l ( S ) , s i l i c o n 
oxynitride (0 1 or Ox), tetragonal c r i s t o b a l i t e (y) and the polytype ISR. 
Spinels i n general r e a c t with s i l i c o n n i t r i d e to give 3'-phases provided the 
r a t i o of metal : non-metal atoms i s 3:4. Y t t r i a , m a v a l s o be used as 
the addition i n s i a l o n . The idea of using an yttrium additive to form yttrium 
s i a l o n has been described i n (115). This product i s noteworthy i n that i t i s 
made of almost e n t i r e l y glassy phase material. This feature distinguishes i t 
L i 2 0 
O;EU * 
15R.K, P' 
0 8 (spinel) Li Al 
15R 
p. Eu S 
P 
P i / 
S U N AloO 
FiG.,6.1 The L i 20 - S i 3 N 4 - A i 2 0 3 section of the 
Li = Si-Al-O-N system at 1550°C. (after r e t 5 ) 
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from pure s i a l o n s and lithium-sialons, a l l of which are predominantly 
c r y s t a l l i n e . 
Some physical and chemical properties of lithium and yttrium 
s i a l o n s have been mentioned i n (5, 114) and preliminary studies of i t s 
e l e c t r i c a l properties have been reported i n the theses by Kavanagh (116) and 
by Jama (114). Information about the d.c. e l e c t r i c a l conductivity of some 
lithium compounds such as lithium-aluminium oxide and lithium silico-aluminate 
glasses i s found i n (117-118). I t i s known that some lithium compounds might 
be suitable as s o l i d e l e c t r o l y t e s for high voltage c e l l s i f compounds could be 
formed which e x h i b i t room temperature e l e c t r i c a l conductivity values comparable 
with s i l v e r or sodium-substituted beta-alumina. The transport mechanism i n 
some lithium compounds i s the hopping type ; i n others, d.c. e l e c t r i c a l 
conductivity experiments c a r r i e d out by Kato (119) show that i o n i c conduction 
i s present i n some lithium compounds coupled with e l e c t r o n i c conductivity. 
I n t h i s Chapter the d.c. f i e l d , temperature and frequency dependences 
of e l e c t r i c a l properties for 30 m/o lithium s i a l o n and 14.3 m/o yttrium s i a l o n 
glass are described. A comparison of the r e s u l t s of pure and doped s i a l o n s 
was made i n an attempt to r e l a t e the compositions and e l e c t r i c a l properties. 
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
The s i a l o n specimens used i n t h i s work had nominal compositions 30 m/o 
lithium and 14.3 m/o yttrium. The s t r u c t u r a l properties and a knowledge of 
phases present i n the specimens were provided by Jack (5) and Jama (114) . The 
phases i d e n t i f i e d by x-ray powder analyses showed that the 30 m/o lit h i u m 
s i a l o n was almost a l l 0' phase with 5% of x-phase and trace amounts of Y-phase. 
The {$'-phase i s a hexagonal with an expanded B-Si^N^ structure, X-phase i s a 
monoclinic phase (SiO^ : A1N) and Y-phase i s a c r y s t a l l i n e phase of unknown 
composition and dis t o r t e d wurtzite c r y s t a l structure. The 14.3 m/o yttrium 
s i a l o n contained about 98% glassy phase, the remainder being a c r y s t a l l i n e 
3*-sialon phase. X-ray powder photographs of z =4.0 s i a l o n , 30 m/o L i - s i a l o n 
and 14.3 m/o Y-sialon specimens were taken using a standard method ; these are 
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shown i n Figure 6.2 for comparison. Clear d i f f r a c t i o n patterns are 
observed for both the pure and lithium-doped s i a l o n specimens, proving 
the presence of c r y s t a l l i n e phases. For the Y-sialon specimen, on the 
other hand, there are no v i s i b l e d i f f r a c t i o n l i n e s , i n d i c a t i n g that the 
specimen contained almost e n t i r e l y glassy phase. The u n i t - c e l l dimensions 
of $' for 30 m/o L i - s i a l o n and z = 4.0 s i a l o n are a = 7.64 8 ; c = 2.94 8 
and a = 7.72 8 > c = 2.99 8 respectively (5,7,114). 
I t i s known that most lithium compounds v o l a t i l i z e s at the time of 
preparation of lithium s i a l o n s by hot-pressing. As a r e s u l t weight los s e s 
often occurred i n hot-pressing ^-"Si^N " - lithium compounds. In (114) 
weight los s e s of between 1 and 11% were recorded for lithium s i a l o n s i n the 
composition range 20-33 m/o L i A l 0 ? 67-80 m/o S i N . For t h i s reason 
5 8 J 4 
chemical analyses of a l l the lithium s i a l o n products were made. This a n a l y t i c a l 
work was undertaken by Kavanagh (116) using an atomic absorption spectroscopy 
method outlined b r i e f l y below. 
The samples were f i r s t crushed and put through a 53 micron s i e v e . 
I t was then necessary to make a solution with the powder. This proved 
d i f f i c u l t . A solvent consisting of a mixture of HF and HclO was t r i e d . This 
method was p a r t i a l l y successful but u s u a l l y l e f t a small amount of an insoluble 
white residue. The fusion approach was also used ; the powdered sample was 
fused with Na^CO^ and then dissolved i n Hcl. This gave a c l e a r solution. 
The solution was then analysed using atomic absorption spectroscopy for lithium, 
s i l i c o n and aluminium. The errors associated with these analyses occurred 
when trying to get the s i a l o n powder into solution and the estimated error was 
+ 0.1% i n the weight of element. The actual a n a l y s i s of the 30 m/o L i A l 0 D, 
68 m/o Si^N^, 2 m/o A1N s i a l o n used was 0.65 w/o lithium whereas s t a r t i n g 
composition was 1.16 w/o ; the aluminium and s i l i c o n analyses agreed c l o s e l y 
with the s t a r t i n g composition. No attempt has yet been made to obtain an 
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A l l the measurements of conductivity (both d.c. and a.c.), charging/ 
discharging currents, H a l l e f f e c t , d i e l e c t r i c constant and d i e l e c t r i c loss 
were made by the methods described e a r l i e r . 
6.3 RESULTS 
6.3.1 PRELIMINARY CONDUCTIVITY DATA FOR LITHIUM-SIALON 
The following results were obtained using methods described i n 
Chapter 3. 
I n Figure 6.3 the temperature v a r i a t i o n of d.c. conductivity f o r 
30 m/o L i - s i a l o n , measured under a low applied f i e l d , between 537 K and 
1273 K i s shown as a log a versus T 1 p l o t . Readings were taken stepwise 
both during heating and cooling allowing adequate time at each temperature 
fo r the specimen t o a t t a i n a steady condition. The arrows i n d i c a t i n g the 
sense (heating or cooling) i n which the data were taken. After the i n i t i a l 
run the specimen was l e f t at room temperature (with no f i e l d applied) and 
three f u r t h e r runs were taken a f t e r an i n t e r v a l of 24 hours. The values of 
conductivity decreased progressively between successive runs and the r e s u l t s 
were e n t i r e l y i r r e v e r s i b l e . I n each run the r e l a t i o n s h i p between log a and 
1/T i s l i n e a r between 700 K and 1273 K. The a c t i v a t i o n energies obtained 
from the i n i t i a l and f i n a l runs were 0.79 eV and 1.B6 eV respectively. After 
t h i s series of measurements a colour change i n the specimen was observed; the 
anode became black and the cathode became brown. Electrode p o l a r i z a t i o n 
effects were observed at high temperatures (but not at low temperatures) and 
fo r t h i s reason true values of high temperature conductivity could not be defined. 
The temperature v a r i a t i o n of complex conductivity, o (ID) over the 
diC 
frequency range 15 Hz to 5 KHz,between 500 K and 1270 K i s shown i n Figure 6.4. 
I n the lower temperature region, (below about 850 K) , o (u>) i s strongly 
ac 
dependent on frequency but weakly dependent on temperature ; o (to) follows a 
ac 
"\< n 
a (u)a u law w i t h n = 0.9 as observed previously i n pure sialons (Chapter 3, ac 
Section 3.4). At high temperatures o (ID) was found t o be the same at a l l 
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'v -1 frequencies and became temperature dependent giving a log a (u) - T ac 
v a r i a t i o n very s i m i l a r to that found f o r the i n i t i a l a^c at high temperatures. 
The a c t i v a t i o n energy derived from these high temperature a.c. re s u l t s was 
0.82 eV, which agreed well with the value obtained from the i n i t i a l run of 
0g c data. Neither p o l a r i z a t i o n e f f e c t s , nor colour change of the electrodes 
was observed i n the a.c. measurements. 
No H a l l voltage was observed i n the l i t h i u m sialon specimen between 
573 K and 1200 K under the conditions described i n Chapter 3, Sect. 3.3. Thus, 
-4 2 -1 -1 
the estimated H a l l m o b i l i t y i s probably less than 10 cm v sec 
6.3.2 D.C. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES A l l the results presented below were made with t h i n specimens w i t h 
gold electrodes at temperatures between 291 and about 750 K using a refined 
technique described i n Chapter 5. The nature of the e l e c t r i c a l properties 
was very s i m i l a r i n l i t h i u m and y t t r i u m specimens. 
The decay of the t o t a l charging currents ( I + I ) , the charging 
c s 
currents a f t e r subtraction of the steady current I g and the discharging 
currents I D (reverse p o l a r i t y of I c ) of 30 m/o L i - s i a l o n w i t h time under 
d i f f e r e n t applied f i e l d s at room temperature are shown i n Figure 6.5 i n which 
log I i s p l o t t e d against log t . The i n i t i a l charging current I c and d i s -
charging current I D each follow a I ( t ) a t - n law, with n = 0.8. The time 
fo r the current to decay t o a steady value ( I ) was 3 hours and became shorter 
o 
with increasing applied f i e l d . A s l i g h t f l u c t u a t i o n i n the decay of charging 
2 
current i s observed around, 10 sec. The time of occurrence of the f l u c t u a -
t i o n region decreases wi t h increasing applied f i e l d . The discharging current-
densities f o r d i f f e r e n t applied f i e l d s at t = 120 sec are p l o t t e d i n Fig. 6.6 (a) 
which shows tha t the log J Q versus log E p l o t i s l i n e a r . 
The v a r i a t i o n of steady current with applied f i e l d s at room temperature 
i s shown i n Figure 6.6. In Figure 6.6 (b) the p l o t of log (J ) versus log E 
s 
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moderately high e l e c t r i c f i e l d s . The steady currents obtained at d i f f e r e n t 
applied f i e l d s by the two methods (Chapter 5, Sect. 5.2) are the same within 
the l i m i t of experimental error (Fig. 6.6 (b) ) . The same data are replotted 
i n F i g . 6.6 (c) i n the form of log ( J g ) versus E which i s s t r a i g h t l i n e i n 
the high f i e l d region. The conductivity i s almost independent of E i n the 
low applied f i e l d s but i n the high f i e l d region v a r i e s as log a a E (Fig.6.6 (d)) 
After the same specimen had been used for a very long time no electrode p o l a r i z a -
tion was noticed a t room temperature and the r e s u l t s were reproduceable. 
The temperature v a r i a t i o n of conductivity for 30 m/o L i - s i a l o n and 
14.3 Y2°3 s i a l o n a t a l ° w applied f i e l d i s shown i n Figure 6.7. The r e l a t i o n 
-1 
between log o and T i s l i n e a r between 725 K and 525 K for lithium specimen 
and between 825 K and 770 K for yttrium specimen and becomes non-linear a t 
lower temperatures. The values of a c t i v a t i o n energies (E f t) were calculated 
from the r e l a t i o n 
-E / a = o exp ( fc'KT) (6.1) o 
i n the l i n e a r higher temperature region and from the slopes of the curves 
near room temperatures ; these are l i s t e d i n Table 6.1. The pre-exponential 
factor was calculated from the l i n e a r high temperature region and gives 
o 'v 1 ohm •*• cm o 
In order to study the degradation e f f e c t s at high temperature, a 
lithium specimen was kept under constant applied f i e l d conditions at 537 K 
for a long time (e.g. 30 hours). The temperature v a r i a t i o n of steady currents 
was then measured a f t e r i n t e r v a l s of 30, 55, 80 and 110 hours a t constant 
applied f i e l d . These are i l l u s t r a t e d i n Figure 6.8 (a) i n which log I i s 
plotted against T 1 . i t was observed that the i n i t i a l steady currents 
reduced l e s s than h a l f an order of magnitude a f t e r such a long time (110 hours). 
After t h i s s e r i e s of measurements the specimen was discharged a t 537 K, I Q 
i n i t i a l l y decreased for 10 minutes and became constant. This steady I 
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_7 (about 10 amp) did not reduce s i g n i f i c a n t l y even a f t e r 12 days and 
varied with temperature ( F i g . 6.8 (b) ) . A colour change of the 
specimen was observed which was s i m i l a r to that mentioned above. Black 
and brown layers were formed as p r e c i p i t a t e s on the anode and cathode 
surfaces r e s p e c t i v e l y . After removing the gold electrodes from the specimen 
by using aqua regia (cone. Hcl/HNO^) some micrographs of the respective anode 
and cathode surfaces were taken with a metallurgical microscope (Vickers L t d ) . 
Figure 6.9 demonstrates the black p r e c i p i t a t e layer on the anode surface of 
the specimen (x 600 magnification). This behaviour was not observed i n yttrium 
s i a l o n ; however i t s conductivity decreased by 10% from i n i t i a l steady value 
during thermal treatments. This behaviour i s s i g n i f i c a n t and w i l l be discussed 
i n Section 6.4. 
I t i s noticed that for lithium s i a l o n i s l e s s than for yttrium 
s i a l o n a t temperatures below 385 K while the former i s much higher above that 
temperature. The conductivities of both materials are at l e a s t two to three 
orders of magnitude higher than that of pure s i a l o n (Chapter 5, Sect. 5.3.2) 
throughout the temperature range. The values of conductivity for the three 
materials (pure and doped sialons) at 291 K and 723 K are l i s t e d i n Table 6.1 
for comparison. 
6.3.3 A.C. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 
The following r e s u l t s were obtained using the methods described i n 
Chapter 4. The frequency v a r i a t i o n of the true a.c. conductivity, a' (u>) 
(deduced from the difference between the experimental data for the r e a l part 
of conductivity, a (u) and the d.c. conductivity a. ) at room temperature i s 
ac 
shown i n Figure 6.10. Over the frequency range 200 Hz to 3 MHz, t h i s f i t s 
well with the r e l a t i o n (Chapter 4) 
o* (u) = (o (u) - a ) a u>n (6.2) 
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these are also l i s t e d i n Table 6.2. Above about 5 MHz, o'(u) f o r l i t h i u m 
sialon deviated from the l i n e a r v a r i a t i o n of equation (6.2) and appears to 
2 
follow o'((«>) a a) . Here i t i s noticeable that the data obtained by the 
microwave technique f o r both specimens f a l l s on the extrapolation of the low 
2 
frequency v a r i a t i o n . Thus the apparent <D v a r i a t i o n above 5 MHz seems to be 
spurious and the l i n e a r u>n variaton i s considered to hold over the whole 
frequency range from 200 Hz to 9.3 GHz. Similar behaviour was observed 
previously i n pure sialon (Chapter 4 ) . 
The temperature v a r i a t i o n of conductivity o (u) a t d i f f e r e n t frequencies 
(up to 50 kHz) i s shown i n Figure 6.7 i n which log a (u) i s p l o t t e d against the 
reciprocal of absolute temperature. The temperature v a r i a t i o n of conductivity 
at d i f f e r e n t frequencies also f i t s the r e l a t i o n (6.2) where the exponent n 
varies from 0.9 to 0.3,decreasing slowly with increasing temperature. I t i s 
s i g n i f i c a n t to note that the temperature v a r i a t i o n of conductivity of l i t h i u m 
sialon a t d i f f e r e n t frequencies does not f i t l i n e a r l y i n Arrhenius pl o t s and 
the a c t i v a t i o n energy must be defined as the gradient of the pl o t s of log a 
against T ^. The a c t i v a t i o n energy decreases with decreasing temperature and 
increasing frequency. The highest and lowest values of Eft are i n the range 
of 9 .88 - 0.02 eV f o r l i t h i u m sialon and 1.1 - 0.016 eV f o r y t t r i u m sialon. 
There i s a good c o r r e l a t i o n between the temperature variations of d.c. and a.c. 
cond u c t i v i t i e s . At high temperature the values of E deduced from a.c. and 
A 
d.c. measurements are very nearly the same (Table 6.2). The a.c. conductivity 
data of l i t h i u m sialon f i t t e d log o ( I D ) O T rather better than log a (u>j o T 1. 
In Figure 6.10 the observed v a r i a t i o n of e' (u) with frequency at room 
temperature i s shown as a log e' (u>) versus log f p l o t . The value of e' ( ( D ) 
decreases s l i g h t l y with frequency up to 6 MHz. Above that frequency, e'(io) 
increases and t h i s apparent r i s e i s again thought to be spurious because the 
microwave data f i t s reasonably on the extrapolation of the low frequency e' ( ID ) 
variations of both the materials. The temperature v a r i a t i o n of c 1 (w) f o r 
l i t h i u m sialon a t d i f f e r e n t frequencies i s shown i n Figure 6.11 i n which 
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-1 
log e'(u) i s plotted against both T and T . At low temperatures, below 
450 K, e'(cj) increases slowly with temperature, the change being smaller 
with the increase of applied frequency. Above that temperature e'(w) 
increases rapidly with temperature a t lower frequencies and l e s s rapidly 
at higher frequencies. The d i e l e c t r i c constant data also f i t t e d log £'(<*))a T 
rather better than log e'(o>) a T 1 . The temperature v a r i a t i o n of l o s s 
(tan6) of the same specimen a t d i f f e r e n t frequencies i s shown i n Figure 6.12 
and has a s i m i l a r form. The values of e',0 (u) and tan6 for yttrium s i a l o n 
decreased by 20% from i n i t i a l values during thermal treatments. The 
temperature v a r i a t i o n of l o s s (tan6 ) a t 1.6 KHz i s shown i n Figure 6.12. 
The room temperature value of e' for yttrium s i a l o n a t 1.6 KHz was about 16.5 
and reduced to 9 a f t e r thermal treatments ; the value of e' increased to 14 
at 725 K. I t i s noticed that the values of the d i e l e c t r i c parameters of 
yttrium s i a l o n at room temperature are higher than those of lithium s i a l o n 
and they appear to be lowered a f t e r thermal treatments (Fig, 6.10 and 6.12). 
This lowering i s observed only i n yttrium s i a l o n but not i n the other nitrogen 
ceramics used i n t h i s work (Chapter 4 and 5 ) . This e f f e c t i s s i g n i f i c a n t 
and w i l l be discussed i n Section 6.4. Even i n high temperature d i e l e c t r i c 
measurements the electrode p o l a r i z a t i o n e f f e c t was not observed for lithium 
s i a l o n and the r e s u l t s could be reproduced. 
There i s no major difference between the magnitudes of the frequency 
variations of a (u) and e' (u>) for lithium, yttrium and pure s i a l o n s at room 
temperature but at high temperature, a (u) and e'(u) for pure s i a l o n are at 
l e a s t one to two orders of magnitude lower than that of lithium s i a l o n i 
the values of the parameters for yttrium s i a l o n are intermediate between them. 
Some values are l i s t e d i n Table 6.2 for comparison. 
6.4 DISCUSSION 
6.4.1 D.C. BEHAVIOUR 
The time dependence of the charging current (a f t e r subtracting I ) 
s 
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FIG.6.12Temperature variation of the loss , tan S at different 
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law of d i e l e c t r i c response (Chapter 5, Sect. 5.4.2) 
I (t) a t " n (6.3) 
with n < 1. In case of lithium s i a l o n the value of n derived from I _ 
C 
and I D i s 0.8 at room temperature. This behaviour i s equivalent to the 
Universal law of d i e l e c t r i c l o s s e"(w) a iii" or o 1 (u) a u n (Chapter 4 ) . 
This type of l o s s i s also observed i n t h i s material and w i l l be discussed 
i n Section 6.4.2. 
2 
The s l i g h t f l uctuation i n the decay current at 10 sec for an e l e c t r i c 
f i e l d of 4 kv cm 1 ( F i g . 6.5) may be due to t r a n s i t time e f f e c t s of i n j e c t e d 
c a r r i e r s (Chapter 5, Sect. 5.4.2). On t h i s assumption the d r i f t mobility of 
-7 2 -1 -1 
lithium s i a l o n i s about 2 x 10 cm v sec . The d r i f t mobility for pure 
s i a l o n obtained previously by t h i s method i s l i s t e d i n Table 6.2 for comparison. 
These very low mobility values (both y and u„) suggest that the 
possible transport mechanism i s hopping process by l o c a l i z e d charge c a r r i e r s 
(Chapter 2, Sect. 2.4). 
The low f i e l d steady current behaviour shows that the log J versus 
log E c h a r a c t e r i s t i c i s l i n e a r and the magnitude of the slope, (1.03), shows 
that Ohm's law i s obeyed. At high temperatures, the values of E„ and a 
for the two specimens indicate that the conduction i s l i k e l y to be hopping 
by c a r r i e r s excited into the l o c a l i z e d s t a t e s near the edge of the conduction 
or valence band (Chapter 2, Section 2.2). Below 588 K, the conductivity data 
of yttrium s i a l o n f i t s the r e l a t i o n (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.2) 
o a exp C3/ T 1 / 4 ) (6.4) 
The values of B ^ 35 (calculated from the r e l a t i o n 6.4) and E. "\- o.05 eV 
A 
support variable range hopping with energies near the Fermi l e v e l . At low 
temperatures, the conductivity of lithium s i a l o n does not f i t well with 
r e l a t i o n (6.4) although i t i s not l i n e a r i n the log o versus T - 1 p l o t ; 
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moreover, the lowest observed a c t i v a t i o n energy, E f t *\< 0.3 eV does not 
support t h i s process. I t i s not possible to say whether t h i s process 
can be observed a t very low temperatures for lithium s i a l o n . 
The f i e l d dependence of conductivity of li t h i u m s i a l o n f i t s the 
r e l a t i o n (Chapter 5, Sect. 5.4.2) 
a a exp ( eaF/ ) (6.5) 
The value of the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c hopping length 'a' c a l c u l a t e d from the 
slope at room temperature was 33 8. 
The conductivity degradation of lithium s i a l o n a t high temperature 
could be attributable to some form of s o l i d state e l e c t r o l y s i s or d i f f u s i o n 
due to L i + ions which may be expected to be r e l a t i v e l y highly mobile. 
E l e c t r o l y s i s i s l i k e l y to be caused by the migration of L i + from anode to 
cathode, which, i n the absence of replenishment, depletes the L i + ions and 
leads to decreased conductivity. After e l e c t r o l y s i s , when the specimen was 
disconnected from the c i r c u i t , a voltage of the order of 0.2 v was observed, 
even a f t e r 12 days. This standing voltage and the temperature v a r i a t i o n of 
the steady discharge current are strong evidence for e l e c t r o l y s i s . The 
discolourations of the electrodes may be associated with a s o l i d state e l e c t r o -
l y t i c e f f e c t for lithium ions and t h e i r corresponding cation vacancies. I t 
may be noted that the crys t a l l o g r a p h i c structures of pure s i a l o n and lithium 
s i a l o n are very s i m i l a r and so, i f the degradation and colour changes were 
caused by p o l a r i z a t i o n or d e n s i f i c a t i o n of the grain boundary glass by thermal 
treatments or to e f f e c t s of the electrode materials (gold and platinum), there 
seems no reason why the e f f e c t would only be seen i n lithium s i a l o n . 
6.4.2 A.C. BEHAVIOUR 
The frequency dependence of d i e l e c t r i c l o s s e" (a>) , calculated from 
the r e l a t i o n e"(u>) = ° e o ^ a t r o o m temperature, i s shown i n Figure 6.10. 
S i m i l a r l y , the temperature v a r i a t i o n s of e" (ID) obtained from the experimental 
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data (Fig. 6.7) are shown i n Figure 6.13. This f i t s w ell with the 
Universal law of d i e l e c t r i c l o s s (Chapter 4, Sect. 4.4) 
E" (U) a a> n _ 1 (6.6) 
with values of n decreasing from 0.9 at room temperature to 0.35 a t 725 K 
for l i t h i u m s i a l o n . 
The values of c'(u) - c for the two specimens, obtained a f t e r 
OB 
subtraction of at room temperature, i s shown i n Figure 6.10. S i m i l a r l y , 
the temperature v a r i a t i o n s of e 1(u) - obtained from F i g . 6.11 are shown 
i n Figure 6.13 as log (e'(uj) - e n) versus log f at d i f f e r e n t temperatures. 
I t i s found that-these follow (Chapter 4) 
.(•£' (u>) - e ) a u> (6.7) 
with values of n decreasing from 0.95 at room temperature to 0.59 at 700 K 
for lithium s i a l o n . At temperature the value of n i n the (e'(u) -e ) 
00 
v a r i a t i o n i s higher than the corresponding value i n the e" (to) a t o n - 1 law. 
The r a t i o of e"(u) to e 1(u) - E b approximately s a t i s f i e s the Kramers-Kronig 
r e l a t i o n (Chapter 4, Sect. 4.4) 
e" (u) . ,mr. 
e'(u>)-e = c o t ( / 2 ) ( 6 ' 8 ) 
00 
which can apply to ei t h e r non-Debe dipolar or to hopping charge c a r r i e r 
(ions or electrons) systems. The values of n obtained at d i f f e r e n t 
temperatures from the E" (to) and e'(u>) - e va r i a t i o n s together with those 
00 
derived from equation (6.8) by su b s t i t u t i o n of the experimental values of the 
r a t i o e " ( u ) / ,, . are shown for comparison i n Table 6.2. This behaviour E (to) — E 
00 
supports conduction by hopping c a r r i e r (ions or electrons) system. Furthermore, 
the temperature v a r i a t i o n s of a (to) and e' (to) are not of the simple Arrhenius 
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(Chapter 2, Sect. 2.2). 
The decrease of con d u c t i v i t i e s (both d.c. and a.c.) and d i e l e c t r i c 
constant for yttrium s i a l o n during thermal treatments i s u n l i k e l y to be 
associated with p o l a r i z a t i o n e f f e c t s ; since no changes of colour or steady 
discharge current were observed. One possible explanation of t h i s behaviour 
i s the d e n s i f i c a t i o n of the glass structure leads l e s s void space i n the 
glass and so the conductivities and c' are reduced during heating p r i o r to 
the appearance of the equilibrium c r y s t a l l i n e phase. This behaviour has 
been observed i n many glasses and glass ceramics (120). 
The conductivity (d.c. and a.c.) and d i e l e c t r i c constant of 3' s i a l o n 
phase are lower than that of the lithium s i a l o n and the corresponding values 
for yttrium s i a l o n glass are intermediate between them ; these are l i s t e d i n 
(Table 6.1 and 6.2). This shows that the chemical composition of the s i a l o n 
has a marked e f f e c t on i t s conductivity, although the mechanism of conduction 
i s probably very s i m i l a r i n a l l the materials. 
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CHAPTER 7 
MICROWAVE HALL EFFECT 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
I t i s widely known that the d.c. conventional method for determin-
ing H a l l mobility used i n studies of semiconductors have severe l i m i t a t i o n s 
for high r e s i s t i v i t y materials (111, 121). The influence of the thermal 
noise that i s present where measurements are on materials having low m o b i l i t i e s 
(as low as 10 ^ cm 2 v * sec *) at elevated temperatures (up to 1200° C) i s 
important because t h i s thermal noise may short out the Hall probes. Further-
more, surface conduction e f f e c t s including p o l a r i s a t i o n i n the specimens 
might preclude the observation of the a c t u a l s i g n a l due to the Hall voltage. 
These general statements were borne out by the present work, i n which the 
mobility determined by d.c. conventional H a l l e f f e c t i n v e s t i g a t i o n was shown 
to be l e s s than 10 ^ cm 2 v 1 sec 1 between 500° C and 1000° C (Chapter 3, 
Sect. 3.3). This r e s u l t was based on estimation of the s e n s i t i v i t y of the 
apparatus. Thus, i n order to obtain r e l i a b l e values of mobility one must 
consider a l t e r n a t i v e methods of i n v e s t i g a t i n g the H a l l e f f e c t for nitrogen 
ceramics. 
Several other techniques have been used to determine the H a l l mobility 
for high r e s i s t i v i t y materials. Here three a l t e r n a t i v e methods, i . e . a.c. 
H a l l e f f e c t measurements, Hall current techniques and microwave methods w i l l 
be considered. 
I n a.c. Hall e f f e c t measurements theremal noise i n high r e s i s t i v i t y 
samples and noise associated with high impedance e l e c t r o n i c c i r c u i t r y , c a n be 
minimized and the s e n s i t i v i t y of the H a l l detection can be greatly improved 
over the d.c. techniques. Other advantages include the a b i l i t y to eliminate 
voltages a r i s i n g from H a l l probe misalignment. Several a.c. H a l l e f f e c t 
measurement techniques have been reported i n the l i t e r a t u r e (e.g. I l l ) . 
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Numerous d i f f i c u l t i e s are encountered i n some of the techniques ; some 
of these are discussed by McKinzie and Tannhauser (122), Hermann and Ham (123) 
were able to make a.c. Hall e f f e c t measurements on iodine s i n g l e c r y s t a l s 
2 -1 -1 (p_ e 4 cm V sec ) and the polymereric charge t r a n s f e r complex iodine-n 
2 -1 -1 poly-n-vinyl carbazole (y = 0.4 cm V sec ) . I f p o l y c r y s t a l l i n e samples H 
are used/ problems associated with i n t e r c r y s t a l l i n e r e s i s t a n c e and i n t e r -
f a c i a l p o l a r i z a t i o n e f f e c t s can also produce deleterious r e s u l t s . Therefore, 
t h i s method i s not appropriate for nitrogen ceramics. 
The Hall current measurement technique provides a useful method of 
investigating the e l e c t r o n i c properties of high r e s i s t i v i t y materials. The 
main advantage of t h i s technique i s that with the use of a guard ri n g , surface 
conduction e f f e c t s , which occur for most high r e s i s t i v i t y materials, can be 
separated from the bulk conduction. This method has been used to determine 
charge c a r r i e r m o b i l i t i e s i n anthracene s i n g l e c r y s t a l s (124). In the 
measurements on anthracene the magnitude of the H a l l currents observed were 
-15 2 -1 of the order 10 amp corresponding to mobility values of around 1 cm V sec 
Although i n general t h i s method i s s u i t a b l e for high r e s i s t i v i t y materials 
i t may not be applicable to nitrogen ceramics because of the e f f e c t of 
decaying currents (Chapters 3 and 5 ) . 
Ha l l mobility r e s u l t s have been obtained for various low-mobility 
materials (e.g. selenium, TCNQ complexes and b i o l o g i c a l polymers) using a 
microwave Faraday type rotation measurement technique (125) where the specimen 
i s placed i n the centre of a bimodal resonating c a v i t y . I n semiconductors 
at microwave frequencies, the l a r g e s t contribution to the Faraday e f f e c t 
comes from the presence of conduction electrons (mobile c a r r i e r s ) , but an 
interpretation of the underlying mechanism depends on the mean free r e l a x a t i o n 
time of these charge c a r r i e r s . I f the charge c a r r i e r s c o l l i s i o n frequency 
i s l e s s than, or of the same order as the incident microwave frequency, the 
charge c a r r i e r w i l l be able to execute o r b i t a l motions associated with the 
cyclotron resonance e f f e c t , so providing the desired gyromagnetic action and 
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the r e s u l t a n t Faraday rotation. At normal temperatures, however, charge 
c a r r i e r mean free paths are too small to permit such cyclotron o r b i t a l 
motions and the observed Faraday type rotation a r i s e s from a d i f f e r e n t 
mechanism, namely the Hall e f f e c t . I n the experimental method, two 
degenerate TE modes are excited i n the cavity containing the specimen, and 
the geometry of the input and output waveguides i s such that no power i s 
coupled between these waveguides. When a magnetic f i e l d i s applied along 
the c a v i t y a x i s , the r e s u l t i n g Faraday rotation causes power to be transmitted 
in the output waveguide. Several microwave Ha l l e f f e c t measurement techniques 
have been reported i n the l i t e r a t u r e (125-128). I t has been found that the 
-3 2 -1 -1 
lowest detectable mobility was of the order 10 cm V sec (126). 
Although t h i s microwave technique appears to have as many problems, i f not 
more, than the more conventional techniques, i t has many p o s i t i v e advantages. 
These advantages include the a b i l i t y to investigate p o l y c r y s t a l l i n e materials, 
(since heterogeneities associated with inter-and i n t r a c r y s t a l l i n e defect 
e f f e c t s are eliminated) and the f a c t that e l e c t r i c a l contact e f f e c t s are also 
eliminated since the method i s an electrodeless one. 
The work described i n t h i s Chapter was undertaken to investigate the 
s u i t a b i l i t y of the microwave Ha l l technique for studies on nitrogen ceramics 
a t room temperature arid to a s c e r t a i n t h e i r H a l l mobility. I n order to check 
the v a l i d i t y of the experimental techniques reference measurements were f i r s t 
made on n-type germanium. 
7.2 THEORY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
A formula for c a l c u l a t i n g the mobility can be expressed by the 
r e l a t i o n . (125-126) 
2 - 1 - 1 
where y, i n cm V sec , i s the e f f e c t i v e c a r r i e r mobility ; H, i n gauss, 
the strength of the applied magnetic f i e l d t P' the Joule l o s s i n the 
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sample due to the current excited by the fundamental mode ; and P£ the Joule 
l o s s i n the sample due to the Hal l current. I t i s however, very d i f f i c u l t 
to measure these powers d i r e c t l y . Several methods have been used by many 
authors to determine the power factors for a dual mode ca v i t y . Nishina 
and Spry (127) have mentioned that microwave power from a s t a b i l i z e d 
o s c i l l a t o r ( P i n ) was directed through the input of the ca v i t y and excited 
the f i r s t e l e c t r i c a l mode of the cav i t y (Fig. 7.1 (a) ) . In t e r a c t i o n 
between the re s u l t a n t charge motion i n the sample and the applied d.c. 
magnetic f i e l d , H, causes a f r a c t i o n of the incident power to be coupled 
to mode two of the dual mode cav i t y . This power leaves the c a v i t y through 
the output waveguide. I n the absence of losses i n the sample and i n the 
cavi t y w a l l s , the c a r r i e r mobility p= R a =|lO^/ H| j P o u t ^ > i n j l s ' However, 
losses and r e f l e c t i o n s were not neg l i g i b l e and the corrections were made on 
the b a s i s of V.S.W.R. measurements a t the input and output of the c a v i t y . 
I t has been shown by Yamagata and Fukuroi (128) that for a bimodal 
c a v i t y without inbalance, the H a l l conductivity i s given by 
(7.2) eou) 1 P° . out • 1. •- out 
ab DI 2o 2 P° , i out / 
where o represents the Hall conductivity, c the d i e l e c t r i c constant of ab o 
vacuum, u> the angular frequency of microwave, DI the numerical factor depend-
ing on the shape and volume of the specimen, and QQ, the Q-factor of the 
cavi t y . The P's indicate the microwave power l e v e l s , where the s u f f i x e s "out" 
and " i n " mean those outgoing from and incoming to the c a v i t y . The r a t i o of 
P° 
the output power to the input, out/ was measured before applying the 
magnetic f i e l d . After the application of the magnetic f i e l d on the specimen 
AP . = P . - P° ^  was to be determined from the change of the amplitude out out out * c 
of the pattern appeared on the cathode-ray oscilloscope. .The Ha l l mobility 
out 














FIG. 7.1(a) Cavity and specimen arrangement 
for measurement of microwave Hall effect 
at 9.3 GHz.(b) Width of voltag minimum for 
determination o f ' V S W R . : ( c ) Resonance 
curve to determine the &, of the cavity. 
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can be calculated by the use of the r e l a t i o n s 
°ab B a o ' V H' V H = °o *H 














Neglecting the coupling i r i s e s assuming Q = Q_ the loaded Q-factor gives 
O ijf 
the following apprximation 
PI 
c0to 
Therefore, equation (7.3) can be reduced to 
10 
H 







Equation (7.4) i s i d e n t i c a l to equation (7.1). The powers term of equation 





8 out - out 
- p 
r e f r e f , 
(7.5) 
P ( 1 ) P S P° 
where i n = ( r e f - ref) r e f e r s to the difference of the input r e f l e c t e d 
' H powers with and without the sample i n the c a v i t y and P J _ = ( P ^ - P .) i s e * out out out 
to be determined by observing the change of output power with and without 
magnetic f i e l d . 
Trukhan (126) has described a method to c a l c u l a t e the mobility 
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by the following r e l a t i o n 





where Q q and are the Q's of the empty ca v i t y and the c a v i t y with sample, 
and T i s the r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t of the c a v i t y from input and output 
(they are considered to be i d e n t i c a l ) . The and P^ r e f e r to the incoming 
power to the cavity and the change of outgoing power with magnetic f i e l d 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . The introduction of a sample e f f e c t i v e l y reduces the Q factor 
of the c a v i t y by a c e r t a i n amount. The change i n Q with r e f l e c t i o n co-
e f f i c i e n t of the c a v i t y i s given by 
( i - r . ) ( i + r ) 
1 o 
( i + r ) ( i - r ) 
1 o 
(7.7) 
here the subscripts 0 and 1 r e f e r to the s i t u a t i o n without and with the 
sample respectively. I f the change i n Q factor i s small, then equation (7.7) 
i s reduced to 
Ar 
2 ° Q o 
(7.8) 
where AT = - T q . I f the change i n Q i s taken into account throughout, 
i t turns out that instead of measuring the difference between the input 
r e f l e c t e d powers with and without the specimen as mentioned above, one can 
d i r e c t l y measure the input power ( P ^ ) when the specimen i s a c t u a l l y present 
i n the c a v i t y . I f the l o s s e s are .high)the r a t i o of the Q's i n equation(7.6) 
w i l l be very small and i n such an instance the f i r s t term becomes equal to 
unity ( i n the l i m i t of course). I f the i n s e r t i o n l o s s e s are small, so that 
Q. i s close to I , then t h i s factor becomes Q , and i s determined by 
V Q o O / A Q 
(7.8) . In the present work, the value of \i has been ca l c u l a t e d using both 
the equations (7.5) and (7.6) for comparison. 
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7.3 EXPERIMENTAL 
The specimens examined i n the present work were nitrogen ceramics 
of the same compositions as mentioned i n (Chapter 1, Table 1.1 and Chapter 6 ) , 
and a n-type germanium sample. Specimens of t y p i c a l s i z e 5 mm x 5 mm x 0.2mm 
were used. The cavity, whose i n t e r n a l dimension was 2.23 cm, was made of 
copper and had a Q of about 2640.Figure 7.1/a) shows schematically the c a v i t y , 
the sample, and the input and output waveguides. There were two coupling holet 
at the input and output sides of the c a v i t y , which were i d e n t i c a l . One w a l l 
of the cavity was detachable and t h i s feature was used for i n s e r t i o n and 
removal of the sample with minimum disturbance of the c a v i t y Q and the set-up 
during the change over of the sample. The sample (mounted on a quartz rod) 
was placed as c e n t r a l l y as possible i n the e l e c t r i c f i e l d antinode a t the 
centre of the c a v i t y . The cavity could sustain the modes T E ^ o l a n d ^ Q I J / 
The experimental arrangement of the microwave apparatus i s shown i n Figure 7.2. 
The c a v i t y was mounted between the poles of an electromagnet with which 
magnetic f i e l d s of up to 5 kilogauss could be obtained. 
The microwave power from a s t a b i l i z e d X-band o s c i l l a t o r (klystron 
source) was directed through waveguide number one and excited the f i r s t 
e l e c t r i c a l mode of the c a v i t y . The resonance pattern was displayed on a dual 
beam oscilloscope by the c r y s t a l detector, X„ (through a 10 db d i r e c t i o n a l 
coupler) with the source modulated. The resonant, frequency of the c a v i t y 
was obtained by tuning the mechanical frequency control and r e f l e c t o r voltage 
of the klystron source. The resonant frequency, f and the frequencies f^rand 
f 2 a t 3 db points respectively of the resonance curve were measured using a 
c a l i b r a t e d wavemeter (Fig. 7.1 (c) ) . The values of Q and Q of the c a v i t y 
o s 
were determined respectively without and with the specimen, but with the quartz 
rod i n position using the r e l a t i o n , ^ ^ ~ ^ 2 » T n e m e a s u r e m e n t s were then 
repeated severa l times. The value of Q with the germanium sample was 1000 
s 
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rod only) was 2300. These values were used I n equation (7.6). 
The r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t , T, was determined using V.S.W.R. 
measurement techniques suitable f o r high power levels (129). The T and 
S (V.S.W.R) were calculated from the rel a t i o n s S = / - and T = r - r where 
ird S+l 
Xg I s the guide wavelength i d I s noted I n Fig. 7.1 (b) ; I.e. the e l e c t r i c a l 
distance between /2 V points was measured by the s l o t t e d l i n e probe, 
min 
i n cm. The value of Xg was calculated from the r e l a t i o n 
Xg = j 9 where X i s the free-space 
' i - ( x / 2 a ) 2 
wavelength generated and measured by wavemeter ; a = broad dimensions of 
guide (here a = 2.29 cm), X = 9.34 GHz. After s u b s t i t u t i o n these values 
i n t o the relevant equations, the value of T = 0.60 was obtained. This value 
was used i n equation (7.6). 
A l l the powers were measured a f t e r switching o f f the modulation source 
The microwave power, P, generated from the o s c i l l a t o r was d i r e c t l y measured 
by the c r y s t a l detector X^ , whose output, taken through a 20 db d i r e c t i o n a l 
coupler was observed on e i t h e r an oscilloscope or a d i g i t a l m i l l i v o l t m e t e r . 
The 20 db arm was used to ensure that the microwave power reaching the 
detector was small enough so tha t operation was guaranteed i n the region where 
Pa V (m.v.). A l l the powers were measured i n m i l l i v o l t s . This input power 
a f t e r conversion to an actual value, i n m i l l i w a t t s , was used i n equation (7.6) 
o s 
This input r e f l e c t e d powers p r e £ ^ P r e f w e r e m e a s u r e a " with no sample but 
with the quartz rod i n p o s i t i o n and with the sample i n the cavity respectively 
by the c r y s t a l detector X^  joined to a 10 db d i r e c t i o n a l coupler. The 
o s difference, P, = P , - P „ was used i n equation (7.5). i n r e f r e f 
Even i n the absence of the s t a t i c magnetic f i e l d , however, a microwave 
power comparable to the Hall power was coupled out to waveguide No.2, owing 
to the non-ideal cavity construction. Therefore, the P _ and P ^ were 
out out 
measured without and wi t h applied magnetic f i e l d respectively, using the 
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cr y s t a l detector X 3 a t the output of the d.c. a m p l i f i e r . The difference 
H ' between P Q u t - P Q u t = P 2 or P Q u f c as used i n both equations (7.5) and (7.6) 
for the cal c u l a t i o n of Hall m o b i l i t y . The output power was then measured 
at d i f f e r e n t applied magnetic f i e l d s with the specimen i n the same p o s i t i o n . 
A l l the measurements were made i n a i r at room temperature. 
7.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 7.3 shows a t y p i c a l p l o t of output power, p o u t versus 
magnetic f i e l d , H, on an n-type germanium sample at room temperature. I n 
i 
high magnetic f i e l d s , P Q u t i s seen to deviate from the l i n e a r r e l a t i o n s h i p . 
The data of input and output powers together with the values of m o b i l i t y 
obtained under d i f f e r e n t methods of measurements are l i s t e d i n Table 7.1. 
I t should be noted t h a t there are two values f o r the Hall m o b i l i t y given, 
due to the d i f f e r e n t methods of ca l c u l a t i o n , depending upon the d i r e c t and 
i n d i r e c t ways of noting the actual power r a t i o s . The value of p, calculated 
2 -1 -1 
using equation (7.5) i s about 2111 cm v sec whereas the value o f ^ 
2 -1 -1 
obtained using equation (7.6) i s 1972 cm v sec . The Hall m o b i l i t y o f the 
same sample obtained by d.c. conventional method (Chapter 3, Sect. 3.2) was 
2 -1 -1 
about 2900 cm v sec . The results obtained by two d i f f e r e n t methods are 
i n close agreement. I n (130), the value of y f o r n-type germanium measured 
H 
by the microwave Ha i l e f f e c t and the d.c. Hall methods has been found of the 
2 -1 -1 
order 3300 cm v sec , but a d i r e c t comparison i s not necessarily v a l i d 
because of the probable differences i n impurity contents of the samples. 
No change of output power due to the Hall e f f e c t was observed i n any 
of the nitrogen ceramic specimens. As the apparatus would have measured a 
2 -1 -1 
mob i l i t y of greater than 10 cm v sec , t h i s observation implied t h a t the 
Hall m o b i l i t y i n the specimens was low. The present microwave Hall e f f e c t 
apparatus has not enough s e n s i t i v i t y t o determine the value of u f o r the 
materials. I t needs f u r t h e r improvement ; especially o f the output detection 
system ( f o r which a superheterodyne receiver might be used), elimination of 
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unbalanced signals appearing at the output, design of a c a v i t y of higher Q 
(c y l i n d r i c a l bimodal cavity) and very good power measuring equipment. 
According to the theory presented i n (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.4), m o b i l i t y 
2 -1 -1 
values above about 1 to 10 cm v sec ( f o r example n-type germanium), can 
be taken as an i n d i c a t i o n t h a t the dominant charge c a r r i e r s are moving i n a 
2 -1 -1 
broad conduction band. Values below about 1 cm v sec could r e s u l t from 
hopping or ionic conduction or else indicate an electronic mechanism involving 
localized electronic states. The evidence from the microwave Hall e f f e c t 
experiments reported here, though somewhat inconclusive, none the less 
suggests f a i r l y strongly t h a t the Hall m o b i l i t y values i n the nitrogen 
ceramics are s u f f i c i e n t l y low to place them among the category of materials 
i n which conduction mechanisms involving l o c a l i z e d electron states are l i k e l y . 
F i n a l l y , i t i s useful to compare the Hall m o b i l i t y derived from the 
conventional d.c. and microwave Ha l l e f f e c t measurements (Chapter 3) and the 
d r i f t m o b i l i t y obtained from t r a n s i t time effects of in j e c t e d c a r r i e r s ( l i k e l y 
t o be electrons) (Chapter 5) f o r a l l nitrogen ceramic specimens ; t h i s 
comparison i s shown i n Table 7.2. According to theory there must be a 
difference between the H a l l m o b i l i t y and the d r i f t m o b i l i t y . I n the case 
of hopping conduction, u i s generally higher than the d r i f t m o b i l i t y , u . 
n u 
Table 7.2 suggests.that t h i s holds and indicates further t h a t the d r i f t roobilitv 
measurement technique i s by f a r the most promising of the three a l t e r n a t i n g 
studied. 
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The o v e r a l l picture of the e l e c t r i c a l properties of the nitrogen 
ceramics investigated, derived from the foregoing Chapters, i s th a t they 
may be regarded as a class of high r e s i s t i v i t y , low mo b i l i t y materials 
i n which the predominant conduction mechanism at low and medium temperatures 
i s hopping due to impurity (localized) states located near the Fermi l e v e l 
and near the edge of the conduction or valence bands respectively. I t i s , 
however, d i f f i c u l t to obtain a completely unambiguous i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the 
experimental data, not least because of the complexity of the chemical 
compositions of the materials examined. I n conclusion therefore some points 
may be noted on which fu r t h e r c l a r i f i c a t i o n i s desirable and some suggestions 
made of a l t e r n a t i v e experimental techniques (whose use was precluded by lack 
of time) which could prove b e n e f i c i a l i n t h i s respect. The high temperature 
o 
d.c. conductivity r e s u l t s up to lOCO C d i d not support free band or non-
localized (extended) states conduction, (Chapters 3 and 5) , which implied 
t h a t the materials did not show i n t r i n s i c behaviour even at the highest 
measured temperature. The thermoelectric power in v e s t i g a t i o n , on the other 
o 
hand, showed t h a t the sign of the c a r r i e r s changed above about 900 C (Chapter 3, 
Sect. 3.4) in d i c a t i n g a change of the conduction mechanism. Therefore, 
o 
measurement of d.c. conductivity at high temperatures above 1000 C i s required 
t o observe the possible presence of other conduction processes. Thin square 
plate specimens with c i r c u l a r platinum electrodes would be suitable f o r 
measurement of conductivity a t high temperatures. Measurements o f conduct-
4 
i v i t y a t high f i e l d s above 10 V/cm may give further information o f the precise 
nature of the high f i e l d conduction mechanisms. The a c t i v a t i o n energy, E 
obtained from high temperature d.c. conductivity r e s u l t s can f o r many 
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materials be expressed as E - 1 E . For the sialons E * 1.5 eV so 
a Y ° a 
the band gap E^ * 3 eV where E q and E^ are the o p t i c a l and e l e c t r i c a l gaps 
between conduction and valence bands. Since the gap was not free of states 
t h i s assumption may not be v a l i d , (Chapter 2, Sect. 2.2), but nevertheless 
the determination of E q using o p t i c a l absorption studies would provide some 
knowledge about the nature of the band gap and could be compared with 
e l e c t r i c a l band gap. Several experimental techniques and theories f o r 
o p t i c a l absorption studies have been described i n (131-132). From the p l o t 
of the o p t i c a l absorption c o e f f i c i e n t a versus phonon energy 4iu) one can 
deduce the band gap energy. Therefore, d i r e c t studies of the e l e c t r i c a l 
properties of these materials can be complemented by o p t i c a l absorption 
studies. 
The d.c. conduction results suggested that the charge c a r r i e r s i n 
the materials examined were predominantly electrons (or holes) rather than 
ions (except l i t h i u m sialon, i n which conduction could have been contributed 
by both electrons and ions). The d i e l e c t r i c parameters suggested that the 
charge c a r r i e r s i n the conduction processes might be eit h e r non-Debye dipolar 
or charge hopping c a r r i e r s (electrons or ions) and there was some evidence 
th a t the charge c a r r i e r s were of predominantly electronic nature (Chapter 4, 
Sect. 4.4). However, conclusive evidence of the nature of charge c a r r i e r s 
could not be established from t h i s work. The d i s t i n c t i o n between electronic 
and ionic c a r r i e r s may be a very d i f f i c u l t problem to solve and i n some cases 
i t may not be possible t o give a conclusive answer t o the question. I n the 
case of hopping conduction the problem i s even more complicated. Some 
r e l i a b l e experiments can be done to know the nature of the charge c a r r i e r s 
using the method of galvanic-cell e.m.f. measurements. The theory and the 
experimental techniques necessary t o obtain i o n i c transport numbers have 
been described i n (133-134). I n t h i s technique, a disc or t h i n plate 
specimen i s used as an e l e c t r o l y t e w i t h platinum electrodes being attached 
to each side of i t . I f the two ends of a specimen a t a temperature T are i n 
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contact with d i f f e r e n t p a r t i a l pressures of oxygen and P^, then an 
e.m.f. i s generated by the thermodynamic p o t e n t i a l difference 
E q • AG/^, where N i s the number of charges transported by the migrating 
ions per u n i t of reaction, F i s the Faraday constant, AG i s the decrease 
of free enthalpy given by AG = RTln(P], ) where R i s the gas constant. 
' 2 
I f the specimen i s a mixed conductor, then the c e l l e.m.f. E i s given by 
E = t,E where t , i s the ionic transport number. E can be calculated 1 o 1 o 
from the measured values of P P and T. The r a t i o of E, the measured 
11 * 
c e l l e.m.f, to E gives the ionic transport number, t . . For a pure electronic o 1 
conductor, E i s zero. D i f f e r e n t p a r t i a l pressures of oxygen can be obtained o 
by using C02, 0^ and a i r atmospheres. One important c r i t e r i o n of io n i c 
conduction i s the present of e l e c t r o l y s i s . I f the electrode does not supply 
the ionic species slow p o l a r i z a t i o n and a standing p o t e n t i a l are observed i n 
the specimen. This behaviour of e l e c t r o l y s i s was observed i n l i t h i u m s i a l o n , 
and was thought to be due to the migration of l i t h i u m mobile ions from anode 
to cathode, as described i n Chapter 6. A fu r t h e r check on the nature of 
the charge c a r r i e r s can be made on the specimen by means of an e l e c t r o l y s i s 
experiment (133). I n t h i s method three t h i n square plate specimens w i t h 
o p t i c a l l y polished surfaces are pressed together and heated at a constant 
high temperature, under which conditions a constant d.c voltage should be 
applied f o r more than lOO hours. The specimens are weighed before and a f t e r 
t h i s treatment. I f changes of weight are observed i n any of the three 
specimens the charge c a r r i e r s would be predominantly i o n i c . 
Some indications of the presence of space charge i n the materials 
were noticed i n each type of experiment mentioned i n the preceding Chapters. 
The o r i g i n of i t s occurrence was not c l e a r l y understood from t h i s work. 
Space charge effects are generally observed i n many disordered solids and 
insulators due to t h e i r microscopic inhomogeneities (19,82). The space 
charge may be one of two types : 
( i ) mobile charge densities injected i n excess of thermal equilibrium 
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d e n s i t i e s i n neutral material - the charge may be free i n the sense 
of many mean free paths of many interatomic spacings or they may be 
hopping by discontinuous jumps ; they may be i o n i c or e l e c t r o n i c ; or 
( i i ) a fi x e d charge r e s u l t i n g from the removal of whatever mobile 
charge may have been presented i n the neutral material, leaving behind a 
fixed background space charge. The presence of space charge was indicated 
by the f a c t that the steady current-voltage (I-V) c h a r a c t e r i s t i c for an 
unused specimen (Si^N^) showed h y s t e r e s i s behaviour, F i g . 8.1 ; t h i s was 
removed by heat treatment a f t e r which the I-V c h a r a c t e r i s t i c c l e a r l y followed 
Ohm's law. I t has been shown by H i l l (135) that a s e n s i t i v e t e s t for the 
presence of space charge i s the presence or absence of a change i n voltage 
at the centre of the specimen when the f i e l d i s reversed. I f space charge 
i s present there i s no longer a uniform f i e l d and hence the mid-position 
voltage i s not the mean of the voltages at the ends of the specimen. Some 
evidence of t h i s type of behaviour was obtained for Si^N^, F i g , 8,2, by 
measuring the voltage d i s t r i b u t i o n along the length of a specimen. Furthermore, 
measurements of both d.c. and a.c. conductivities using specimens of widely 
d i f f e r e n t electrode area/thickness r a t i o w i l l provide d i r e c t information of 
- i 
the f i e l d d i s t r i b u t i o n i n the materials. The occurrence of a dependence of 
conductivity on the electrode area/thickness r a t i o i n d i c a t e s the presence of 
microscopic inhomogeneity i n the materials (87). Preliminary measurements 
of d.c. conductivity on specimen of d i f f e r e n t thickness, for Z = 3.2 s i a l o n , 
showed that a, did i n f a c t vary with thickness, F i g . 8.3. dc 
I t was known from both the conventional d.c. and microwave Ha l l e f f e c t 
experiments that the H a l l mobility of the materials was low. Other methods 
to determine the Hall mobility may not be su i t a b l e for these materials as 
mentioned i n (Chapter 7, Sect. 7.1). D r i f t mobility techniques w i l l be 
p a r t i c u l a r l y suitable for these materials. Davies (43) has devised a d r i f t 
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FIG. 8 . 3 Th ickness dependence of conductivity 
in z = 3 . 2 sialon. under a low d.c. field. 
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FIG. 8 . 2 VOItage distr ibution,observed for S i 3 N H specimen 
(a) was the initial resul t obtained with 10V appl ied; 
(b) showed the result on r e v e r s a l of polar i ty ; (c) ' was 
obtained when 1V w a s applied in the original direct ion; 
(d) w a s obtained when the polarity was reversed . 
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with very low m o b i l i t i e s (10 -10 cm v sec •L) . i t consists i n 
allowing an injected space charge t o d r i f t under the action of i t s own 
e l e c t r i c f i e l d . I t i s better to measure the d r i f t m o b i l i t y of these 
materials using the above mentioned method and t o compare wi t h the values 
of uD obtained by other methods i n ths work. 
The loss peaks i n some d i e l e c t r i c materials have been observed i n 
-5 2 
the low frequency regions (between 10 Hz to 10 Hz) and the loss peaks 
s h i f t to the higher frequencies w i t h increasing temperature (80,82). I t 
has been suggested by Jonscher (80,82) t h a t the frequency v a r i a t i o n of loss 
peaks can be expressed by the r e l a t i o n 
-m(T) l-n(T) 
i/g,,,..., =J0>/.. /m, I + )<•>/.. , m , l (8.1) :"(u» • | " / « l ( T ) | + [^ 2^ 1 
where u> _ are temperature dependent parameters and the exponents m and 1-n 
are both smaller than u n i t y and decrease w i t h decreasing temperature. This 
behaviour i s also due to either non-Debye dipolar or hopping charge c a r r i e r 
mechanisms. The temperature v a r i a t i o n of d i e l e c t r i c measurements at low 
frequencies (below 200 Hz), which was omitted i n t h i s work, may provide 
valuable information of the conduction processes. 
The temperature variations of tan6 and e* showed that they became 
r e l a t i v e l y weakly dependent on temperature at higher frequencies. These 
results give the impression t h a t both tan6 and e' at 8-10 GHz would be 
almost temperature independent even at high temperatures. The measurements 
of tanfi and e' over the frequency range B-10 GHz at temperatures up to 600° C 
may provide s i g n i f i c a n t information about the materials f o r t h e i r possible 
radome applications. Reactionrbonded Si N 4 (100) has been established as a 
useful material f o r t h i s purpose. 
The results presented i n t h i s Thesis show that hot-pressed 
materials are better insulators than reaction-bonded materials i n those 
instances where a d i r e c t comparison with reported data on materials of s i m i l a r 
- 101 -
composition could be made. Hot-pressed nitrogen ceramics, especially 
pure sialons and MgO/Si^N^, may be used as high temperature insulators 
o 
up to lOOO C. Their use may also be possible i n high frequency f i e l d s , 
since they have comparatively small IOSBOS at microwave frequency. 
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